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Abstract

The adjoint method in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) made shape opti-

misation affordable. However, the typical cost of the process is still at least an

order of magnitude higher than obtaining a flow solution only. In this work, the

author presents methods that help to further reduce the computational effort in

optimisation. The first method involves reducing the run-time of the flow solver;

the second involves developing a low-cost error estimate that could be used to

create a computationally less expensive grid without affecting the accuracy of an

objective function.

Implicit solvers are well-established in CFD, but their performance is often

limited by the instabilities that arise in the initial convergence stage of the code.

To address this issue, a methodology to stabilise an implicit solver using adaptive

CFL number adjustment technique is implemented in the in-house code STAMPS.

The CFL number is altered at each solver iteration based on the outcome of a

line-search algorithm - the Armijo rule. It is shown that the building blocks of

a line-search algorithm can be accurately and easily evaluated using automatic

differentiation of the Tapenade source code transformation tool without a need

to approximate derivatives of discrete system of flow equations. The line-search

algorithm is also used to control re-evaluation of Jacobian/preconditioner between

solver iterations, by detecting when the linear convergence regime was reached,

and the spectra of system matrix eigenvalues are contractive. This work shows

that the proposed combination of automatic CFL adjustment and system matrix

re-evaluation control result in improvements in solver stability and reductions of

the overall run-time of the code.

A method of manufactured solution is used by the author for verification of

the discretisation accuracy of the STAMPS solver, as well as for the development

of local error estimation. The truncation error, which is defined as a difference

between the continuous PDEs and its discrete approximation, can be evaluated

exactly using a known manufactured solution and used for verification of error

estimation methodology. In this work, a novel low-cost method is presented that

estimates the truncation error using building blocks of the geometric multi-grid

solver. The methodology requires little implementation effort and uses the same

set of multi-grid meshes as the solver. It is shown that a reasonable indication

of high-error regions can be achieved, even though the coarse and fine meshes

are topologically inconsistent. Although the truncation error can be directly

used to obtain an adaptation sensor it is beneficial to apply adjoint-weighting

beforehand. The adjoint-weighting of the local truncation error gives an output-

based sensor that determines the effect of the local error on the objective function

of interest. The output-based sensor can be effectively used for the goal-driven

mesh adaptation/coarsening process. This work presents example applications of

mesh refinement driven by output-based sensor and mesh regeneration technique.
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Nomenclature

Indices / lists

i Node/general purpose index

ib Boundary node index

ie Edge index (alternatively ij)

ipe Periodic edge index

ij Edge index (alternatively ie)

if Face index

ibf Boundary face index

ic Cell index of primal mesh

Nn List of nodes

Nn(ic) List of nodes forming cell ic

Ne List of edges

Ne(i) List of edges connected to node i

Nf List of faces

Nf (ic) List of faces forming cell ic

Nf (ij) List of elementary faces constructed around edge ij

Nb List of boundary patches

Nb(i) List of boundary patches coinciding at node i

Nbf List of elementary boundary faces

Nbf (i) List of boundary faces coinciding at node i

Nbf (ib) List of boundary faces coinciding at boundary node ib

Nc List of cells

Nc(i) List of cells coinciding at node i
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Flow solver

U, ~U Flow variables vector [ρ, u, v, w, p, ν̂]T

W, ~W Conservative variables vector [ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw, ρe, ν̂]T

~fc Convective flux (functions) vector

~Fc Convective flux (integrals) vector

~fv Viscous flux (functions) vector

~Fv Viscous flux (integrals) vector

~q Source term (functions) vector

~Q Source term (integrals) vector

R, ~R Residual vector

Ω Control volume

∂Ω Boundary that enclose the control volume

S Surface of control volume

X, ~X Coordinates vector [x, y, z]T

~n Normal vector of control volume boundary surface [nx, ny, nz]
T

~t Tangent/edge unit vector [tx, ty, tz]
T

~rij Edge vector

~sij Edge (combined dual cell flux face) weight

~sib Boundary weight

M,M̄ General notation for mesh metrics, i.e. ~sij, ~sib ,Ω, etc.

t Time

ρ Density

u X-velocity

v Y-velocity

w Z-velocity

p Pressure

T Temperature

c Speed of sound

~Uv Velocity vector [u, v, w]T

V Contravariant velocity ~Uv · ~n

e Specific energy

i Specific internal energy
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ek Specific kinetic energy

h Specific enthalpy

ht Total specific enthalpy (hs + ek)

ν̂ Spalart-Allmaras variable

µ, µL Laminar dynamic viscosity

µt Turbulent dynamic viscosity

τi,j Stress tensor component, i, j = (x, y, z)

∇U,∇~U Gradient of flow variables [∇ρ,∇u,∇v,∇w,∇p,∇ν̂]T

Ψ Limiter function

(·)∞ Freestream quantity right (e.g. ρ∞, ~U∞, etc.)

(·)L Reconstructed quantity left (e.g. ρL, ~UL, etc.)

(·)R Reconstructed quantity right (e.g. ρR, ~UR, etc.)

AROE ROE matrix

ε General notation for errors

Dual solvers

α Design variable (general), e.g. mesh coordinates α = ~X

L Objective function

Nα Number of design variables

NL Number of objective functions

u Tangent variables u = ∂W
∂X

ψ Adjoint variables

f Tangent system right hand side vector f = − ∂R
∂X

g Adjoint system right hand side vector g = ∂L
∂W

T

Ã Exact Jacobian of the system of equations

RTAN Tangent residual vector

RADJ Adjoint residual vector
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Implicit solver stabilisation/acceleration

RBTS Residual-based time stepping

AR Aspect ratio

CFL-RMPG Automatic CFL adjustment

A-CTRL Preconditioner re-computation control

MGS Multigrid start up

FMG Full multigrid start up

LMS Low Mach scaling

A System of equations matrix

NaN Not a Number

CFL Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy number

s Line search step size

Ma Mach number

Re Reynolds number

GMRES Generalised minimal residual method

NDoF Number of degrees of freedom

Adaptation / Multigrid

he Characteristic mesh size

(·)h Fine grid quantity/operator (e.g. Uh)

(·)H Coarse grid quantity/operator (e.g. UH)

(·)Hh Quantity at the fine grid interpolated from the coarse mesh

(·)hH Quantity at the coarse grid interpolated from the fine mesh

IhH Prolongation operator (from coarse to fine mesh)

IHh Restriction operator (from fine to coarse mesh)

~QMG Multigrid source term vector

L̃ Exact objective function

TE Truncation error

T̃E Exact truncation error

TEΩ Undivided truncation error (control volume residual error)

OE Output error
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DE Discretisation error

TS Truncation-error-based sensor

OS Output-error-based sensor
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Chapter 1

Introduction

One of the earliest attempts to solve the system of flow equations using finite

difference and the ’computers’ available at the time (i.e. persons that carry out

the computations) was presented by Lewis Fry Richardson in 1910 and applied

to the problem of accurate weather forecasting, see [8]. The meaning of the term

computer has changed significantly since then; equally the Computational Fluid

Dynamics (CFD) has evolved. In more recent decades, the capability of CFD has

progressed from a very simple potential flow analysis to the fully turbulent large

scale applications for complete aeroplanes, cars, engines, etc. Figure 1.1 shows an

example of such an application where a full-scale racing car has been analysed to

investigate its aerodynamic performance, i.e. lift and drag forces exerted on the

car, cooling system efficiency, and brakes cooling.

Figure 1.1: Complex CFD analysis of Formula Student vehicle
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The advancements in CFD have been possible mainly due to the progress in

four key areas (see Jameson [10]) i.e.:

1. Computer Science

2. Mathematics

3. Fluid Mechanics

4. Aeronautical Engineering

Initially, the key driver of the development of CFD was the emerging need for the

simulation of a full aircraft and, therefore, the human desire to ’reach the sky’.

Creation of first programmable digital computer (ENIAC - Electronic Numerical

Integrator And Computer) [11] was an initiation of fast growing computational

capabilities of digital machines and parallel computations [12]. Modern Personal-

Computers (PCs) can easily deliver 100 GFLOPS, whereas the most powerful

supercomputer provides up to 143.5 PFLOPS3 (Summit, USA). Equally impor-

tant was a growth of knowledge and creation of new methods in fluid mechanics

and mathematics that led to more stable and efficient algorithms, and discretisa-

tion schemes.

CFD methods are now a standard tool in analysis and design in the engineering

industry. However, in the era of growing computational power and customer

demands the flow analysis is no longer a sufficient tool, especially in the aircraft

and automotive industry. Numerical optimisation goes beyond the mere analysis

of the flow field by modifying control variables such as shape parameters to achieve

an optimal flow. There are two main families of CFD optimisation methods: a)

stochastic-based [13, 14], and b) gradient-based [15, 16]. The stochastic-based

methods (e.g. evolutionary algorithms) are portable and can be easily1y used

with various applications and codes. However, they are usually limited to a

small number of design variables and are based on the brute force search for the

optimum, which requires a large number of objective function evaluations. These

methods are not feasible for a large scale optimisation with a rich design space

and are not discussed any further here.

3https://www.top500.org/lists/top500/, accessed 26 February 2018
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Conversely, the optimisation driven by gradient-based methods can provide

an optimal solution within acceptable turnaround times. In particular, the use

of the adjoint methodology [17] allows a computational cost to be achieved that

is independent of the number of design parameters. As a result, a very rich

design spaces can be explored, which is of particular importance nowadays as

the design of the machines and devices (e.g. engines, aircraft, cars) is already

near-optimal. Furthermore, the gradient of an objective function with respect

to design variables as well as its intermediate partial derivatives can give an

interesting insight into the flow physics and indicate regions of great importance

for a particular design case. The strengths of the adjoint method comes at the

price of the implementation effort required to obtain derivatives of the primal

problem. Nevertheless, the adjoint technique grows in popularity in the CFD

field as the advantages outweigh the shortcomings of required development time.

Although the adjoint solution can be used to obtain shape sensitivities at

an affordable computational cost, the optimisation process is still much more

intensive than the flow solution only. Hence, methodologies are required that

allow for further run-time savings, and for the optimisation to be applicable to

the wide range of industrial cases. Two methods are presented in this work that

allow the computational effort of shape optimisation to be reduced.

The first method is to decrease the run-time of the flow solver. Although

the Jacobian-Trained Krylov-Implicit-Runge-Kutta (JT-KIRK) solver shows sig-

nificant run-time reduction as compared to explicit schemes [18], it still suffers

from the initial guess problem [19, 20]. Hence, the initial CFL4 number has to

be often reduced to make sure the stable convergence is obtained. On the other

hand, if the CFL number is set to a very low value the advantages of using the

implicit solver are lost. A methodology based on line search algorithm that can

drive the automatic CFL adjustment is presented in this work along with other

convergence acceleration techniques that are described in Chapter 4.

The second method relates to the reduction in mesh size, which could lead

to a reduction in computational cost. Adaptive meshing is a method that allows

this goal to be achieved while maintaining the accuracy of an objective function

4Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy
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(i.e. engineering quantity of interest). One of the key requirements of effective

mesh adaptation is the right choice of adaptation sensor. The adjoint solution

can be used to obtain a robust mesh adaptation sensor, i.e. an output-error-based

indicator [29, 30, 25, 31, 32, 33, 34]. An output-based sensor can drive a refine-

ment process that leads to increased accuracy in the estimated objective function

of interest at a lower cost and hence allows for a more efficient usage of available

computational resources. In other words the computational efficiency, i.e. a ratio

of the obtained accuracy of an objective function to a number of computational

points, can be increased [35].

In this work, a methodology that allows the efficient estimation of output

errors using geometric multigrid solvers [92] is presented. An in-house code

STAMPS (Source Transformation Adjoint for Multi-Physics Simulation) devel-

oped at Queen Mary University of London (QMUL) is used as a workhorse solver.

Several code enhancements have been introduced in STAMPS to achieve an ac-

curate error estimation and extend solver capabilities to a wider range of CFD

applications. Furthermore, the stability of implicit solvers linked with an initial

guess problem is addressed for nonlinear PDEs. The methodology for automatic

CFL adjustment and Jacobian/preconditioner re-computation control is intro-

duced.

1.1 STAMPS

STAMPS is an in-house code developed at QMUL. It originated from a 2D un-

structured, geometric multigrid flow solver [93] and was further developed under

projects funded by the European Commission, FlowHead5, AboutFlow6 and the

current IODA7. It is a workhorse code for the CFD research work at QMUL.

Among STAMPS’s primary capabilities one can find:

• flow solver

• adjoint solver

5http://flowhead.sems.qmul.ac.uk/
6http://aboutflow.sems.qmul.ac.uk/
7http://ioda.sems.qmul.ac.uk/
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• tangent-linear solver

• shape sensitivity calculation

• truncation error and output error estimation

• mesh deformation

• mesh adaptation

The current and future plans of the software development for STAMPS are fo-

cused on MPI8 parallelisation of the flow and adjoint solvers, and multi-physics

applications with the use of adjoint-based optimisation. The ultimate goal is to

create a robust multi-disciplinary optimisation platform for engineering applica-

tions.

STAMPS is written in Fortran 90/95 programming language [94, 95]. It sup-

ports a GMSH [96] mesh format for input and output, and an XDMF 9 format

for the output where the ’heavy data’ is stored using HDF5 10. It uses JSON 11

open-standard format for solver settings definition, and case setup. The build

process of the code is performed via Makefile12 [97].

STAMPS employs a 2nd-order finite volume discretisation scheme with ROE

flux [36] for Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations (Eq. A.2). It

uses vertex-centred approach, i.e. variables stored at mesh nodes, and edge-based

numerical integration with dual cells. A geometric multigrid is used for solver

acceleration and error estimation, where the sequence of multigrid meshes is gen-

erated using tool hip [37]. JT-KIRK is a primary flow and adjoint solver in

STAMPS [18]. Two mesh deformation techniques are available for altering mesh

when the shape optimisation or r-refinement [38] mesh adaptation is considered:

a) linear elasticity based [98], and b) spring analogy [39]. Discrete tangent and ad-

joint solvers are developed in STAMPS using automatic differentiation via source

code transformation with the Tapenade AD tool [40, 99].

8Message Passing Interface
9http://www.xdmf.org/index.php/Main Page

10https://support.hdfgroup.org/HDF5/
11https://github.com/josephalevin/fson
12https://www.gnu.org/gnu/gnu.en.html
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This research involved numerous steps to improve and develop the STAMPS

code to make it more accurate, make the implicit solver more stable, and create

new capabilities such as an error estimation or linearly exact interpolation opera-

tors. These steps included introducing the git13 source code management system

to keep track of the development and maintenance of STAMPS. What is more,

the Python-based regression testing was created and many debugging actions

performed to improve the code as a joint work with a colleague Jan Hückelheim.

The current code passes the test of the debugging and profiling tool Valgrind14,

and results in no errors such as memory leaks or uninitialised variables. A com-

prehensive framework for solver verification based on a method of manufactured

solution [41] was implemented. Undertaking these steps allowed the achievement

of a more reliable code and will be beneficial for current and future research work

at QMUL and by other related groups.

1.2 Implicit solver stabilisation and enhancements

An advantage of implicit solvers is the possibility for extremely large (infinite)

pseudo time step sizes for iterative schemes that can lead to a rapid convergence

of the solution to the stationary point [100, 101], e.g. for the RANS system

of equations. In particular, Newton-type solvers are known to provide a very

rapid (quadratic) convergence when the initial guess is close to a stationary point

(converged solution). However, if the initial guess is poor, for example close

to critical point where the gradient is near zero, the Newton-type solver will

produce a very poor update step [21, 19, 20]. The stability issues of a Newton-

type solver related to the choice of the initial guess can be mitigated by reducing

speed at which the solution evolves using a finite size pseudo time step. The

reduction of pseudo time step can be achieved by adjusting a CFL number [3].

This often requires a user interaction and a tedious manual process of searching

for the appropriate CFL number. As a remedy, an algorithm to stabilise and

safeguard the implicit solver for the RANS system of equations is introduced in

this work. The first step is to analyse the stability of the scheme based on the

13https://git-scm.com/
14http://valgrind.org/
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line-search algorithm [103, 20] known from the optimisation field. Depending on

the outcome of the analysis the CFL number is then increased or decreased for the

next solver iteration. In STAMPS, the line search algorithm can be implemented

very efficiently in the solver thanks to the availability of derivatives; in particular,

the forward differentiated residual subroutine that can provide a matrix-vector

product required for the line search algorithm - second Wolfe condition [103].

The advantages of the automatic CFL adjustment methodology and Jaco-

bian/preconditioner computation control is discussed in this work. Additionally,

other solver enhancements like residual-based time stepping or low Mach scaling

are analysed. A study of the implemented techniques was performed on a range

of applications.

1.3 Mesh adaptation

The computational power available nowadays enables the performance of com-

plex CFD simulations with very detailed models, where mesh sizes with more than

10 million computational points (e.g. control volumes for finite volume solvers)

are not uncommon, especially in industrial design practice. Despite the grow-

ing capabilities of computers, efficient usage of available computational resources

is an important consideration, as it allows the CPU cost of a simulation to be

controlled. Furthermore, there are still many CFD applications where the com-

putational requirements exceed the feasible cost of everyday usage. An example

of such an application comes from the turbo-machinery field, where the accurate

estimation of the temperature distribution on a combustion chamber wall requires

use of a LES15 model with chemical reactions of air and fuel (multi-phase flow)

and a combustion process. Due to using the LES model, the mesh requirements

can quickly rise to more than 100 million computational points [104].

An appropriate distribution of computational nodes within a meshed domain

leads to an increased estimation accuracy of an engineering quantity of interest

at a lower cost. With the development of CFD many, best practices were created

to achieve this goal. Among many general-purpose meshing guidelines one can

15Large Eddy Simulation
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distinguish, for example:

• surface-based and proximity-based refinement (Figure 1.2a), e.g. generation

of a fine mesh near walls where the engineering quantity of interest is to be

estimated and coarser towards the interior of the computational domain

• directional refinement near the walls (normal wall direction) to capture the

physics of a boundary layer (Figure 1.2b)

• curvature-based refinement, e.g. generation of a finer mesh at the wing

leading edge (Figure 1.2c)

• mesh refinement in the regions of the computational domain where shock

waves are expected for transonic and supersonic flows (Figure 1.2d)

• mesh refinement in the regions where the flow separation is expected e.g. us-

ing the so-called ’body of influence’ available in ANSYS [105].
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(a) Surface-based refinement - hovercraft noz-
zle

(b) Directional refinement - boundary
layer near the wall

(c) Curvature-based and surface-proximity re-
finement - wing of a race car

(d) Refinement for the lambda-shaped
shock - M6 wing [106]

Figure 1.2: Examples of best practices in mesh generation

These techniques are available in most modern meshing and CFD simulation tools

like ANSYS Meshing [105], STAR CCM+ [107], Altair HyperMesh [108], or Open-

Foam [109]. Examples can also be found of meshing best practices for specific

applications, e.g. automotive external aerodynamics [110], marine applications

[111], or urban environment simulations [112]. Although these rough guidelines

help to accurately resolve the shape (geometry) of analysed object capturing re-

gions of high curvature, tight gaps etc, they are disconnected from physical model

used in a simulation. The influence of boundary conditions, presence of shocks,

or engineering quantity that is of interest is not predicted by the current meshing

tools. Hence, a method is required that can indicate where the mesh should be

refined and where the coarse cells are sufficient.

The main goal of mesh adaptation is to provide an optimal distribution of
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the computational points in the discretised space (mesh). The first challenge is

to estimate errors due to the discrete approximation of the continuous model

(e.g. systems of flow equations). In CFD, the most popular are a posteriori error

estimation methods that rely on the discrete solution of the PDEs and allow

the actual errors for a given computational grid to be derived [113, 114, 42].

However, the a priori methods that are based on the mathematical analysis of

PDEs can also provide valuable information [6]. Some a priori error analysis was

also presented in [7, 43]. In this work, however, the a posteriori techniques are

employed, and the a priori approach will not be discussed further as it is outside

the scope of this thesis.

Various types of error estimation have been published in the literature. The

most popular ones are: a) solution errors DE, b) truncation errors TE, and c)

output errors OE [44]. As described in Section 5.2 these errors are closely related

to each other. The thesis focuses on the output errors as they allow a recognition

of regions within a computational domain where not only the solution/truncation

errors are high but also the errors have a large influence on an engineering quan-

tity of interest, e.g. lift, drag, or pressure loss. This is of particular importance

as the primary goal of the engineering CFD simulations is to get an accurate

estimate of the cost function of interest.

Finally, an effective adaptation method that uses a form-of-estimated-error

(adaptation sensor) is required to perform the actual modification of the original

grid. The most popular methods include: a) r-refinement [45] - relocation of nodes

without changing mesh size, b) h-refinement [46, 31] - subdivision of original mesh

cells, c) p-refinement [47, 48] - adjusting order of interpolation polynomial, d) re-

meshing [43, 49] - rebuilding the original mesh. This work uses a re-meshing

methodology because it allows exploiting a well-developed and robust meshing

tools and libraries that can consistently generate high quality computational grids

with a good control over the refinement and coarsening regions.
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Two meshing tools are used in this work:

• BoxerMesh16 [86] - commercial meshing tools developed by Cambridge Flow

Solutions.

• Mmg3D17 [88] - a robust, open-source and multi-disciplinary software for

re-meshing developed by Mmg open source Consortium.

A more extensive overview of error estimation methods and adaptation tech-

niques is provided in the introduction to Chapter 5.

1.4 Outline and contributions

This work is organised in the following fashion. First, the QMUL in-house code

STAMPS is introduced in Chapter 2. A full description of the flow solver, discreti-

sation scheme, and boundary conditions is presented. The improvements made

by the research towards the stability and accuracy of the code are highlighted,

including the implementation of a differentiable slope limiter and formulation of

a linearly transparent gradient computation method.

Chapter 3 presents the dual solvers available in STAMPS, i.e. tangent and

adjoint, and an efficient way to calculate shape sensitivities for gradient-based

optimisation with the use of the algorithmic differentiation (AD) tool Tapenade

[40, 99]. The mathematical derivation, as well as implementation details, are

provided along with a range of application examples.

An improved efficiency of the JT-KIRK [18] implicit solver and various con-

vergence enhancement techniques are studied in Chapter 4. In this work, an

extension of the automatic CFL adjustment driven by line search algorithm that

was proposed by Michalak and Olivier-Gooch [20] for compressible Euler solver,

and by Pawlowski et al. [22] or Tuminaro et al. [23] for incompressible solvers is

presented. The author’s own contributions are related to application of the auto-

matic CFL adjustment technique to the compressible turbulent solver (STAMPS),

and an exact evaluation of derivatives in the line search algorithm (using Tape-

nade algorithmic differentiation tool). All implicit solver enhancements such as

16http://www.cambridgeflowsolutions.com/en/products/boxer-mesh/
17https://www.mmgtools.org/mmg-remesher-downloads
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automatic CFL adjustment, Jacobian re-computation control, solution recovery

mechanism, or low Mach number scaling are implemented in STAMPS code and

tested on a set of cases (inviscid and viscous).

Chapter 5 presents an efficient procedure for truncation error estimation that

exploits the building blocks of a geometric multigrid solver. The methodology is

tested using the method of manufactured solution (Appendix A.5) and a cube

computational domain. An effective output-based adaptation sensor is then ob-

tained through the adjoint-weighting of the estimated truncation error and used

for driving a mesh adaptation process (re-meshing).

The truncation error estimation using geometric multigrid solver and topolog-

ically inconsistent grids is the original contribution of this work. The estimation

is carried out on a coarse grid and then interpolated to the finest mesh. This

method is computationally inexpensive and can be easily implemented in any ge-

ometric multigrid solver. In this work the method was explored on two separate

CFD codes; the QMUL in-house solver STAMPS, and the Rolls-Royce proprietary

CFD code Hydra. Three example application cases of output-based refinement

are presented which are also author’s original contribution.

1. 3D cube with a manufactured solution - re-meshing refinement using Box-

erMesh and Hydra’s flow and adjoint solvers.

2. Subsonic Onera M6 wing [106] - re-meshing refinement using mmg3d and

STAMPS’s flow and adjoint solvers.

3. Transonic Onera M6 wing - same as point 2.

Finally, conclusions and suggestions for future work are provided in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

STAMPS primal (flow) solver

This chapter presents the Reynolds–Averaged Navier–Stokes system of equations

(RANS) and the numerical method used to discretise and solve. Chapter 2 also

discusses a detailed list of primary solver capabilities and improvements imple-

mented by the author. The Chapter concludes with the verification and validation

of the flow solver.

2.1 Introduction

STAMPS solves 3D compressible RANS equations on unstructured grids. It em-

ploys finite-volume, vertex-centred discretisation with an edge-based data struc-

ture. Although this is a standard technique in the CFD field, the goal is to

demonstrate how the AD adjoints can efficiently be developed with typical CFD

codes. It is important to note that the adjoint method can also apply to other

discretisaiton methods, e.g. higher-order schemes.

Among the supported element types, there are triangular and quadrilateral

boundary cells, and basic 3D element types as presented in Figure 2.1. The cell

numbering and face lists are also provided in the figure.
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(c) Prism
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(d) Hexahedron

Figure 2.1: 3D element types supported in STAMPS and face numbering

As STAMPS uses node-centred discretisaiton approach where variables are

stored at nodes of the original mesh, a new computational grid (dual mesh) has

to be constructed. The so-called median-dual volumes, or simply dual volumes,

are constructed around nodes of the original grid. A 2D example of a dual cell

is shown in Figure 2.2. In this work the notation Ω refers to the volume of the

dual cell unless stated otherwise.

Figure 2.2: 2D Dual control volume (dual cell)
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The graphical representation of the dual grid is presented in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: 3D example of dual mesh (polyhedral) constructed based on a tet
mesh - fuel efficient vehicle

The summary of the key flow solver information and capabilities is presented

below. The appropriate reference and links to sections that contain detailed

descriptions on each solver feature are provided. The (Default) tag indicates the

recommended setting in STAMPS when more than one option is available.

Flow physics

• Inviscid

• Laminar

• Turbulent (SA18)

• Steady / unsteady

Discretisation - Section 2.3

• Vertex-centred, finite-volume with dual mesh. 2nd-order spatial discretisa-

tion for a general tet and smooth hex and mixed grids, see Section 2.7

• Edge-based data structure. Boundary weights stored at the boundary nodes

• Temporal discretisation for unsteady flows: implicit dual time-stepping us-

ing backward differentiation formula 2 (BDF2) [66]

18Spalart-Allmaras
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Solution reconstruction - Section 2.3.2

• 1st-order

• 2nd-order gradient-based

Gradient calculation using Green-Gauss - Section 2.3.3

• Standard edge-based

• Cell-based, consistently accurate for any mesh type (Default)

Limiters - Section 2.3.6

• (BJ): Barth-Jespersen [121]

• (V E): differentiable modified Venkatakrishnan (V E) [51, 53]

• (V EM): modified V E version [54] (Default)

Boundary conditions - Section 2.3.10

• Wall (adiabatic): inviscid/viscous

• Far-field

• Subsonic inlet/outlet

• Symmetry

• Periodic (rotation/translation)

Flux calculation - Sections 2.3.7-2.3.8

• ROE scheme [36] (Default)

• AUSMup
+ scheme [50]
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Solvers - Section 2.4

• Explicit with local time-stepping [65]

• Implicit block-Jacobi. It uses a preconditioner based on the approximate

block-diagonal Jacobian of the 1st-order spatial discretisation scheme, hence

the name block-diagonal Jacobian. A term 0th-order Jacobian or simply

block Jacobian will be used in this work as an alternative name for the

block-diagonal Jacobian.

• Implicit JT-KIRK [18] with GMRES [68] linear solver. It uses a precon-

ditioner based on the exact Jacobian of the 1st-order spatial discretisation

scheme, in short, the 1st-order Jacobian. A (Default)

Geometric multigrid convergence acceleration - Section 2.6

• Standard V-cycle [92] available with any STAMPS’s solver

• Multigrid start-up for solution initialisation

• 2nd-order solution prolongation operator and 1st-order residual restriction to

transfer information between coarse and fine meshes - operators obtained

using a minimum-norm solution. 2nd-order accurate solution restriction

available using a gradient-based approach

• Coarse grids generated using an external tool hip that exploits an edge-

collapsing algorithm [37]

Error estimation - Section 5.2

• Truncation error estimation using geometric multigrid [87]

• Output error estimation (adjoint-weighted truncation error).

2.2 Mathematical model

The governing system of compressible RANS equations can be written using

continuous integral form for a stationary control volume Ω with boundary ∂Ω
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as presented in Eq. 2.1. ~W is a vector of conservative variables, ~fc is vector of

convective fluxes, ~fv is a vector of viscous fluxes, and ~q is a vector of source terms.

∂

∂t

ˆ
Ω

~WdΩ +

˛
∂Ω

(~fc − ~fv) dS =

ˆ
Ω

~q dΩ (2.1)

The vector of conservative variables ~W consists of six components

~W =



ρ

ρu

ρv

ρw

ρe

ν̂



density

x-momentum

y-momentum

z-momentum

energy

modified eddy viscosity (SA variable)

(2.2)

The convective flux vector ~fc is presented in Eq. 2.3. The variable p stands

for pressure and the velocity components [u, v, w]T form the velocity vector ~Uv

(subscript v is used to avoid confusion with vector of flow variables ~U).

~fc =



ρV

ρuV + nxp

ρvV + nyp

ρwV + nzp

ρeV + pV

ν̂V


(2.3)

The variable V = ~Uv · ~n = nxu+ nyv + nzw is the velocity normal to the surface

element dS. The surface dS is defined by the unit normal vector ~n = [nx, ny, nz]
T .

The viscous flux vector ~fv is presented in Eq. 2.4. Both fluxes are integrated

over a closed surface S of a control volume Ω. The matrix of viscous stresses -

τij, work done by shear stresses and terms related to thermal conductivity - Θi,
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and other quantities are described in Appendix A.2.

~fv =



0

nxτxx + nzτxy + nzτxz

nxτyx + nzτyy + nzτyz

nxτzx + nzτzy + nzτzz

nxΘx + nzΘy + nzΘz

1
σ

(νL + ν̂) (∇ν · ~n) ν̂


(2.4)

The source term vector q (Eq. 2.5)has all components zero except for the last

which is a volume source for the Spalart-Allmaras (SA) equation defined in Ap-

pendix A.2 - Eq. A.14.

~q =



0

0

0

0

0

SAsrc


(2.5)

The Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model [55, 117] and the concept of eddy

viscosity is used to close the system of RANS equations. The NASA Langley

Research Centre website19 (on the turbulence modelling) provides a useful guide

to the SA model and its various modifications. STAMPS uses the version of SA

model with a modified vorticity. No limiting is used for turbulent viscosity [117].

Additionally, because it will often be used in this work, it is useful to define

19http://turbmodels.larc.nasa.gov/index.html
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the vector of flow/primitive variables ~U - Eq. 2.6.

~U =



ρ

u

v

w

p

ν̂



density

x-velocity

y-velocity

z-velocity

pressure

Spalart-Allmaras variable

(2.6)

The compact integral form of flow equations shown in Eq. 2.1 is presented

in its expanded form in Appendices A.1 and A.2. All physical constants and

reference quantities are also discussed.

The system of Eqs. 2.1 is discretised in STAMPS using the so-called method

of lines, that is, using separate discretisation in space and time [5]. Details are

described in the following Sections 2.3-2.4.

2.3 Spatial discretisation

The residual vector that represents spatial integrals of Eq. 2.1 is introduced in

Eq. 2.7.

~R( ~W ) =

˛
∂Ωi

~fc dSi −
˛
∂Ωi

~fv dSi −
ˆ

Ωi

~q dΩi (2.7)

The continuous residual vector ~R can be approximated using the discrete residual

vector ~Ri as presented in a general form in Eq. 2.8. Vectors ~Fc,i, ~Fv,i, and ~Qi

correspond to the discretised integrals of the continuous mathematical model 2.7,

and the index i refers to discrete computational point.

~R( ~W ) ≈ ~Ri( ~W ) = ~Fc,i − ~Fv,i − ~Qi (2.8)

This section provides details on the key aspects of spatial discretisation scheme

used in STAMPS:

• dual mesh generation and calculation of geometric quantities
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• solution reconstruction

• discretisation of each component of the residual ~Ri (flux functions and

source terms).

2.3.1 Geometric properties

As a primary step towards the discretisation of flow equations (Eq. 2.1), a com-

putation of geometric quantities such as normals of flux faces and volumes is

required. As initially discussed in Section 2.1, STAMPS uses node-centred dis-

cretisation scheme (flow variables stored at mesh nodes) which require construc-

tion of a dual mesh. The original (base) grid is used to construct a dual mesh,

where the former is supplied by the user as an input. This section describes the

details of the dual mesh construction, geometrical quantities computation, and

creation of appropriate connectivity lists.

An example 2D dual cell (often referred to as median-dual cell) constructed

on the original grid is shown in Figure 2.4.

1

2

0

Figure 2.4: Constructions of a 2D dual control volume (dual cell). Dashed line
- intermediate construction step of the dual volume, solid line - final dual cell.
Hollow circles - edge centres, filled circles - cell centres

The construction starts by calculating geometric centres for edges and cells.

Next, the centres are connected as presented by dashed line in Figure 2.4, and

individual edge normals ~sif are calculated. The normals ~sif of example edges 0–1

and 0–2 that coincide at midpoint of edge ij of the original mesh are summed

up to obtain the so-called edge weights ~sij where the name refers to the edge-
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based data structure used in the typical vertex-centred discretisation scheme. The

resultant edge weights are necessary to perform efficient numerical integration for

the vertex-centred discretisation scheme (calculate sum of fluxes for each dual cell

and each flow equation).

The final dual cell can be visualised as shown by solid line in Figure 2.4; it

represents a polyhedral cell build by connecting cell centres between the coincid-

ing cells of the original mesh. It is important to highlight that the direction of

the edge weight vector is aligned with the direction of the normal of edge 1–2

(solid line), whereas the magnitude is equal to total length of construction edges

formed with example points 0–1 and 0–2 (dashed lines) shown in Figure 2.4.

Although this ’inconsistency’ can create some confusions it allows to perform ef-

ficient numerical integration of fluxes while maintaining accuracy. The presented

median-dual finite volume discretisation is equivalent to the Galerkin finite ele-

ment scheme with linear elements [91].

A 3D dual cell can be formed accordingly as illustrated in Figure 2.5 where

the construction of a single face of a dual cell is presented. The solid black and

hollow circles in the figures refer to the cell and face centres of the base mesh,

respectively. The hollow square refer to the edge-midpoint.

i

j

Figure 2.5: Construction of a single flux face for a 3D cell
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Geometric quantities

List of all geometrical quantities calculated in the pre-processing step in STAMPS

is provided below.

• Edge weights ~sij, constructed around edges using edge, face, and cell cen-

tres of the original mesh as shown in Figure 2.5. The final edge weight is

calculated using Eq. 2.9, where the ~sif is the elementary triangle weight

with the magnitude equal to face area and Nf (ij) is a list of elementary

triangles constructed around edge ij.

~sij =
∑

if∈Nf (ij)

~sif (2.9)

The edge weights are obtained in the same way for any of the cell types

presented in Figure 2.1. The ~sij vector direction is defined to point from

the lower node index i to the higher node index j. The i and j nodes are

accessed using the appropriate connectivity that is obtained in the solver

pre-processing step.

• Boundary weights ~sib, required to close the dual volumes at the boundaries.

They are constructed using the boundary node ib as well as edge and face

centres - Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Boundary weights definition - separate weights for each bound-
ary patch

Boundary weights are calculated separately for each boundary patch as
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presented in Eq. 2.10, where the Nbf (ib) is a list of elementary triangles ibf

constructed at the boundary node ib, with ib being shared between bound-

ary patches - Figure 2.6. Storing boundary weights separately for each

boundary patch is required for boundary conditions implementation and

objective function evaluation.

~sib =
∑

ibf∈Nbf (ib)

~sibf (2.10)

The boundary weight is defined to point outward from the computational

domain.

• Dual volumes Ω, calculated using the Green-Gauss approach (Eq. 2.11)

by setting the vector field ~F equal to an edge midpoint coordinate ~Xij =

0.5( ~Xi + ~Xj). ˚
Ω

∇ · ~FdΩ =

‹
S

~F · ~ndS (2.11)

The numerical integration is then performed according to Eq. 2.12. Using

the fact that the gradient of field ~X = [1, 1, 1]T , the dual volume can be

calculated as shown in Eq. 2.12. A boundary contribution has to be added

when considering boundary dual cells i.e. when the list of boundary patches

coinciding at node i is not an empty set (Nb(i) 6= ∅).

Ωi =
1

3

∑
j∈Ne(i)

~Xij · ~sij +

 0, Nb(i) = ∅
1
3

∑
ib∈Nb(i)

~Xi · ~sib , Nb(i) 6= ∅
(2.12)

Connectivity lists

In addition to computation of geometric quantities, the following connectivity

lists are required for the efficient implementation of an edge-based scheme:

• edge2nodes - pointer from edge to list of two forming nodes. It is of size 2

× number-of-edges. The two nodes forming edge ij are obtained as follows

i = edge2nodes(1, ij) (2.13)

j = edge2nodes(2, ij)
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where node IDs are stored in the ascending order i.e. i < j. This defines

the positive direction of the edge weight ~sij that point from node i to node

j.

• bNode2node - pointer from boundary node to global node ID. It is of size

number-of-boundary-nodes. Note that the bNode2node(ib) can point to

the same global node ID for several different boundary node IDs, which

is the case for nodes that lies at the boundary patch intersections e.g. the

corner node presented in Figure 2.6 is represented by three boundary nodes -

separate for each patch. Boundary nodes are numbered contiguously within

a patch.

• bNodeStartID - pointer to the starting and ending boundary node that

form a given boundary patch. The boundary contribution, e.g. in Eq. 2.10

or 2.38, is added using an outer loop over each boundary patch and and

inner loop over boundary nodes within the given patch. This approach

allow for appropriate treatment of boundary conditions and evaluation of

an objective function.

1 do i_patch = 1, n_patches

2 ib_start = bNodeStartID(i_patch)

3 ib_end = bNodeStartId(i_patch +1) -1

4 do ib = ib_start , ib_end

5 i = bNode2node(ib)

6 ...

7 end do

8 end do

All the pre-processing information is required for the numerical integration of

the system of flow equations 2.1.

2.3.2 Solution reconstruction

Vertex-centred solvers store solution vector at mesh nodes; however, the convec-

tive and viscous fluxes (~Fc,i and ~Fv,i) shown in Eq. 2.8, are evaluated at the faces
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of the control volume Ω - Figure 2.7. This requires reconstruction of a solution

vector at the left (L) and right (R) sides of the flux face.

Figure 2.7: Left and right side of a flux face of a dual volume Ωi - 2D example

Given a scalar field φ, gradient ∇φ, and edge vector ~rij, the flux can be

linearly reconstructed using Eq. 2.14, assuming that the method used for gradient

calculation is at least first-order accurate. Additionally, the limiter function Ψ

(values from 0 to 1) is used to prevent the generation of oscillations and spurious

solutions.

φL = φi +
1

2
Ψi (∇φi · ~rij) (2.14)

φR = φj −
1

2
Ψj (∇φj · ~rij)

~rij = ~X − ~Xi

Linear reconstruction is one of the requirements for the 2nd-order spatial discreti-

sation scheme. In STAMPS, a 1st-order accurate discretisation is also available.

For this case the reconstruction is done simply by setting φL = φi and φR = φj.

In the current implementation, the 2nd-order reconstruction (Eq. 2.14) is used

for all state variables except for the turbulent variable which is reconstructed using

1st-order scheme. This is due to the solver stability issue with 2nd-order recon-

struction for turbulent variable which requires further investigation. However,

this is outside the scope of this research and is therefore not discussed further.
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2.3.3 Gradient

Gradient computation is required for solution reconstruction (refer Eq. 2.14), and

discretisation of viscous fluxes (see Eq. 2.4). One of the requirements for achieving

2nd-order discretisation accuracy is to obtain a gradient that is exact for linear

fields i.e. polynomials of degree 1 [62]. In STAMPS, the Green-Gauss theorem

(Eq. 2.15) is used for gradient computation.

˚
Ω

∇φdΩ =

‹
S

φ~n dS (2.15)

The continuous formula for the gradient of a scalar field φ at the control volume

Ω is presented in Eq. 2.16.

∇φ =
1

Ω

‹
S

φ~n dS (2.16)

This section presents the typical edge-based approach that provides 2nd-order

solution reconstruction only on specific grid types, as well as the accuracy en-

hancements implemented by the author.

2.3.4 Edge-based gradient

The continuous integral from Eq. 2.16 can be discretised using an edge-based data

structure and the numerical integration can be performed as presented in 2.17.

∇φi =
1

Ωi

∑
j∈Ne(i)

φij~sij +

 0, Nb(i) = ∅∑
ib∈Nb(i) φi~sib , Nb(i) 6= ∅

(2.17)

The gradient at mesh node i is computed using scalar quantity φij evaluated

at the given edge ij using a simple average (Eq. 2.18), and ~sij is an edge weight

- refer Section 2.3, Figure 2.5. Boundary contribution has to be added when

considering the boundary dual cell.

φij = 0.5(φi + φj) (2.18)

The gradient calculated with the presented methodology is exact for linear fields

on regular hexahedral meshes (all cell faces square) and interior control volumes
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of general tetrahedral grids. The gradient is not exact for linear fields on interior

and boundary control volumes of general hexahedral or mixed grids as well as

on boundary control volumes of all-tet meshes. However, for the case of all-

tet meshes, a simple correction can be performed to obtain linearly transparent

gradients at the boundaries [90].

Edge-based gradient with boundary correction

The accuracy of the base edge-based gradient calculation for all-tet grids at the

boundaries can be made consistent with accuracy at the interior nodes (exact for

linear fields) by introducing an appropriate correction proposed by Barth [90].

The corrected equation is presented in Eq. 2.19.

∇φi =
1

Ωi

∑
j∈Ne(i)

φij~sij +

 0, Nb(i) = ∅∑
ibf∈Nbf (i) φibf~sibf , Nb(i) 6= ∅

(2.19)

For the original mesh face ijk the scalar quantity φibf at point ibf from Fig-

ure 2.8 can be obtained through the linear interpolation as shown in Eq. 2.20.

The partial face weight is computed as follows: ~sibf = ~sijk/3 and the Nbf (i) is a

list of boundary faces coinciding at node i.

φibf = 6φi + φj + φk (2.20)
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k
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m

i

Figure 2.8: Boundary correction for dual volume at i

Figure 2.9 shows the gradient accuracy for the flow over the Onera M6 wing

[106] on an all-tet mesh with contours of gradient error for the base - Eq. 2.17

and corrected - Eq. 2.19 gradient computation. The linear field of the form

φ = x + 2y + 3z was imposed, and the gradient computed. The relative error in

gradient magnitude is presented on Figure 2.9 - see the colour legends. The L1

and L∞ norms are calculated for both gradient calculation methods:

• Base: L1 = 3.53 · 10−3, L∞ = 1.96

• Corrected: L1 = 5.34 · 10−15, L∞ = 6.48 · 10−13

The results confirm the validity of the correction. However, the improved ac-

curacy comes at the cost of storing additional connectivity i.e. pointers from

boundary face to nodes and boundary face weights ~sijk, and is exact for linear

fields only for all-tet meshes.
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(a) Base approach - Eq. 2.17 (b) Boundary correction - Eq. 2.19

Figure 2.9: Gradient magnitude error at the boundaries - linear field test (φ =
x+ 2y + 3z)

2.3.5 Cell-based gradient

This section proposes a gradient calculation method that is accurate for linear

fields on a general mesh type. It is based on an efficient cell-based approach, where

the term ’cell’ refers to the primary grid cell (original mesh). In this method,

the gradient for each primary cell type supported by STAMPS i.e. tetrahedron,

pyramid, prism and hexahedron, can be efficiently calculated using a matrix-

vector product of pre-computed nodal coefficients C and nodal values of a scalar

field φ - Eq. 2.21.

∇φic =
∑

i∈Nn(ic)

(
φi ~Ci

)/
Ωic (2.21)

The variable ~Ci in Eq. 2.21 is a single column of matrix C for a given node i, and

Nn(ic) is a list of nodes forming a given cell ic. An example matrix C is shown

in Eq. 2.22, which is derived for a hexahedral element (Figure 2.10). In this case,

the matrix of coefficient C is of size 3× 8 (3 dimensions × 8 nodes).

C =


cx,1 cx,2 cx,3 cx,4 cx,5 cx,6 cx,7 cx,8

cy,1 cy,2 cy,3 cy,4 cy,5 cy,6 cy,7 cy,8

cz,1 cz,2 cz,3 cz,4 cz,5 cz,6 cz,7 cz,8

 (2.22)
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Figure 2.10: Vectors of coefficients for hexahedron element - stored nodes

The coefficient matrix is defined in a similar way for other basic element types.

The equations for matrix coefficients can be obtained via symbolic integration,

where e.g. a matlab symbolic toolbox20 or a SymPy21 package of Python can be

used. A detailed description of this procedure is presented in Appendix A.4.

The matrix coefficients can be also derived by hand, although this method

would lead to tedious and time-consuming calculations, and would be more prone

to human error.

The discussed methodology allows accurate gradients at each primary mesh

cell to be obtained. However, for the vertex-centred solver, the gradient field has

to be ’transferred’ from cells to nodes. This operation can be performed using

volume weighting as presented in Eq. 2.23.

∇φi =
∑

ic∈Nc(i)

(∇φicΩic)

/ ∑
ic∈Nc(i)

Ωic (2.23)

Nc(i) is a list of cells ic coinciding at given node i. After replacing the cell gradient

in Eq. 2.23 with Eq. 2.21, the calculations can be simplified as the cell volume (Ωic)

cancels out and only the nodal sum of element volumes - Ωsum
i =

∑
ic∈Nc(i) Ωic

has to be stored. The final equation has the form Eq. 2.24.

∇φi =
∑

ic∈Nc(i)

 ∑
i∈Nn(ic)

(
φi ~Ci

)/Ωsum
i (2.24)

20http://uk.mathworks.com/products/symbolic/?requestedDomain=www.mathworks.co
21http://www.sympy.org/en/index.html
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2.3.6 Limiter

STAMPS uses slope limiters Ψ to prevent the generation of oscillations and spu-

rious solutions in the regions of the computational domain with large gradients

(e.g. at shocks). The limiting is applied during solution reconstruction step dis-

cussed in Section 2.3.2 (Eq. 2.14) by multiplying gradient vector by a scalar

quantity Ψ. Limiter takes values between 0 and 1, where 0 indicates full limiting

and the solution reconstruction becomes 1st-order accurate, whereas value of 1

means no limiting is applied and the 2nd-order accuracy is maintained.

The standard limiting approach proposed by Barth and Jespersen [121] was

initially implemented in STAMPS - Eq. 2.25.

Ψ̂i = minj



min
(

1, φmax−φi
∆i

)
, if ∆i > w

min
(

1, φmin−φi
∆i

)
, if ∆i < −w

1.0, if |∆i| ≤ w

(2.25)

∆i = 0.5 (∇φi · ~rij)

φmax = max (φi, maxj(φj))

φmin = min (φi, minj(φj))

(2.26)

The edge vector ~rij = ~X(j)− ~X(i) is defined as the difference between coor-

dinates of node j and i; the minj and maxj operators stand for the minimum and

maximum value among the immediate neighbours j of node i; φ is a scalar field

(e.g. density, x-velocity, etc.); w = 10−12 is a constant used to prevent division

by zero.

Although the Barth and Jespersen (BJ) limiter is simple, it introduces several

discontinuities (non-differentiabilities) associated with the minimum and maxi-

mum functions which often lead to problems with convergence [51, 102]. A simple

Naca aerofoil example at transonic conditions (Figure 2.12a) is used to show the

convergence stall of residual norm around the level of -3 for the Barth and Jes-

persen limiter (Figure 2.11a). Similar behaviour is also visible on Figure 2.12b
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where the 3D transonic Onera M6 wing case was used (Ma = 0.8395, AoA = 3.06
◦

- Figure 2.12a).

(a) Velocity contour (VEM limiter)
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Figure 2.11: Transonic Naca - convergence comparison for various limiters

(a) Pressure contour (VEM limiter)
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(b) Convergence comparison

Figure 2.12: Transonic M6 - convergence comparison for various limiters

The main discontinuity that leads to the convergence problem is associated

with the definition of the limiter function itself [54], i.e. min
(

1, φmax−φi
∆i

)
and

min
(

1, φmin−φi
∆i

)
from Eq. 2.25. A further problem associated with the BJ limiter

is its activation due to numerical noise in smooth flow regions.

Venkatakrishnan [51] proposed a smooth alternative to the BJ limiter that re-

places the minimum functions min
(

1, φmax−φi
∆i

)
and min

(
1, φmin−φi

∆i

)
from Eq. 2.25

with continuous alternatives shown in Eqs. 2.27 and 2.28.

f 2
max + 2fmax

f 2
max + fmax + 2

, where fmax =
φmax − φi

∆i

(2.27)

f 2
min + 2fmin

f 2
min + fmin + 2

, where fmin =
φmin − φi

∆i

(2.28)
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The complete formula for the Venkatakrishnan limiter denoted (V ) is pre-

sented in Eq. 2.29.

Ψ̂i = minj



1
∆i

(∆2
j,max+ε2)∆i+2∆2

i∆j,max

∆2
j,max+2∆2

i+∆−j∆j,max+ε2
, if ∆i > w

1
∆i

(∆2
j,min+ε2)∆i+2∆2

i∆j,min

∆2
j,min+2∆2

i+∆i∆j,min+ε2
, if ∆i < −w

1.0, if |∆i| ≤ w

(2.29)

The ∆ variables from Eq. 2.29 are defined in Eq. 2.30, where the indices i

and j are nodes forming edge ij, and variables φi,max and φi,min are the local

extremes among the immediate neighbours j of node i. Similarly φj,max and

φj,min. All the minimum and maximum values (φi,max, φi,min, φj,max, and φj,min)

are pre-computed before calculating limiter Ψ.

∆i = 0.5∇φi · ~rij

∆j,max = φj,max − φj

∆i,max = φi,max − φi

∆j,min = φj,min − φj

∆i,min = φi,min − φi

(2.30)

The additional variable ε2 that is present in Eq. 2.29 is defined in Eq. 2.31.

This modification is recommended by Venkatakrishnan [52] to avoid activation

of limiter in regions of nearly uniform flow, which could lead to an unnecessary

reduction is spatial discretisation accuracy. Ω in Eq. 2.31 is a control volume and

K is a user defined constant. In smooth regions of flow, variables ∆max and ∆min

become of similar magnitude as characteristic cell size Ω1/3. Hence, in the near

constant flow regions ε2 will dominate terms ∆2
max and ∆2

min from Eq. 2.29 and

the limiter reduces to 1 (no limiting). Constant K is used to control the strength

of limiting where K = 0 corresponds to the fully limited solution, and K = +∞

to the unlimited solution. Usually K ∈ (5, 100) is used.

ε2 = K3Ω (2.31)
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Even though the V-limiter leads to an improved convergence as compared

to the BJ limiter - Figures 2.11b and 2.12b - it still requires larger number of

cycles to converge versus the unlimited case, and is sensitive to the choice of the

constant K. In particular, for meshes where the neighbouring cell sizes differ

significantly e.g. by factor 2, the ε2 will differ by factor 8 which can lead to a

convergence stall of residual norm. Wang proposed a further adjustment that

resolves this issue [53]. It redefines the variable ε from Eq. 2.29 to be dependent

on the global maximum and minimum of field φ and a constant ε′ ∈ (0.01, 0.2) -

Eq. 2.32. By default ε′ = 0.05 is used in STAMPS, where ε′ = +∞ corresponds

to the unlimited case. A short notation (V E) is used for this limiter.

ε = ε′(φglobal−max − φglobal−min) (2.32)

It is evident from Figures 2.11b and 2.12b that the enhancement proposed by

Wang (the VE limiter) leads to good convergence with an almost identical rate

as compared to the unlimited case. For the NACA example, the required number

of cycles is even slightly reduced when using the VE limiter, compared to the

unlimited case. This can be explained by the limiter acting also as a local switch

between 2nd-order and 1st-order solution accuracy, where the 1st-order usually

leads to a less stiff system of equations and is thus easier to converge. As the

limiter decreases to zero a 1st-order discretisation accuracy is locally obtained.

A solution error convergence study would be required to investigate influence

of limiter on the solution accuracy. However, this is outside the scope of this

research and is therefore not discussed further.

Even though the VE limiter seems to be very robust based on the presented

examples, it was reported by STAMPS users and the author that for some cases

it still resulted in convergence stall. The additional adjustment was hence intro-

duced by Michalak [54], where a smooth σ-function (Eq. 2.34) and a polynomial

of degree 3 shown in Eq. 2.36 are proposed. The short notation (V EM) is used

for this limiter. Note that Michalak used ε =
√
K3Ωi while this research is using

the modification proposed by Wang - Eq. 2.32. Variable ∆φi is the difference
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between local maximum and local minimum value of field φ at node i.

Ψi = σi + (1− σi)Ψ̂i (2.33)

σi =



1.0, if (∆φi ≤ ε)

s(y), if (ε > ∆φi > 2ε)

0.0, if (∆φi ≥ 2ε)

(2.34)

s(y) = 2y3 − 3y2 + 1 (2.35)

y =
∆φ2

i − ε2

ε2
(2.36)

∆φi = φi,max − φi,min (2.37)

The VEM limiter is used as a default option in STAMPS, and it was proved

to be most robust among other options, even though for the presented exam-

ples (Figure 2.11b and 2.12b) the VE and VEM limiters give almost identical

convergence rate.

Figure 2.13 presents continuity limiter plots for the transonic NACA aerofoil

example. The regions where the limiter is active are coloured blue. When the

limiter value is equal to 0 the discretisation scheme changes to 1st-order accurate,

when it is 1 the standard 2nd-order discretisation is used. From the plots one

can see that the VEM limiter field (Figure 2.13d) is more smoothly distributed

within the computational domain as compared to other limiters, but much more

globally active. Hence some reduction in accuracy is expected.
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(a) BJ (b) V (K=5)

(c) VE (ε′ = 0.05) (d) VEM (ε′ = 0.05)

Figure 2.13: Contour plots of the limiter fields for continuity equation (blue colour
shows regions where the limiter is active)

Apart from the treatment of shocks for transonic and supersonic flows, the

VEM limiter also helps to stabilise convergence by clipping high gradients that

often arise at the intermediate state of a converging flow. For this reason, the

VEM limiter is useful for use with any flow conditions, including subsonic cases.

Figure 2.14 shows the density limiter for the subsonic Rae2822 case. Excluding

the sharp trailing edge regions where a strong limiting is observed (Ψ ≈ 0.11)

and wake behind the aerofoil (Ψ ≈ 0.7− 0.9) the limiter is equal to 1. There are

no visible differences when comparing flow solution (contour plots) between the

unlimited case and the VEM case; however, a solution error convergence study

would be required to investigate the impact of the VEM limiter on the solution

accuracy.

Eq. 2.14 in Section 2.3.2 shows that the limiter acts as a switch between 2nd-

order and 1st-order spatial discretisation by multiplying gradients by a constant Ψ
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that can have values between 0 (1st-order reconstruction) and 1 (2nd-order recon-

struction). A reduced order of accuracy of solution reconstruction can affect the

overall accuracy of the spatial discretisation scheme. An example investigation of

the influence of slope limiters on the accuracy was carried out by Hubbard [89].

Michalak [54] also briefly discusses the influence of the limiter similar to the VEM

(default in STAMPS) on the accuracy of the discretisation scheme suggesting its

low dissipation; however, no evidence is provided to show the preserved nominal

discretisation accuracy of the original scheme.

The influence of the limiters used in STAMPS on the accuracy of the spatial

discretisation scheme is outside the scope of this work and will not be discussed

further.

Figure 2.14: Subsonic Rae2822 (Ma = 0.3, AoA = 0
◦
) - contour plots of the VEM

limiter for density (blue colour shows regions where the limiter is active)

2.3.7 Convective flux

Having all geometric quantities defined (Section 2.3.1) and solution reconstruc-

tion on the flux face introduced (Section 2.3.2) a numerical flux integration can

be performed. First the convective flux integration is considered.

The total convective flux is a sum of fluxes through the dual-cell-faces (Fig-

ure 2.5) denoted ~Fc,ij, which are often called edge fluxes to reflect the fact that

the edge-based data structure is employed for the discretisation. The appropriate

boundary contribution Fc,ib has to be added for the boundary volumes.

~Fc,i =
∑

j∈Ne(i)

~Fc,ij +

 0, Nb(i) = ∅∑
ib∈Nb(i)

~Fc,ib , Nb(i) 6= ∅
(2.38)
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In STAMPS’s, the ROE flux-difference splitting scheme [36] is used by default,

and will be described in this Section. For a detailed information on AUSMup
+ flux

implementation refer to [50].

The ROE flux is evaluated using a central difference scheme with added

matrix-valued artificial viscosity - Eq. 2.39, where dsij = |~sij|, and L and R

are the left and right state (Figure 2.7), respectively.

~Fc,ij =
1

2

[
~Fc,R + ~Fc,L − |AROE|

(
~WR − ~WL

)
dsij

]
(2.39)

The left and right convective fluxes (~Fc,L, ~Fc,R) are evaluated using Eq. 2.40

with ~fc defined in Eq. 2.3. The left ~UL and right ~UR comes from the solution

reconstructed as described in Section 2.3.2.

~Fc,R = ~fc

(
~UR

)
dsij, ~Fc,L = ~fc

(
~UL

)
dsij (2.40)

The last term in Eq. 2.39, is based on the decomposition of flux difference over

a face of control volume into the sum of wave contributions while ensuring con-

servation property. The so called ROE matrix AROE is introduced, which is

identical to the convective flux Jacobian (see e.g. A.9 in [102]). The product of

the ROE matrix with the jump in conservative variables ~W can be efficiently

calculated using Eq. 2.41, where all components are defined in Eqs. 2.42-2.45.

In the current implementation in STAMPS, the SA equation is decoupled from

other equations i.e. the 6th column and 6th row of matrix AROE is set to zero

except for the diagonal term. See e.g. [56] for the ROE matrix coupling with

the SA model. The ROE matrix is evaluated for the so-called ROE averaged

variables ~̃U = [ρ̃, ũ, ṽ, w̃, h̃t, ν̂]T defined as a function of left and right state - see

Appendix A.3. The expression ∆ (·) = (·)R − (·)L defines the jump condition,

where the (·) is to be replaced with each variable from flow state vector ~U .

|AROE|
(
~WR − ~WL

)
= ∆~f1 + ∆~f2,3,4 + ∆~f5 + ∆~f6 (2.41)
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∆~f1 =
∣∣∣Ṽ − c̃ ∣∣∣ (∆p− ρ̃c̃∆V

2c̃2

)



1

ũ− c̃nx

ṽ − c̃ny

w̃ − c̃nz

h̃t − c̃Ṽ

0


(2.42)

∆~f2,3,4 =
∣∣∣Ṽ ∣∣∣ (∆ρ− ∆p

c̃2

)





1

ũ

ṽ

w̃

q̃2/2

0


+



0

∆u−∆V nx

∆v −∆V ny

∆w −∆V nz

~̃Uv ·∆~Uv − Ṽ∆V

0





(2.43)

∆~f5 =
∣∣∣Ṽ + c̃

∣∣∣ (∆p+ ρ̃c̃∆V

2c̃2

)



1

ũ+ c̃nx

ṽ + c̃ny

w̃ + c̃nz

h̃t + c̃Ṽ

0


(2.44)

∆~f6 =
∣∣∣Ṽ ∣∣∣



0

0

0

0

0

∆ν̂


(2.45)

The first terms present in Eqs. 2.42 - 2.44 i.e. |Ṽ − c̃|, |Ṽ |, |Ṽ + c̃| are the

eigenvalues of matrix AROE, denoted ΛROE. The eigenvalues ΛROE are modified
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using Harten’s entropy correction [57] as presented in Eq. 2.46. The correction

is required to rule out non-physical solutions such as carbuncles that can arise

with ROE flux scheme when applied to hyperbolic equations, e.g. supersonic

flows. The carbuncle phenomena was first reported by Peery and Imlay [119]

on a hypersonic flow past the cylinder. Instead of a smooth bow shock in front

of the cylinder a solution with two oblique shocks was observed upstream the

stagnation region - a carbuncle. A more recent discussion on this phenomenon can

be found in [58]. At the time of writing only a simple Harten entropy correction is

implemented in STAMPS which is an effective yet dissipative technique. Several

other methods were proposed to tackle the carbuncle problem [59, 60, 61], and

more recently the entropy-stable flux proposed by Ismail et. al. [115].

|ΛROE| =


|ΛROE| , if |ΛROE| > δ

Λ2
ROE+δ2

2δ
, if |ΛROE| ≤ δ

(2.46)

The variable δ in Eq. 2.46 is usually set to some fraction of the local speed of

sound (c̃). In STAMPS, the value of 0.05c̃ is used by default. The treatment

presented in Eq. 2.46 is applied to all three eigenvalues including eigenvalue |Ṽ |

in order to prevent linear waves ∆~f2,3,4 (see Eq. 2.43) from disappearing as Ṽ → 0.

A boundary contribution has to be added for the boundary control volumes

(see Eq. 2.38). This contribution is calculated differently depending on the bound-

ary patch type.

• Walls (adiabatic). As a result of zero normal velocity Vib = ~Uv,ib · ~nb = 0 (for

viscous walls the velocity vector ~Uv,ib is zero itself) there is no boundary flux

except for the pressure-related terms in momentum equations (see Eq. 2.47).

The global node ID i required to access pressure at the boundary node ib,

is obtained using the connectivity bNode2node(ib), ~nb = ~sib/dsib is wall
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normal, and dsib = |~sib| is wall face area.

~Fc,ib =



0

nb,x pib

nb,y pib

nb,z pib

0

0


dsib (2.47)

• Inlet/outlet, freestream. The right state ~UR is set to the value at the ghost

node associated with given boundary node ib. The flux is then evaluated

as is done for the interior flux face (see Eq. 2.39). The ghost state is set as

described in Section 2.3.10.

• Periodic and symmetry: no flux contributions.

2.3.8 Viscous flux

An edge-based numerical integration is also performed for viscous flux integration,

with an additional boundary contribution for the boundary control volumes -

Eq. 2.48.

~Fv,i =
∑

j∈Ne(i)

~Fv,ij +

 0, Nb(i) = ∅∑
ib∈Nb(i)

~Fv,ib , Nb(i) 6= ∅
(2.48)

The viscous flux for the internal faces is evaluated using Eq. 2.49 with the flow

state vector ~Uij and gradient of the flow variables reconstructed at the flux face.

~Fv,ij = ~fv

(
~Uij,∇~Uij

)
dsij (2.49)

The viscous flux function ~fv is defined in Eq. 2.4.

The flux face state is reconstructed using simple average of nodal values i and

j - Eq. 2.50.

~Uij = 0.5
(
~UL + ~UR

)
, ~UL = ~Ui, ~UR = ~Uj (2.50)
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Reconstruction of the gradients requires more attention as the simple average

obtained as shown in Eq. 2.51 leads to decoupling of the solution for hexahedral

grids and a wide stencil with unfavourable distribution of weights [4]. Gradients

at nodes i and j are computed using a Green-Gauss approach as described in

Section 2.3.3.

These decoupling problems can be fixed by using directional derivative along

the edge - see Eq. 2.52 - and obtaining the final reconstructed gradient as pre-

sented in Eq. 2.53. Vector ~tij is an edge tangent direction and lij edge length.

The notation ∇~Uij denotes the gradient of flow variables for each variable from

vector ~U . Additionally, the gradient of the temperature field has to be computed

for the thermal conductivity term present in RANS equations.

∇~Uavg
ij = 0.5

(
∇~Ui +∇~Uj

)
(2.51)

(
∂U

∂l ij

)
=
~Uj − ~Ui
lij

(2.52)

∇~Uij = ∇~Uavg
ij −

[
∇~Uavg

ij · ~tij −
(
∂U

∂l ij

)]
~tij (2.53)

~tij =
~rij
lij
, ~rij = ~X − ~Xi (2.54)

As with convective flux, the boundary contribution for the viscous flux has to be

added for the boundary control volumes - Eq. 2.48. This contribution is different

for each boundary patch type

• walls (adiabatic): no viscous flux is calculated for the strong/hard bound-

ary condition. The momentum and turbulence residual for the hard wall

boundary condition is set to zero after the flux accumulation is completed.

• inlet/outlet, freestream. The flux is evaluated as is done for the interior

flux face - Eq. 2.49, with the state vector ~Uj in Eq. 2.50 replaced with the

state at the ghost node associated with the given boundary node ib. The

ghost state is set as described in the boundary condition Section 2.3.10. No

reconstruction is required for the gradient as the value at node i is used
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directly i.e. ∇~Uij = ∇~Ui.

• periodic and symmetry: no flux contributions.

2.3.9 Volume sources

The integral of volume source from Eq. 2.1 can be evaluated for node i using the

nodal values of the source term vector ~qi) and the volume of the dual cell Ωi -

Eq. 2.55. In the current implementation in STAMPS, there is a non-zero volume

source for the Spalart-Allmaras equation as presented in Appendix A.2. and for

the method of manufactured solution as shown in Section A.5.

ˆ
Ωi

~q dΩi ≈ ~Qi = ~qi Ωi (2.55)

2.3.10 Boundary conditions (BCs)

The treatment of boundary fluxes was introduced in Section 2.3.7 and 2.3.8; how-

ever, some boundary types (far-field, inlet, outlet) require setting the boundary

state vector ~Uib , which is discussed in detail in this section.

The expression ’ghost state’ is often used for the vector ~Uib . This state is set

before the flux accumulation takes place. Figure 2.15 presents the boundary dual

volume constructed for a simple 2D example.

Boundary patch

Figure 2.15: Boundary definition - 2D example. Ωi - dual cell, ib - boundary node
ID, i - mesh/global node ID i.e. i = bNode2node(ib), ~sib - boundary weight
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In STAMPS, the far-field, inlet, and outlet boundary types are imposed

weakly, this is, by calculating the boundary flux contribution to the residual

rather than setting the state vector explicitly. The procedure for boundary flux

calculation for far-field, inlet and outlet boundary conditions (see Eqs. 2.56-2.57)

is as follows:

• Obtain the ghost state ~Uib for each boundary condition type. In general,

the ghost state is a function of free-stream state ~U∞, interior state ~Ui, and

set of user inputs denoted B which are dependent on the BC type (e.g. flow

direction unit vector ~n∞).

~Uib = f
(
~Ui, ~U∞,B

)
(2.56)

• Set left and right state vector for flux calculation

~UL ← ~Ui (2.57)

~UR ← ~Uib

• Calculate fluxes as it is done for the interior control volumes - see Sec-

tions 2.3.7 and 2.3.8.

The following subsections discuss details of implementation of boundary con-

ditions available in STAMPS.

Far-field

The far-field boundary condition is specified using a set of user inputs:

• Mach number: M∞ [−]

• Flow direction normal: ~n∞ [−]

• Far-field pressure: p∞ [Pa]

• Far-field absolute temperature: T∞ [K]

Based on the provided information, the complete free-stream state vector is com-

puted as presented in Eq. 2.58, where the speed of sound is calculated using ideal
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gas assumption (c∞ =
√
γRT∞), and the laminar dynamic viscosity (µL,∞) using

Southerland’s law - Appendix A.2, Eq. A.22. For the definition of the remaining

constants see Appendix A.1. The variables in column ~Ui of Table 2.1 stand for

the current solution at the node i.

~U∞ =



ρ∞

u∞

v∞

w∞

p∞

ν̂∞


(2.58)

Finally, the complete treatment of the far-field boundary condition is summarised

in Table 2.1. It shows how the left/right (i/ib) states are set and what bound-

ary flux contributions are added to the residual at node i = bNode2node(ib).

Column ~Rpost
i shows the additional treatment of the residual after all fluxes are

accumulated - used whenever applicable. The hyphen (-) indicates that either no

treatment is required for the given quantity or that the quantity is not needed

for the given boundary condition type.

Equation / Variable ~Ui ~Uib
~Fib

~Rpost
i

ρ ρni ρ∞ fi -

u uni u∞ fi -

v vni v∞ fi -

w wni w∞ fi -

p pni p∞ fi -

ν̂ ν̂ni ν̂∞ fi -

Table 2.1: Far-field boundary condition treatment. Notation fi indicates that the
boundary flux is calculated the same way as the interior flux (see Sections 2.3.7
and 2.3.8)

Subsonic inlet/outlet

For both subsonic inlet and outlet, the states at node i (left) are defined using

the current solution (at the pseudo-time n). The ghost state (right) is set based
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on the incoming and outgoing characteristics, and is different for subsonic inlet

(Tables 2.2 - 2.3).

For the subsonic inlet, all eigenvalues of RANS system of equations are positive

except for eigenvalue one. The positive eigenvalue corresponds to waves entering

the domain and the negative eigenvalue to waves leaving the domain, which means

that all variables at the subsonic inlet boundary have to be supplied and one

variable is taken from the interior. The subsonic inlet boundary condition is

summarised in Table 2.2 22.

Equation / Variable ~Ui ~Uib
~Fib

~Rpost
i

ρ ρni f (ρ∞, ρ
n
i ,B) fi -

u uni f (u∞, u
n
i ,B) fi -

v vni f (v∞, v
n
i ,B) fi -

w wni f (w∞, w
n
i ,B) fi -

p pni f (p∞, p
n
i ,B) fi -

ν̂ ν̂ni f (ν̂∞, ν̂
n
i ,B) fi -

Table 2.2: Subsonic inlet boundary condition. Notation fi indicates that the
boundary flux is obtained same as for the interior (see Sections 2.3.7—2.3.8)

For the subsonic outlet all eigenvalues of the RANS system of equations are

negative except for eigenvalue (V + c). This means that all variables at the

subsonic outlet boundary have to be taken from the interior (current solution)

except for static pressure which is imposed pib = p∞ - see Table 2.3, column ~Uib .

The freestream static pressure (p∞) is provided by the user in the input file. The

temperature T ni is calculated using ideal gas law i.e. T ni = γpni /ρ
n
i . The velocity

vector is defined using Eq. 2.59 in order to prevent reverse flows.

~Uv,ib = f
(
~Un
v,i, ~nib

)
=


~Un
v,i, if V > 0

|V |~nib , if V ≤ 0

, V = ~Un
v,i · ~nib , ~nib =

~sib
|~sib|

(2.59)

22Further details on the calculations of boundary state vector ~Uib can be found in [116].
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Equation / Variable ~Ui ~Uib
~Fib

~Rpost
i

ρ ρni γp∞/T
n
i fi -

u uni f
(
~Un
v,i, ~nib

)
fi -

v vni f
(
~Un
v,i, ~nib

)
fi -

w wni f
(
~Un
v,i, ~nib

)
fi -

p pni p∞ fi -

ν̂ ν̂ni ν̂ni fi -

Table 2.3: Subsonic outlet boundary condition treatment. Notation fi indicates
that the boundary flux is calculated the same way as the interior flux (see Sec-
tions 2.3.7 and 2.3.8)

Inviscid (slip) wall

There is no flow across the boundary surface for the inviscid walls, which formally

can be written ~Uv,ib ·~nib = 0, i.e. the velocity normal to the wall is zero. This also

results in zero contravariant velocity V . Consequently, the flux vector reduces

to pressure term alone and can be imposed weakly as previously presented in

Eq. 2.47. The ghost state vector is not needed for this boundary type as the

only required quantity is pressure, which is simply taken as a nodal value at the

current time step i.e. pib ← pni . The treatment for an inviscid wall is summarised

in Table 2.4.

Equation / Variable ~Ui ~Uib
~Fib

~Rpost
i

ρ ρni - - -

u uni - nb,xpibdsib -

v vni - nb,ypibdsib -

w wni - nb,zpibdsib -

p pni - - -

ν̂ ν̂ni - - -

Table 2.4: Inviscid wall boundary condition treatment
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Viscous (no-slip) wall

The relative velocity between the surface and the fluid is zero for this boundary

type. In particular, for the zero wall velocity the Cartesian components are

u = v = w = 0. This condition is imposed in a strong form at each solver

iteration before the residual is calculated - see column ~Ui in Table 2.5. As a

result, the momentum equation does not need to be solved at the boundary and

hence no fluxes (~Fib) need to be calculated. Similar treatment is done for the

turbulent equation where the SA variable ν̂ is imposed to be zero. The ghost

state vector is not required for this boundary type. The density and pressure

are taken from the current approximation of the converging solution i.e. ρni , pni ,

where n is the current pseudo time or iteration.

An adiabatic viscous wall is implemented in STAMPS, which means that the

normal temperature gradient is zero which results in zero thermal conductivity

term in energy equation (see Appendix A.2).

Note that the continuity, energy and SA equation fluxes are zero for the viscous

wall boundary condition, whereas the non-zero momentum flux (pressure-related

term) does not need to be calculated as the velocity vector is imposed in a strong

manner.

Equation / Variable ~Ui ~Uib
~Fib

~Rpost
i

ρ ρni - - -

u 0 - - 0

v 0 - - 0

w 0 - - 0

p pni - - -

ν̂ 0 - - 0

Table 2.5: Adiabatic viscous wall treatment

The order in which the viscous wall boundary condition is treated is presented

for completeness:

• Set u = v = w = 0 and ν̂ = 0 at the viscous wall.

• Accumulate interior fluxes. There is no need to calculate wall boundary

fluxes as the momentum and SA equations are not solved. Similarly, conti-
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nuity and energy fluxes are zero for an adiabatic wall as the contravariant

velocity V and wall normal temperature gradient are zero.

• Set momentum and turbulence residuals to zero at the viscous wall to pre-

vent generation of non-zero velocity and turbulent variables - see Table 2.5,

column ~Rpost
i .

• Update density and pressure variables.

• Repeat until the solution has converged.

Symmetry

For the symmetry boundary condition, there is no boundary flux across the sur-

face. The symmetry plane normal is assumed to be aligned with z-coordinate in

STAMPS - therefore appropriate checks are implemented. The z-velocity compo-

nent w is set to zero. Similarly, the residual for z-momentum equation is zeroed

at the symmetry nodes after the flux accumulation is completed. The ghost state

vector is not required for this boundary type.

It is necessary to correct edge weights of those faces of the control volume

which touch the boundary. All components of boundary edge weights that are

normal to the symmetry plane are zeroed - see Eq. 2.60. Furthermore, the gradi-

ents have to be corrected as presented in Eq. 2.61. The subscript in the equation

indicates components of the gradient to be zeroed.

~sij ← ~sij − (~sij · ~nib)~nib (2.60)

Equation / Variable ~Ui ~Uib
~Fib

~Rpost
i

ρ ρni - - -

u uni - - -

v vni - - -

w 0 - - 0

p pni - - -

ν̂ ν̂ni - - -

Table 2.6: Symmetry plane
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∇ρni,z

∇uni,z

∇vni,z

∇wni,xy

∇pni,z

∇ν̂ni,z

∇T ni,z



=



0

0

0

0

0

0

0



(2.61)

Although in many CFD applications it is justified to use symmetry boundary

condition this decision should be made with caution. Even though the compu-

tational domain may be symmetric the solution to flow equations may not be

symmetric and the accuracy of a simulation may be affected.

Periodic

In the current implementation, STAMPS supports only node-to-node periodic-

ity; that is, the mesh at the periodic patches has to be topologically consistent.

Furthermore, only one periodic pair is allowed. Translational periodicity can be

defined in any direction, whereas rotational periodicity requires rotation axis to

be aligned with x-axis - Figure 2.16. The inputs for periodic patches that have

to be provided by the user are as follows

• Rotational periodicity requires an angle (α) between lower and upper peri-

odic patch. Lower periodic patch is always the first in the patch list. The

periodicity angle is used to create the rotation matrix Eq. 2.62. This is

required for an appropriate treatment of quantities at periodic nodes as

described later in this section. It is a 6× 6 matrix where empty entries are

zero.

Γ =



1

1

cos (α) − sin (α)

sin (α) cos (α)

1

1


(2.62)
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• Translational periodicity requires a translation vector (~p) from lower to

upper periodic patch. The rotation matrix Γ becomes a unity matrix for

this case.

x

z

y

1
5

3

2

4 10
8

9
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Figure 2.16: 3D rotational periodic case with periodic pair and its stencil

There are no boundary contributions to the residual for periodic BC and the

volumes are treated as internal cells. An additional data structure obtained in a

pre-processing step is required, as well as connectivity, an appropriate treatment

of metrics, local time step, flow variables, gradients, residuals, and Jacobian. All

necessary steps are described below.

First, a list of corresponding periodic nodes has to be created to allow for

communication between lower and upper periodic boundaries. The connectivity

is constructed in the pre-processing step based on the node coordinates. A pair

of nodes (e.g. lower periodic node 1 and upper periodic node 9 in Figure 2.16) is

accessed using a periodic edge loop (a virtual edge):

• i = periodicEdge2nodes(1, ipe)

• j = periodicEdge2nodes(2, ipe).

Second, the dual volume from the lower periodic patch (Ωl
i) and the dual vol-

ume from upper periodic patch (Ωu
j ) are first combined and then the obtained sum
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is assigned to both nodes - see Eq. 2.63, and Figure 2.17. This step is necessary

for appropriate treatment of the local time step and gradient (Section 2.3.3).

For the cell-based gradient, the sum of primal cell volumes (see Eq. 2.24) that

coincide at the lower and upper periodic node have to be treated accordingly -

Eq. 2.64

Ωi, Ωj ←
(
Ωl
i + Ωu

j

)
(2.63)

Ωsum
i , Ωsum

j ←
(

Ωsum,l
i + Ωsum,u

j

)
(2.64)

Lower periodic patch

Upper periodic patch

Figure 2.17: Blade section with lower and upper periodic volumes

Next, the local time step used for pseudo-time stepping requires attention for

periodic nodes. The spectral radii Λ are first accumulated for lower and upper

periodic nodes as shown in Eq. 2.65, where Λc is convective corresponds to the

maximum eigenvalue of the convective flux Jacobian, Λv is maximum eigenvalue

of the viscous flux Jacobian, and cv is a constant set to 1 (refer Section 2.4).

The boundary contributions are excluded because the periodic cells are treated

as internal - see Figure 2.17.

Λl
i = (Λc + cvΛv)

l
i (2.65)

Λu
j = (Λc + cvΛv)

u
j
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The local time step for nodes i and j is calculated as shown in Eq. 2.66.

∆ti, ∆tj ←

(
CFL

Ωl
i + Ωu

j

Λl
i + Λu

j

)
(2.66)

Next, to make sure that flow variables at the lower and upper periodic patches

are consistent, the treatment presented in Eq. 2.67 and Eq. 2.68 has to be carried

out. For the translational periodic, where the rotation matrix Γ is the identity

matrix, the operations are equivalent to taking an average of flow variables at

lower (i) and upper (j) periodic nodes. For the rotational periodicity the rotation

matrix defined in Eq. 2.62 is used as the y-velocity and z-velocity components

have to be rotated from upper to lower node before the summation takes place

(Eq. 2.67), and then the obtain average is rotated back to the upper periodic node

- Eq. 2.68. The X-velocity component remains unchanged due to the assumed

alignment of the rotation axis with x-axis. These operations are required after

the solution initialisation and after each pseudo-time step. The latter is only

to prevent inconsistency between lower and upper periodic states due to the

numerical precision in the solution update.

~Ui ← 0.5
(
~U l
i + Γ ~Uu

j

)
(2.67)

~Uj ← ΓT ~Ui (2.68)

Another quantities that require appropriate treatment for periodic boundaries

are gradients. In STAMPS, the nodal gradients are calculated using a Green-

Gauss formula i.e. integration over the boundary of the closed control volumes -

see Section 2.3.3. In order to obtain a correct integral for periodic nodes with a

modified control volume as shown in Figure 2.17 (Eq. 2.63), the integrals of lower

and upper periodic nodes have to be combined appropriately.

For the translational periodic, only the summation of gradients at node i and

j has to be carried out. For rotational periodic boundary condition all vectors

have to be first rotated before they can be added - see Eqs. 2.69 and 2.70. This

applies to gradients of scalar variables such as density, pressure, and SA-variable.
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∇φi ←
(
∇φli + Γ∇ ∇φuj

)
(2.69)

∇φj ← ΓT∇ ∇φi (2.70)

A 3× 3 rotation matrix Γ∇ is defined in Eq. 2.71

Γ∇ =


1 0 0

0 cos (α) − sin (α)

0 sin (α) cos (α)

 (2.71)

Velocity gradient, on the other hand, is a 3×3 matrix, and it requires rotation of

partial derivatives with respect to y, z−coordiantess as well as partial derivatives

related to v, w − velocities. This can be obtained using the rotation matrix Γ∇

as shown in Eqs. 2.72 and 2.73.

∇~Uv,i ←
(
∇~U l

v,i + ΓT∇ ∇~Uu
v,j Γ∇

)
(2.72)

∇~Uv,j ← Γ∇ ∇~Uv,i ΓT∇ (2.73)

Next, residuals at the corresponding periodic nodes (lower - i, and upper j)

have to be combined as shown in Eqs. 2.74 and 2.75, where the rotation matrix Γ is

defined as in Eq. 2.62. Note that the periodic treatment of residuals is performed

before any volume sources are added. Furthermore, for the multigrid source term,

the interpolated fine grid residuals (first term in Eq. 2.95) are treated as flow

variables (Eqs. 2.67 and 2.68) before the summation takes place. This operation

is required to prevent inconsistent values at the lower and upper periodic patches

after the interpolation.

~Ri ←
(
~Rl
i + Γ ~Ru

j

)
(2.74)

~Rj ← ΓT ~Ri (2.75)

Finally, the treatment of the approximate Jacobian has to be applied (required
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for implicit solvers). In STAMPS, there are two preconditioner type options for

implicit solver a) the preconditioner based on the approximate block-diagonal Ja-

cobian of the 1st-order spatial discretisation scheme (0th-order Jacobian) - block-

Jacobi solver, and b) the preconditioner based on the exact Jacobian of the 1st-

order spatial discretisation scheme (1st-order Jacobian) - JT-KIRK solver. For

the block-Jacobi, the periodic corrections can be done easily with few adjust-

ments. Block matrices B that correspond to the lower and upper periodic nodes

can be summed up and equalised for the translational periodic cases. For the

rotational periodicity, the block matrix from the lower periodic node has to be

first rotated before the summation is done, and the obtained sum rotated back

(Eq. 2.76). The rotation matrix from Eq. 2.62 is used for this purpose.

Bi,i ← Bl
i,i + ΓT Bu

j,j Γ (2.76)

Bj,j ← Γ Bi,i ΓT

The treatment required for the 1st-order Jacobian (JT-KIRK solver) is simple

when the full matrix (including zero terms) is stored in memory. In practical

implementation (including in STAMPS) this is never the case, as the memory

requirements are too high. Only non-zero terms are stored using a standard com-

pressed row storage (CRS) format. Periodic correction for the 1st-order Jacobian

can be done without any adjustments in CRS format for all Jacobian entries

related to nodes that lie on the periodic patches. However, for the entries that

come from interior nodes (internal node connected with periodic patch), the ap-

propriate rows of a CRS matrix have to be extended. That requires modification

of the CRS matrix connectivities and size. An example from Figure 2.16 is used

to present the required changes in a transparent way. Periodic nodes (1) and (9)

and all nodes/edges required for a 1st-order Jacobian are included in the figure.

The Jacobian matrix that corresponds to the case without periodic patches

is presented in Eq. 2.77, whereas the matrix after the treatment of periodic pairs
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and appropriate extensions of the original Jacobian is shown in Eq. 2.78.

∂R

∂W
=



Bl
1,1 B

l
1,2 B

l
1,3 B

l
1,4 B

l
1,5 [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] . . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

[0] [0] [0] [0] [0] Bu
9,6 B

u
9,7 B

u
9,8 B

u
9,9 B

u
9,10 . . .

.

.

.

Bn,n



(2.77)

∂R

∂W p
=



B1,1 B1,2 B1,3 B1,4 B1,5 [0] [0] [0] [0] B1,10 . . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

[0] [0] [0] B9,4 [0] B9,6 B9,7 B9,8 B9,9 B9,10 . . .

.

.

.

Bn,n



(2.78)

Required treatments of the base Jacobian matrix (Eq. 2.77) are summarised

below.

1. All matrix entries related to nodes that lies at the periodic patches (Fig-

ure 2.16) have to be updated. The treatment presented in Eq. 2.76 has to

be applied to the following block matrix pairs: (Bl
1,1 −Bu

9,9), (Bl
1,2 −Bu

9,6),

(Bl
1,3 −Bu

9,8), (Bl
1,5 −Bu

9,7).

2. New entries have to be added in the Jacobian matrix. These entries cor-
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respond to the derivatives of R1 and R9 with respect to the interior nodes

(4) and (10) from Figure 2.16. The correction described in Eq. 2.76 has to

be completed for pairs (Bl
1,4 − Bu

9,4) and (Bl
1,10 − Bu

9,10) - note that matrix

Bu
1,10 and Bu

9,4 were zero matrices before the periodic correction.

In the current implementation the second adjustment is not performed.

2.4 Time marching for steady-state flows

STAMPS uses one of the most commonly known method for solving steady-state

flow equations, that is, the so-called method of lines which is based on the separate

discretisaiton in space and time [5]. Starting with the initial guess (e.g. setting

flow variables to freestream conditions) the solution is advanced iteratively using

pseudo-time marching method until the spatial residuals of the system of flow

equations (Eq. 2.7) converge to zero - in practice to computer precision.

Using the notation from Section 2.3 i.e. denoting the space integral using

residual vector ~R (Eq. 2.7) the RANS system of equations can be written in the

simple form of Eq. 2.79.

∂

∂t

ˆ
Ω

~WdΩ = −~R( ~W ) (2.79)

When the steady-state solution on a static grid is of interest, the time term in

Eq. 2.79 can be discretised using a simple integral and forward difference formula

for each control volume Ωi as presented in Eq. 2.80, which is a basis for explicit

solvers.

∆ ~W n
i = −∆tni

Ωi

~Rn
i (2.80)

The solution update is ∆ ~W n
i = ~W n+1

i − ~W n
i , and the space integral (residual ~R)

is discretised as described in Section 2.3. The subscript i indicates the particular

control volume, and the superscripts n and n + 1 indicate time levels, where n

is the current one. The time step size in the explicit schemes is limited by the

stability criteria discussed later.
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The basis for implicit solvers is presented in Eq. 2.81.

∆ ~W n
i = −∆ti

Ωi

~Rn+1
i (2.81)

The nonlinear residual at time step n+ 1 cannot be obtained explicitly, however,

it can be approximated using a Taylor series, neglecting higher-order terms -

Eq. 2.82.

~Rn+1
i ≈ ~Rn

i +

(
∂ ~R

∂ ~W

)n

i

∆ ~W n
i (2.82)

After substituting Eq. 2.82 into Eq. 2.81 and further rearranging, the implicit

scheme can be written using Eq. 2.83. A much larger time step size can usually

be used for an implicit scheme as compared to a explicit technique, which is the

key advantage of the former. However, it comes at the price of higher memory

requirements and implementation complexity.[
Ωi

∆tni
+

(
∂ ~R

∂ ~W

)n

i

]
∆ ~W n

i = −~Rn
i (2.83)

Eq. 2.83 can be written in short form as shown in Eq. 2.84, where An
i is used to

denote the system matrix.

An
i ∆ ~W n

i = −~Rn
i (2.84)

The system matrix (Ani ) becomes equivalent to the Jacobian of RANS system of

equations ( ∂R
∂W

) as the term Ωi
∆ti

(Eq. 2.83) converges to zero with the time step

rising to infinity (∆t → +∞). The Newton step is then achieved. In practice

the finite time step size has to be used at the initial convergence state, when the

solution is far from the stationary point and high non-linearities of the RANS

system are tackled. Furthermore, in most CFD codes the approximate form of

the exact Jacobian of the discrete system of equations ( ∂R
∂W

) is usually used due

to the high memory requirements of the full Jacobian.

There are three steady-state solvers available in STAMPS: 1) explicit, 2) im-

plicit block-Jacobi, and 3) implicit JT-KIRK. Details on each solver are presented

below.
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Explicit Runge-Kutta (RK) with local time stepping (EX)

As the single-stage explicit schemes are not practically useful for a CFD solver the

multi-stage schemes were developed [65]. By default, the 3-stage Runge-Kutta

(Nrk = 3) is used in STAMPS - Eq. 2.85, where the superscript in parentheses

denote RK stage. The coefficients α used for each Runge-Kutta stage are α1 =

0.1918, α2 = 0.4929, α3 = 1.0. The subscript i and superscript n are skipped for

clarity. Vectors of residuals ~R(0), ~R(1), ~R(2) corresponds to residuals calculated

for each RK stage.

~W (0) = ~W n
i (2.85)

~W (1) = ~W (0) − α1
∆tn

Ω
~R(0)

~W (2) = ~W (1) − α2
∆tn

Ω
~R(1)

~W (3) = ~W (2) − α3
∆tn

Ω
~R(2)

~W n+1
i = ~W

(3)
i

The time step ∆t is calculated for each control volume independently - Eq. 2.86,

where the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition is set to CFL = 0.69, Λc and Λv

are convective and viscous spectral radii, and constant cv is set to 1.0, which is

a usual choice for second-order upwind discretisaiton with 3-stage Runge-Kutta

scheme [139, 140]. The presented CFL condition (Eq. 2.86) means that for the

explicit scheme (Eq. 2.80) the time step should be equal to or smaller than the

time required to transport information across the control volume.

∆tni = CFL
Ωi

Λn
c + cvΛn

v

(2.86)

Block-Jacobi with Runge-Kutta (BJ)

The RK update procedure (Eq. 2.85) holds; however, at each stage the term(
∆t
Ω
~R
)

is replaced with the update step ∆ ~W n
i . The update step results from

a linear system solve defined in Eq. 2.84, where an approximate block-diagonal

Jacobian system matrix is used (diag
(
∂R
∂W

)n
i
). This approximate Jacobian is

referred to as 0th-order Jacobian that is constructed based on the approximate
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Jacobian of the 1st-order spatial discretisaiton scheme. The solver procedure is

identical to the one presented in Algorithm 1; the only modification comes from

the accuracy of Jacobian approximation.

Jacobian-Trained Krylov-Implicit-Runge-Kutta (JT-KIRK)

JT-KIRK [18] is the default solver that uses Jacobian of the 1st-order spatial

discretisaiton scheme. This approximate form of Jacobian will be referred to as

the 1st-order Jacobian
(
∂R
∂W

)1st
.

In a general case, the Jacobian matrix ∂R
∂W

can be obtained automatically using

the algorithmic differentiation tool Tapenade [40, 99]. The differentiation can be

applied to the residual function that accumulates all fluxes and source terms (see

Eq. 2.8) with respect to the vector of conservative variables. In STAMPS, the

Jacobian is assembled using manually coded edge and boundary loops and the

Tapenade tool is used only to differentiate the core flux functions of the residual

- a semi-automatic approach. This method allows Jacobian accumulation time

to be reduced as compared to a pure Tapenade approach, and at the same time

keeps some level of automation. Whenever the core flux functions are modified,

no manual adjustments are required to obtain the new Jacobian matrix.

Calculating an exact Jacobian of the STAMPS’s nominal spatial discretisation

scheme (2nd-order) would require applying Tapenade differentiation tool to the

residual function including procedures for 2nd-order solution reconstruction and

gradient calculation. The exact Jacobian of the 2nd-order discretisation scheme

is currently not available in STAMPS due to implementation challenges and ex-

tensive additional memory requirements caused by wide mesh stencil [122]. The

non-zero entries in the exact Jacobian for an example node i require derivative

for the node i itself (diagonal term), nearest neighbours of node i, and neighbours

of the neighbours of node i (related to gradient calculation). In the case of block-

Jacobi solver, the 0th-order Jacobian (block-Jacobian) is calculated by applying

Tapenade tool on the parts of the STAMPS’s code that relates to 1st-order dis-

cretisation scheme and keeping only the diagonal terms of the resultant Jacobian

matrix. Achieving 1st-order Jacobian for the JT-KIRK solver requires differenti-
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ation of the 1st-order spatial discretisation scheme and storing the diagonal terms

of the matrix as well as off-diagonal terms related to the nearest neighbours of an

example node i. More details on Jacobian assembly in STAMPS are presented in

[18, 122].

The steady solver framework is presented in Algorithm 1. It covers all flow

solver types available in STAMPS. The Jacobian A and preconditioner P are

evaluated only once per RK cycle. The variable M̄ stands for the mesh metrics

i.e. edge weights ~sij, boundary weights ~sib , volumes Ω, and coordinates ~X. The

multigrid source term ~Qi,MG is explained in Section 2.6.

Algorithm 1 Flow solver in STAMPS

1: procedure SOLVER

2: ∆ti ← localtimestep
(
~Un
i , M̄

)
3: An

i ← jacobian
(
~Un
i ,M̄,∆ti, CFL

)
4: Pn

i ← preconditioner (An
i )

5: ~U
(0)
i ← ~Un

i

6: do irk = 0, Nrk − 1

7: ~R
(irk)
i ← residual

(
~U

(irk)
i ,M̄

)
+ ~Qi,MG

8: ∆ ~W
(irk)
i ← linearsolver

(
An
i ,P

n
i ,
~R

(irk)
i

)
9: ~U irk+1

i ← updateflow
(
~U

(0)
i ,∆ ~W

(irk)
i , αirk+1

)
10: end do

11: ~Un+1
i ← ~UNrk

i

Depending on solver choice (EX/BJ/JT-KIRK) some of the functions dif-

fer internally, as with, jacobian() - line 3, preconditioner() - line 4, and

linearsolver() - line 8. Each line of the Alg. 1 is described in detail below.

Point IDs in the list correspond to the line numbers.

2. Calculate local time step (Eq. 2.86).

3. Use an approximate system matrix A as defined in Eq. 2.84. Depending on

the solver type the matrix is approximated differently:
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• EX: A = diag
(

Ω
∆t

)
, diagonal matrix.

• BJ: A =
[
diag

(
Ω
∆t

)
+ diag

(
∂R
∂W

)]
, block-diagonal matrix.

• JT-KIRK: A =
[
diag

(
Ω
∆t

)
+ ∂R

∂W

1st
]
, Jacobian of the 1st-order spatial

discretisation scheme
(
∂R
∂W

)1st
.

4. Compute preconditioner of the system matrix A:

• EX: P = A−1 = diag
(

∆t
Ω

)
. Preconditioner is obtained using direct

inversion of diagonal matrix A.

• BJ: P = A−1 =
[
diag

(
∆t
Ω

)
+ diag

(
∂R
∂W

)]−1
. Preconditioner is com-

puted using direct inversion of the system matrix A. Gaussian elimi-

nation is used for this purpose.

• JT-KIRK: the incomplete lower upper factorisation ILU(0) is used

for the preconditioner, which is an approximate of the system matrix

i.e. A ≈ LU, where L and U are lower and upper triangular matrix,

respectively. No direct inversion is done.

5. Initialise the RK loop.

7. Compute nonlinear residual for the current flow vector ~U irk
i . For the multi-

grid solver the appropriate source term has to be added ( ~Qi,MG) - see Sec-

tion 2.6 for details.

8. Calculate solution update. Depending on the choice of the solver the update

for a single RK step is calculated as follows:

• EX: the update is presented in Eq. 2.87

∆ ~W
(irk)
i = αirk

∆tn

Ωi

~R
(irk)
i (2.87)

• BJ: the update is shown in Eq. 2.88. Preconditioner matrix is calcu-

lated as explained in point (4) for BJ solver.

∆ ~W
(irk)
i = αirk P

n ~R
(irk)
i (2.88)
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• JT-KIRK: as the direct inversion of the 1st-order system matrix A is

not feasible for large system of equations, the GMRES linear solver

[68] with the ILU(0) preconditioner is used to obtained the solution

update ∆ ~W
(irk)
i for JT-KIRK scheme.

9. Update solution variables. Inside the updateflow() function, first obtain the

conservative variables ~W (0) for the flow state variables ~U (0); next update

the vector ~W (irk+1) using step size ∆ ~W (irk); then evaluate the flow vector

~U (irk+1) using correlations between conservative and flow variables.

Note that internally STAMPS stores flow variables vector ~U not the vec-

tor of conservative variables ~W . Hence, the appropriate transformation is

applied inside updateflow() function of the update step.

As already mentioned in this section, implicit schemes like JT-KIRK often

require a finite time step size ∆t at the initial convergence stage, when high non-

linearities of the RANS system of equations are tackled. The finite time step

increases the diagonal dominance of the system matrix A and allow to evolve the

solution slower in a finite pseudo-time. This helps to stabilise the Newton-type

solver which is sensitive to an initial guess. The step size ∆t - Eq. 2.86, is usually

controlled by the user defined CFL number. Ideally, a small initial CFL number

should be used and then increased as the solution progresses towards the sta-

tionary point. To fulfil this task, this research implemented the automatic CFL-

adjustment technique based on the line search algorithm introduced by Michalak

[20]. Several other solver enhancements, e.g. Jacobian re-computation control,

were introduced to increase the robustness of the solver. All the improvements

are summarised in Chapter 4.

The unsteady solver is also available in STAMPS. Physical time is discretised

using implicit dual time-stepping approach with backward differentiation formula

2 (BDF2) [66]. The theory as well as the implementation details can be found in

Section 6.3 in [102].
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2.5 Interpolation operators

Interpolation operators allow to transfer variables between different grids. A re-

striction operator is used to interpolate variables from fine to coarse meshes, and a

prolongation operator is used to transfer variables in the opposite direction (from

coarse to fine grids). Interpolation operators are required for geometric multigrid

solvers and for truncation error estimation. Both functionalities are available in

STAMPS (as introduced in Section 2.1), and both impose specify requirements

on the order of accuracy of the interpolation operators. This section describes

interpolation operators available in STAMPS and summarises the result of a rig-

orous accuracy test to confirm that the requirements set by multigrid solver and

truncation error estimations are met. The details on multigrid solver and error

estimation are provided in Sections 2.6 and 5.2.2, respectively.

The effective multigrid solver method requires the combined accuracy of the

prolongation and restriction operators to be higher than the order of equations

being discretised [92] (2 for the Navier-Stokes equations). This means that at

least one of the interpolations operators has to provide 2nd-order accuracy. The

accurate truncation error estimation method requires both operators to be at

least consistent with the design order of accuracy of the discretisation scheme

(2nd-order in STAMPS).

The notation used for the interpolation operators is as follows:

• restriction operator IHh

• prolongation operator IhH

The lowercase h refers to the fine discrete space, whereas the uppercase H to

the coarse discrete space. Hence, the operator IHh allow to transfer variables

from the fine grid (fine discrete space) to the coarse grid (coarse discrete space).

The subscript in the interpolation operator denotes the discrete source-space, and

the superscript the discrete target-space (where the variables are interpolated to).
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Two interpolation methods are available in STAMPS, i.e. gradient-based and

coefficient-based, where for the latter the interpolation coefficients are obtained

using a minimum-norm solution within a local stencil [122]. In both cases the

interpolation stencil for each fine grid node is defined by the coarse element that

contains given fine grid node - see a simple 2D example in Figure 2.18. Hence,

the prolongation operator uses gradient/coefficients stored at nodes which form

the coarse element. The stencil for restriction operator is essentially a transposed

prolongation operator’s stencil (by duality). This stencil/connectivity is provided

by the tool hip23 [37].

ih

iH

Figure 2.18: Multigrid connectivity - dashed line - fine grid (ih), solid line - coarse
grid (iH)

The minimum norm interpolation operators were implemented in STAMPS

by the former PhD student Shenren Xu and are described in detail in [122]. The

gradient-based operators implemented for this research are described in more

detail below.

The gradient-based interpolation uses a cell-based gradient which is exact for

linear fields - see Section 2.3.5. The prolongation of a field φ is performed as shown

in Eq. 2.89. The variable NH(i) stands for the number of coarse nodes iH within

the interpolation stencil of the fine node ih. And ~r h
H as shown in Eq. 2.90, is a

vector that points from the coarse grid node iH to fine grid node ih. Restriction

of the field φ is done correspondingly, using the transposed prolongation stencil.

φih =

NH(i)∑
iH=1

(
ΩiH

(
φiH +∇φiH · ~r h

H

) )/NH(i)∑
iH=1

ΩiH (2.89)

23A package to manipulate unstructured computational grids
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~r h
H = ~Xih − ~XiH (2.90)

To test the accuracy of interpolation operators, a mesh convergence study

was performed using a simple cube domain with a general mixed grid type. A

set of 7 grids was used, where each refined stage had a roughly halved charac-

teristic mesh size. The nonlinear function field that corresponds to the density-

manufactured-solution from Eq. 2.91 was used (equation constants are provided

in Appendix A.5). To test the prolongation accuracy, th presented field was first

evaluated on coarser grids and then prolonged to fine mesh respectively. Similarly

the procedure was applied to test the accuracy of restriction operators.

ρ(x, y, z) = ρ0 + ρx sin
(αρxπx

L

)
+ ρy cos

(αρyπy
L

)
+ ρz sin

(αρzπz
L

)
(2.91)

Next, the L2-norm of the interpolation error was calculated based on the Eq. 2.92

which is written for the prolonged field φHh . The indices in variable φHh refer to

the quantity φ on fine discrete space h interpolated from coarse space H.

||εHh ||2,N =

√√√√( N∑
i=1

(
φh,i − φHh,i

)2

)
/ N (2.92)

The characteristic (effective) mesh size he is obtained according to Eq. 2.93,

where N is the number of degrees of freedom (mesh nodes fro node-centred

scheme).

he =

(
1

N

) 1
3

(2.93)

The effective mesh size can be seen as a non-dimensional edge length of a dis-

crete element forming a computational domain with a unit volume and uniformly

distributed nodes. In principle, in a pth-order accurate method (e.g. p = 2 for

2nd-order) the example L2-norm of the error (Eq. 2.92) is expected to reduce at

a rate of h2
e (reduction of he by factor 2 should lead to reduction of errors by

factor 4). The variable he is frequently used in the literature on code verification

and error analysis (see Roy [69, 70], or Diskin [63, 120]) and is also adopted in

this work. The words effective mesh size, characteristic mesh size, and equivalent
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mesh size will be used interchangeably in this work and will always refer to the

variable he.

The results confirmed that the gradient-based interpolation operators imple-

mented in STAMPS provide 2nd-order accurate transfer of the solution fields

between meshes as shown in Figure 2.19 (prolongation–g, restriction–g). The

errors converge with a h2
e-slope when inspecting both the L2-norm and the L∞-

norm, where the latter provides a more rigorous answer as it shows the worst

converging interpolation errors within the entire domain.

The minimum-norm-based prolongation operator provides a 2nd-order ac-

curacy, whereas restriction is 1st-order accurate as presented in Figure 2.19

(prolongation–mn, restriction–mn). The reduced order of accuracy of restriction

was expected as in the current implementation the same (but transposed) set of

prolongation coefficients was used. This property, i.e. IHh =
(
IhH
)T

is important

for the efficiency of geometric multigrid solvers [92]. The interpolation accuracy

requirement for an effective geometric multigrid solver is still satisfied for RANS

system of equations, i.e. mr +mp > meq, (3 > 2).
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Figure 2.19: Interpolation accuracy test

The minimum norm transfer operators are used for a geometric multigrid

solver (Section 2.6), whereas the consistently 2nd-order gradient-based interpola-

tion is used for truncation error estimation explained more in Section 5.2.2.

It should be also noted that for highly-curved domains there can be fine grid

nodes which are not contained in any coarse element. In such a case, the nearest
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coarse element is used for interpolation. For the gradient-based operator, the

interpolation remains 2nd-order, which is not the case for minimum-norm-based

operators [122].

2.6 Geometric multigrid

Geometric-Multi-Grid (GMG) is a powerful convergence acceleration technique.

It was first introduced in the 1960s by Fedorenko [123] and Bakhvalov [124] and

further advanced e.g. by Brandt [125, 126] or Jameson [127, 128]. In this method,

the solution of the governing equations is obtained using a series of successively

coarsened meshes, which are used to drive the solution on the finest grid faster

to the steady-state. The key advantages come from the fact that larger time

steps can be used on coarse grids, and the low-frequency components of the

solution errors can be reduced more efficiently on the coarse grid. The latter

is a crucial feature of multigrid technique as the explicit and implicit solvers

are known to damp effectively mainly high-frequency error modes. Hence, the

multigrid methodology combined with any of the time-stepping schemes (EX,

BJ, JT-KIRK) described in Section 2.4 lead to a very efficient solving technique.

Furthermore, the coarse grids can also be used for estimation of the truncation

error to drive the mesh adaptation process - see Chapter 5.

The advantages of the GMG technique comes at a price of larger implemen-

tation effort and a need to generate a series of coarse grids - at least one. The

element-collapsing algorithm of the tool hip, which was briefly introduced in Sec-

tion 2.5, is used for the mesh coarsening [37].

In STAMPS, the Full Approximation Storage method (FAS) is used, where re-

discretisation is performed for the coarse grids. As the coarse grids discretisation

accuracy has no effect on the fine grid solution accuracy, the 1st-order scheme is

employed on the coarse meshes. This decreases computational effort, increases

robustness, and provides better high-frequency damping properties. Additionally,

the 1st-order scheme is less sensitive to mesh quality, which can be compromised

on coarse grids by the element-collapsing process.

The key steps of the multigrid FAS cycle are introduced below, where the
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subscript h is used to denote quantities related to fine grid level, and uppercase

H is indicating coarse grid variables and operators. For example, ~Uh is a solution

vector on the fine grid and ~UH on the coarse grid. Both subscripts stand for the

characteristic mesh size.

1. Pre-smoothing: perform a single solver iteration on the finest grid h. The

updated flow vector is thus obtained i.e. ~Un+1
h .

2. Restriction: transfer of quantities to coarse grid H. The quantities to be

restricted are the residuals ~Rh and the solution vector ~Uh. The appropriate

interpolation operators are used for this purpose, and the procedure can be

written for the solution vector as presented in Eq. 2.94.

~U0
H = IHh ~Un+1

h (2.94)

The current residual is evaluated on the coarse grid, i.e. ~R0
H = ~RH(~U0

H),

and then subtracted from the restricted fine grid residual ÎHh ~Rn+1
h to form

the so-called multigrid forcing term ~QMG, Eq. 2.95. This guarantees that

the solution on the coarse mesh depends on the fine grid residual.

(
~QMG

)
H

= ÎHh ~Rn+1
h − ~R0

H (2.95)

Note that the operators used for restriction of solution IHh and residuals

ÎHh are different. In the case of residual restriction the operator has to

ensure a conservative transfer, that is, as the control volume size increases

the residual must increase by the same amount.

3. Coarse grid solve: calculate a new solution on the coarse grid H. The

smoother call is executed for the coarse grid H as presented in Alg. 1 -

replace subscript i with H. The updated solution ~Un+1
H is obtained on the

coarse grid.

4. Prolongation: coarse grid solution interpolation and multigrid update on

the fine mesh h. The coarse grid correction ∆~UMG
H is first calculated as

shown in Eq. 2.96.

∆~UMG
H = ~Un+1

H − ~U0
H (2.96)
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The coarse grid correction is then interpolated to the fine grid using pro-

longation operator IhH (see Section 2.5). Finally, the solution on the fine

grid is advanced (Eq. 2.97).

~UMG
h = ~Un+1

h + IhH∆~UMG
H (2.97)

The most common V-cycle is implemented in STAMPS. Algorithm 2 shows

a single multigrid V-cycle for three multigrid mesh levels. The three grids are

used to present how the so-called forcing term ~QMG is cascaded down towards

the coarsest grid. The process is repeated every solver cycle until convergence

criteria are met. A number of clarifications are set out below.

• Indices h, 2h, 3h ... refer to each consecutive coarse grid level.

• The variable M̄ collects the mesh metrics i.e. edge weights ~sij, boundary

weights ~sib , volumes Ω, and coordinates ~X, for each grid level.

• The residual function residual() represents the flux accumulation as de-

scribed in Section 2.3.

• The smoother function smoother() (single solver iteration) is presented in

Algorithm 1.

• The multigrid source term for the finest grid is zero, ( ~QMG)h = 0.

• The nomenclature ~Rn
h refers to the residual evaluated on the grid level h

using solution vector from time step n, i.e. ~Rh(~U
n
h )

• The indentation is used in the algorithm to show operations that take place

at each grid level. For example, when a given operation is under the label

Level (h) but it is indented to Level (2h), it means that the quantity

from grid h is used to obtain the corresponding value on grid 2h.
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Algorithm 2 Multigrid V-cycle in STAMPS

1: procedure FAS-cycle

2: Level (h)

3: ~Un+1
h ← smoother

(
~Un
h ,M̄h, CFL

n
h, (

~QMG)h

)
4: ~Rn+1

h ← residual
(
~Un+1
h ,M̄h

)
+ ( ~QMG)h

5: ~U0
2h ← I2h

h
~Un+1
h

6: ~R0
2h ← residual

(
~U0

2h,M̄2h

)
7: ( ~QMG)2h ← Î2h

h
~Rn+1
h − ~R0

2h

8: Level (2h)

9: ~Un
2h ← ~U0

2h

10: ~Un+1
2h ← smoother

(
~Un

2h,M̄2h, CFL
n
2h, (

~QMG)2h

)
11: ~Rn+1

2h ← residual
(
~Un+1

2h ,M̄2h

)
+ ( ~QMG)2h

12: ~U0
3h ← I3h

2h
~Un+1

2h

13: ~R0
3h ← residual

(
~U0

3h,M̄3h

)
14: ( ~QMG)3h ← Î3h

2h
~Rn+1

2h − ~R0
3h

15: Level (3h)

16: ~Un
3h ← ~U0

3h

17: ~Un+1
3h ← smoother

(
~Un

3h,M̄3h, CFL
n
3h, (

~QMG)3h

)
18: ~UMG

2h ← ~Un+1
2h + I2h

3h

(
~Un+1

3h − ~U0
3h

)
19: Level (2h)

20: ~Un
2h ← ~UMG

2h

21: ~Un+1
2h ← smoother

(
~Un

2h,M̄2h, CFL
n
2h, (

~QMG)2h

)
22: ~UMG

h ← ~Un+1
h + Ih2h

(
~Un+1

2h − ~U0
2h

)
23: Level (h)

24: ~Un
h ← ~UMG

h

As initially stated in Section 2.5, an important aspect of an effective multigrid

solver is to satisfy the interpolation accuracy requirements as defined in Eq. 2.98,

where mr and mp are the order of accuracy of restriction and prolongation.

mr +mp > me (2.98)
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If this condition is not met the multigrid procedure may result in a stall or even

divergence due to the errors introduced in the interpolation step. The variable

me is the order of the governing equations i.e. me = 1 for the Euler equations,

and me = 2 for the Navier-Stokes equations. As will be shown in Section 2.5,

in STAMPS the restriction operator is 1st-order accurate (mr = 1), and the

prolongation is 2nd-order accurate (mp = 2), hence the implementation satis-

fies condition in Eq. 2.98. See Briggs [92] for more details on the interpolation

accuracy requirement.

Finally, to take an advantage of the multigrid technique for solution initiali-

sation purpose, the multigrid start-up (MGS) is implemented in STAMPS. It is a

simplified version of full multigrid start-up (FMG) which is simple to implement

and allows to obtain a better initial flow state for the finest mesh. Multigrid

start-up is executed before starting the main solver. First, a user-defined number

of solver iterations are run on the least computationally demanding coarsest grid,

then the obtained state is interpolated to the next grid level and used for initial-

isation there. This cycle is repeated until the finest mesh is reached, and then

the V-cycle presented in Algorithm 2 continues. As a result of a better initial

flow state the overall solver run-time reductions can be achieved. The MGS is

described and tested in Section 4.5.

2.7 Verification and validation

Verification and validation (V&V) of computational tools are very important as-

pects in engineering simulations. In CFD, for example, V&V activities are helpful

in assessing the applicability of the selected mathematical models, correctness of

the computer codes and numerical algorithms, and quantifying the numerical

accuracy.

Solver validation allows checking whether the implemented mathematical model

predicts the physical behaviour correctly. Usually, a set of experimental data ob-

tained, e.g. in wind tunnels, is used for this purpose. Validation of STAMPS

has already been performed by former PhD students in their dissertations - see

Christakopoulos [129] and Xu [122] - hence it is not covered in this work.
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The role of solver verification is to ensure that there are no coding mistakes

(bugs), algorithm inconsistencies, and the numerical errors are converging with

an expected slope as the discrete computational space is being refined. The order

of accuracy test is considered as one of the most rigorous verification techniques,

where the method of manufactured solution (MMS) plays a key role [41]. De-

tails on solver verification techniques and method of manufactured solution are

provided in [69, 70].

First, the gradient calculation accuracy test is performed. Next, the overall

spatial discretisation accuracy is analysed.

2.7.1 Verification case

The accuracy of gradient computation and the overall spatial discretisation scheme

used in STAMPS is performed using three different mesh types i.e. a tetrahedral

grid, a regular hexahedral mesh, and a general hexahedral mesh shown in Fig-

ure 2.20. All meshes are prepared for the simple cube domain.

(a) Tetrahedral (b) Regular hexahedral (c) General hexahedral

Figure 2.20: Mesh types used for solver verification - figures show grid refinement
level 4 from Table 2.7

For each grid, a sequence of seven uniformly refined grids was prepared to

perform a mesh convergence study of the error in the computed gradient (see

Section 2.7.2), as well as solution error and truncation error to assess spatial

discretisation accuracy (Section 2.7.3). A summary information for all meshes

used in testing is provided in Table 2.7.
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Mesh level
Tet Hex, Regular/General

nodes he nodes he

1 2.01M 0.00792 2.15M 0.00775

2 0.27M 0.01538 0.27M 0.01538

3 35.9K 0.03030 35.9K 0.03030

4 4.95K 0.05878 4.91K 0.05882

5 725.0 0.11111 729.0 0.11111

6 127.0 0.19898 125.0 0.20000

7 27.00 0.33333 27.00 0.33333

Table 2.7: Meshes used for error convergence study. Regular hex and general hex
meshes have identical statistics

Other grid types such as a general prism, pyramid, and mixed grid are not

investigated as the results are expected to be the same as for the general hex

mesh presented in Figure 2.20c. Note that regular hex and general hex meshes

have identical statistics because the general hex meshes were created through a

random perturbation of nodes of the corresponding regular hex meshes.

2.7.2 Gradient accuracy

The accuracy and performance of two gradient computation approaches are com-

pared, i.e., edge-based scheme described in Section 2.3.4, and cell-based scheme

described in Section 2.3.5.

The procedure used for the gradient accuracy test is outlined below.

1. Define a continuous field φ - Eq. 2.99, and derive a continuous expression

for its derivative (gradient) as in Eq. 2.100. The nonlinear manufactured

solution field for density is used - see Appendix A.5 for constants.

φ̃(x, y, z) = φ0+φx sin
(αφxπx

L

)
+φy cos

(αφyπy
L

)
+φz sin

(αφzπz
L

)
(2.99)
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∇̃φ(x, y, z) =


φx

αφxπ

L
cos
(αφxπx

L

)
−φy αφyπ

L
sin
(αφyπy

L

)
φz

αφzπ

L
cos
(αφzπz

L

)

 (2.100)

2. Evaluate the discrete gradient Eqs. 2.17 and 2.24 of the nonlinear function

in Eq. 2.100 sampled discretely at the vertices. The exact gradient ∇̃φ can

be obtained at node i : (xi, yi, zi) using Eq. 2.100.

3. Calculate the error norm for the gradient. To inspect the order of accuracy

of the gradient computation, the two following norms are used, namely L1,N

and L∞ defined in Eqs. 2.101 - 2.102. The subscript N in the L1,N norm

stands for the field size. Note that a single error norm is obtained for a

gradient (vector) by summing error contributions for each direction (x, y,

z), hence division by 3N in Eq. 2.101.

||ε∇h ||1,N =

(
N∑
i=1

3∑
j=1

∣∣∣∇̃φji −∇φjh,i∣∣∣
)

/ (3N) (2.101)

||ε∇h ||∞ = max
i,j

∣∣∣∇̃φji −∇φjh,i∣∣∣ (2.102)

4. Perform all operations for each of the 7 grids. The characteristic (equiva-

lent) mesh size he is obtained according to Eq. 2.103, where N is the number

of degrees of freedom.

he =

(
1

N

) 1
3

(2.103)

The detailed analysis of gradient calculation accuracy is performed for each

tested mesh type. To achieve pth-order exact solution reconstruction, the (p−1)th-

order polynomial has to be represented exactly in the computational space. This

requires the error in gradient calculation to be at least O(hp−1
e ) i.e. gradient

calculation method to be (p − 1)th-order. As a result, the 2nd-order solution

reconstruction (p = 2) requires the linear field (1st-order polynomial) to be repre-

sented exactly. This can be achieved when the error in the gradient computation

method is O(he) which can be explained by analysing 1D solution reconstruction
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as in Eq. 2.104.

φ(he + δhe) ≈ φ(he) +∇φ(he) δhe (2.104)

For the gradient accuracy being of the order O(he) and δhe being O(he), the

multiplied term (δφ = ∇φ(he) δhe) becomes of the order O(h2
e) resulting in a 2nd-

order solution reconstruction. Note that increasing the accuracy of the gradient

calculation to higher-order is not enough to increase the order of accuracy of

the solution reconstruction. The Eq. 2.104 is obtained using Taylor expansion

neglecting higher-order terms. This means that by design it can be maximum

O(h2
e) assuming that the δφ is at least O(h2

e). Higher-order terms of Taylor

expansion are required to achieve 3rd and higher-order reconstruction.

The order of accuracy can be investigated through the analysis of the con-

vergence curve slope of the gradient error norm (see Figures 2.21 - 2.24). This

should be at least consistent with a slope of h1
e. The L1 norm reveals the domi-

nating accuracy over the entire computational domain whereas the infinity norm

shows the worst converging errors. For the scheme to be consistently pth-order

accurate over the entire computational domain, the error in each discrete point

should converge with the hpe-slope. The infinity norm is very useful in assessing

whether the above is true and the scheme is consistently pth-order. Additionally,

the errors are plotted for three regions:

• the entire domain

• only interior nodes

• only boundary nodes.

This allows the location of the degeneration of the accuracy, if any, to be in-

spected.

Tetrahedral mesh

Figure 2.21a shows that without the boundary correction the order of accuracy

of the base edge-based gradient discretisation Eq. 2.17 is between 0th-order and

1st-order. The errors converge with 1st-order slope for the interior nodes (Fig-

ure 2.21), whereas the accuracy at the boundary nodes degenerates to 0th-order
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which can be confirmed when analysing the infinity norm (see Figure 2.21b). In

order to achieve a consistent 1st-order accurate gradients over the entire domain,

the boundary correction described in Section 2.3.4 is required.
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Figure 2.21: Gradient accuracy test for the edge-based approach (refer Sec-
tion 2.3.4)

Figures 2.22a and 2.22b confirm that the proposed cell-based approach gives

a consistently 1st-order accurate gradient for the boundary and interior nodes.
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Figure 2.22: Gradient accuracy test for the cell-based approach (refer Sec-
tion 2.3.5)

Regular hexahedral mesh

For this particular mesh type, a supra-convergence is achieved for both gradient

calculation approaches - Figure 2.23. This is a well-known behaviour for regu-

lar grids [63], and is a result of a perfectly symmetric stencil that leads to the

cancellation of O(he) errors in the domain interior. The errors at the boundaries

remain O(he) for both gradient calculation methods as the stencil is no longer
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symmetric there for the vertex-centred scheme. The infinity norm is not shown

because the L1 norm is enough to make a full judgement of the order of accuracy.
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Figure 2.23: Gradient accuracy test for a regular hex mesh - L1,N norm

General hexahedral mesh

For the general hexahedral mesh, Figure 2.24a reveals that the gradient cal-

culation accuracy of the standard edge-based scheme is O(1) as expected. The

cell-based approach shows consistent 1st accuracy - Figure 2.24b. The same trend

is expected to hold for the mixed and general mesh types for both gradient com-

putation methods.
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Figure 2.24: Gradient accuracy test for a general hex mesh - L1,N norm

For more details on a gradient accuracy testing, an influence of mesh quality,

and a comparison of various gradient computation methods, refer to [63, 120, 64].
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Performance comparison

Three mesh types are used for the performance comparison - see Table 2.8. A

mixed grid of tetrahedrons (88% of all cells) and prisms (12% of all cells) is an

addition to tet and hex meshes used in accuracy testing as this combination is

very common in practical industrial applications.

Mesh info Tet Hex Tet+prism(10%)

nodes [106] 2.01 2.15 1.10

cells [106] 11.9 2.19 5.27

edges [106] 13.9 6.39 6.65

cells/nodes [-] 5.92 1.26 4.79

Table 2.8: Mesh sizes used for performance comparison (number in millions)

Performance comparison of two methods for gradient computation is shown

in Table 2.9. The measurements of run time is based on the average over four

consecutive runs. For each run, 30 evaluations of the gradient subroutine for a

scalar field φ was performed.

Method Tet Hex Tet+Prism(12%)

edge-based 1 (23.5s) 1 (8.65s) 1 (10.4s)

cell-based 1.15 (27.1s) 0.64 (5.56s) 0.88 (9.19s)

Table 2.9: Performance comparison of edge-based vs cell-based gradient compu-
tation - normalised and absolute wall clock time

The implemented cell-based gradient is exact for linear fields for any grid

type whereas the edge-based approach is accurate only for certain mesh types.

Furthermore, the performance of proposed cell-based gradient computation is

better for most cell types; only for all-tet grids is it 1.15 slower than the edge-based

method. In principle, the performance of the cell-based gradient computation

scheme improves with decreasing ratio of cell count to node count (Table 2.8).

The enhancements come at the cost of the additional memory required for

the cell-based approach, i.e. the coefficient matrix, the sum of element volumes
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that coincide at each node, and the pointer from element to nodes list. The

additional memory expressed as a percentage of the total solver memory used for

the edge-based scheme is:

• 4.0% (JT-KIRK) / 22.2% (EXPLICIT) for tetrahedral grids

• 2.9% (JT-KIRK) / 12.2% (EXPLICIT) for hexahedral grids

Less than 4% of memory increase for the default/key solver (JT-KIRK) used in

STAMPS is a reasonable cost for the improved accuracy.

Summary

It was shown in this section that the proposed cell-based gradient computation

method (see Section 2.3.3) is exact for linear fields for any mesh type. Although

the cell-based method to calculate gradients is standard, a original approach was

proposed for its derivation. In this approach a symbolic mathematical toolbox

(SymPy) was used for derivation and reduction of number of floating point op-

erations required for gradient computation (see Appendix A.4 for details). The

computational cost of the cell-based approach is similar to the base edge-based

technique. Hence, it is recommended that the accurate cell-based gradient com-

putation should be used as a default in the STAMPS code.

2.7.3 Spatial discretisation accuracy

A method of manufactured (made-up) solution is used for verification of the

STAMPS solver accuracy. The concept of manufactured solution is to define the

solution vector
~̃
U using continuous functions of x, y, z-coordinates, and derive

the appropriate source terms that arise from the imposed solution. An example

pressure field and a corresponding energy equation source term is presented in

Figure 2.25. A detailed description of the manufactured solution used for the

STAMPS solver verification is shown in Appendix A.5. Only the accuracy of the

Euler solver is investigated in this work.
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(a) Pressure (p) (b) Energy source (fe)

Figure 2.25: The 3D supersonic manufactured solution

The derived volume source terms that arise from the made-up solution were

implemented in the code. With the sources imposed at each mesh node, and

the exact solution set at the ghost boundaries as described in Section 2.3.10, the

discrete solution should converge to the exact manufactured solution
~̃
U as the

effective mesh size he converges to zero. Furthermore, a slope of convergence of a

error norm with respect to the effective mesh size he provides information about

the accuracy of the discretisation scheme. For a 2nd-order accurate solver the

norm of the error should reduce at a rate of h2
e (halving effective mesh size should

reduce norm of the error by factor 4).

In order to investigate the accuracy of the discretisation scheme a sequence of

uniformly refined grids is generated and the solution error norms are calculated

for each grid level. The three different mesh types has already been introduced

in Section 2.7.1.

The two norms, L1 (Eq. 2.105), and L∞ (Eq. 2.106) are considered in the

analysis of convergence slope of discretisation (solution) errors (DE).

||εφh||1,N =

(
N∑
i=1

∣∣∣φ̃i − φh,i∣∣∣) / N (2.105)

||εφh||∞ = max
i

∣∣∣φ̃i − φh,i∣∣∣ (2.106)

The variable φ corresponds to a flow variable from the state vector ~U , and N is the
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dimension of the vector φ (number of mesh nodes). The tilde above the variable

indicates an exact solution, e.g. ρ̃i is an exact density variable evaluated at the

discrete space h and mesh node i. Furthermore, the norms are calculated in three

locations in order to investigate potential origins of reduced order of accuracy of

the solver. For each location the characteristic mesh size is calculated:

• entire computational domain: he =
(

1
N

)1/3

• only interior nodes: hein =
(

1
Nin

)1/3

• only boundary nodes: heb =
(

1
Nb

)1/3

.

In some cases, it is also useful to analyse a truncation error convergence slope

in order to understand better the origins of reduced accuracy of the solver, if

any. The truncation error TEh is the difference between a mathematical model

(PDE) and its discrete approximation, or in other words, it is the error due to

the truncation of the continuous model. When the exact solution is known, the

truncation error can be calculated exactly (T̃Eh), see Eq. 2.107.

An exact solution
~̃
U is first evaluated at each grid node of the computational

mesh and then the discrete residual is computed as usual (see Section 2.3). The

error norms of T̃Eh can be calculated in the same way as for the discretisation

error (DE) using Eqs. 2.105 and 2.106 with φ replaced with a residual of a given

equation.

T̃Eh = − ~Rh

(
~̃
U
n

h,M̄h

)/
Ωh (2.107)

There are three main contributors determining the overall spatial discretisa-

tion accuracy of the residual ~R( ~W . To achieve a pth-order accurate scheme the

following conditions must be met.

1. Solution reconstruction accuracy. The solution vector ~U should be

reconstructed exactly at the flux face for the (p − 1)th-degree polynomial.

This requires gradient calculation accuracy to be (p − 1)th-order and the

reconstruction point to be correctly selected, that is, be a flux-face Gauss

point. In this work, the default cell-based gradient calculation accuracy

was confirmed to meet the requirements - see Section 2.7.2. However, the

integration point is taken as an edge midpoint (see Eq. 2.14), which is a
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valid Gauss node for regular grids and general tet meshes; for the latter it

is non-intuitive, but can be rigorously proved [130]. Hence, it is expected

that the order of accuracy for a general (non-regular) hex, prism, pyramid

or mixed type mesh will be reduced as compared to the O(h2
e) design order

of accuracy.

2. Flux integration accuracy. Flux integration should be exact for fluxes

represented as polynomials of (p− 1)th degree. In this work, the flux inte-

gration accuracy is inspected through the analysis of the truncation error

convergence evaluated using Eq. 2.107. Note that the accuracy of T̃E is

an order of magnitude reduced as compared to the integration accuracy,

as per its definition. Hence, a pth-order accurate integration will result in

(p−1)th truncation error convergence [131, 130, 24]. Flux integration accu-

racy assumes no errors originating from solution reconstruction (see point

1). Thus any errors in the solution reconstruction will affect the truncation

error order of accuracy.

3. Volume source term integration accuracy. A volume integral should

be exact for the source term function ~q represented by the (p− 2)th degree

polynomial.

For more details on the above refer to [130].

To make the discretisation accuracy analysis more transparent, only the error

norms of solution error in density and truncation error of continuity equation are

discussed. The author confirmed that norms for other variables/equations follow

the same trend.

The default STAMPS solver settings are used for verification, that is, a ROE

flux scheme and an accurate cell-based gradient (Section 2.3.5). No limiter is

used.

Tetrahedral mesh

The discretisation scheme in STAMPS was expected to be 2nd-order for the in-

terior control volumes of a general tetrahedral grid; however, a slightly reduced
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order can be seen in Figure 2.26a (interior). The reduced accuracy is most likely

a result of a lack of consistent refinement in the grids sequence used for verifica-

tion. The sequence of tetrahedral meshes was generated by defining an average

edge size of a tet-element in ANSYS meshing platform. However, the condition

is imposed in a weak manner and some discrepancies in edge sizes can arise,

e.g. when the edge length of the cube divided by imposed element-edge-size is

not a whole number. The influence of non-consistently refined grid sequence on

accuracy testing is described in [71].

Figures 2.26a and 2.26b clearly show that the reduced order of accuracy comes

from the boundaries where the integration point is not a Gauss point. Hence the

boundary volume flux integration gives no reduction of truncation errors (O(1))

as the mesh is refined. This, in turn, leads to O(he) discretisation errors at the

boundaries.
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Figure 2.26: L1 error norm convergence for a general tet mesh

Regular hexahedral mesh

The STAMPS solver is consistently second order accurate for regular hexahe-

dral meshes (Figure 2.20b). This is confirmed by the convergence slope of the

discretisation error norm shown on Figure 2.27a - O(h2
e).
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Figure 2.27: L1 error norm convergence for a regular hex mesh

For this particular mesh type a supra-convergence is achieved for the trunca-

tion errors in the interior of the computational domain - Figure 2.27b. This is a

well known behaviour for regular grids [63] and is a result of a perfectly symmet-

ric stencil that leads to the cancellation of O(he) errors in the domain interior.

The truncation errors at the boundaries remain O(he) as the stencil is no longer

symmetric for the vertex-centred scheme. However, an order of magnitude ac-

curacy reduction of the truncation error for the Euler system of equations does

not affect the overall discretisation accuracy of the scheme [130], which can be

confirmed when comparing boundary error norms for the DE (Figure 2.27a) and

the T̃E (Figure 2.27b).

General (irregular) hexahedral mesh

For the irregular hexahedral grids (Figure 2.20c), a 1st-order solution accuracy

is obtained as confirmed by the slope analysis of converging error norms on Fig-

ure 2.28a. Furthermore, the truncation errors are O(1) (Figure 2.28b), which

indicates that the flux integration is first order accurate as expected for this grid

type.

First order solver accuracy is also expected for general and mixed grid types

where the elements are irregular.
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Figure 2.28: L1 error norm convergence for a general hex mesh

2.7.4 Summary

The verification of the STAMPS inviscid solver showed that the standard edge-

based discretisation scheme is only second order accurate on regular and all tetra-

hedral grids. Furthermore, the scheme accuracy is not consistent over the entire

computational domain, and an order-of-magnitude accuracy degeneration is re-

ported at boundaries. A reduced order of accuracy was obtained for general and

mixed grids. It is caused by the inaccurate integration scheme. In the standard

edge-based scheme, an edge centroid is used as a flux face integration point which

is not a Gauss node. Hence, the integration is not exact for a general grid types.
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Chapter 3

Tangent solver, adjoint solver,

and shape sensitivities

This chapter discusses gradient-based shape optimisation methods and efficient

calculation of shape sensitivities. Background information is first provided in

Sections 3.2–3.2. Next, the derivation of the discrete tangent-linear and adjoint

solvers, as well as implementation details, are provided in Sections 3.3–3.5. The

final sensitivity computation, where the tangent-linear/adjoint variables are the

most computationally expensive components of dL
dα

is described in Section 3.6.

Various examples of flow and adjoint fields obtained using STAMPS solver are

presented in Section 3.7. Additionally, an example of adjoint-based shape opti-

misation is performed using Onera M6 wing (Section 3.8).

3.1 Introduction

Gradient-based optimisation methods require a derivative of an objective function

L (e.g. lift, drag) with respect to design variables α (e.g. mesh coordinates, CAD

parameters). The derivative dL
dα

that is often called shape sensitivity is used to

drive the optimisation process towards an optimum. An essential part of success-

ful gradient-based optimisation is an efficient and accurate gradient computation

method. When the number of design variables is high, the most basic finite differ-

ence (FD) method is prohibitively expensive in terms of a computational effort,

and the accuracy of estimated gradient is questionable [103]. As an alternative,
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the dual solver can be introduced to address the drawbacks of finite difference.

In particular, the tangent linearisation (TL) or its adjoint equivalent (ADj) can

be used - see Section 3.2.

In typical engineering applications, the number of design variables is much

larger than the number of objective functions (Nα >> NL), which is the primary

reason for a large popularity of adjoint solvers in CFD optimisation. On the

other hand, when the number of cost functions is greater than the number of

design variables the tangent solver becomes a more efficient way of calculating

derivatives.

Additionally, the adjoint solution can also be used to obtain a robust output-

based adaptation sensor [29, 25].

There are two different techniques used for the development of tangent and ad-

joint solvers, this is, the continuous and discrete approaches [26, 132, 133]. In the

continuous approach, the system of adjoint/tangent partial differential equations

is first derived using Lagrange multipliers and the primal flow model (e.g. RANS

equations). The obtained equations are then re-discretised and implemented in

computer code. On the other hand, the discrete approach transforms the discre-

tised flow equations directly. Algorithmic differentiation tools can be effectively

used for this purpose, e.g. the source-transformation AD tool Tapenade [99], or

Adol-C operator overloading tool [134]. The continuous approach allows the ad-

joint solver to be stabilised as the derived system is independently discretised

from the primal solver, whereas the discrete approach allows an exact sensitivity

to be achieved with respect to the output of the primal flow solver. Furthermore,

the discrete adjoint/tangent-linear solver guarantees that the linear stability of

the CFD code (primal) is inherited - see Figure 3.1 where the convergence slope

of the primal and dual problem are the same at the linear convergence regime.
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Figure 3.1: Equal convergence slope of flow and adjoint solver

In STAMPS, the derivatives are obtained using a source code transformation

technique provided by the tool Tapenade [40]. This approach allows not only

a fast differentiated code to be generated but also keeps the memory footprint

for the adjoint solver at a similar level as for the primal flow solver, as opposed

to the substantial memory requirements of the code generated by the operator

overloading tools. Table 3.1 shows an example memory usage of the primal and

adjoint solvers for the Onera M6 wing case.

Solver Memory usage [GB]

Primal 3.229

Adjoint 4.006

Table 3.1: Memory requirement comparison of primal and adjoint solvers (JT-
KIRK solver)

3.2 Adjoint equivalence

In most engineering applications the objective function L depends on the flow

state W and design variables α (e.g. mesh coordinates). The sensitivity dL
dα

is

calculated using the chain rule as shown in Eq. 3.1. For transparency of equations

the vector arrows are omitted in this section (e.g. for conservative state vector W ).
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The three partial derivatives can be distinguished. The first and last ( ∂L
∂W

, ∂L
∂α

)

are usually low-cost and easy to calculate as they typically can be computed

explicitly from the state W and design variables α and the differentiation of that

relation is straightforward.

∂

∂α

(
L
(
W (α), α

))
=
∂L

∂α
+

∂L

∂W

∂W

∂α
(3.1)

The most computationally expensive partial derivative (∂W
∂α

) of the shape sen-

sitivity (∂L
∂α

) is obtained from the linearisation of the flow equations, which can

be written in short form as

R
(
W (α), α

)
= 0 (3.2)

After applying the chain rule to Eq. 3.2 and rearranging it, the tangent-linear

system is formed - Eq. 3.3. The short notation is used for each derivative, where Ã

stands for a Jacobian matrix of the governing equations (not to be confused with

the approximate system matrix A used in Section 2.4), u is a tangent variable

(not to be confused with the x-velocity vector component), and f is a right-hand

side forcing term. In order to obtain complete matrix u, it is necessary to solve

the tangent-linear system for each design variable αi (i = 1...Nα). The cost of

a single tangent-linear system solve is similar to the cost of the original primal

(flow) system solve, which makes this method not feasible for typical industrial

cases, where the number of design variables usually exceeds thousands.

∂R

∂W

∂W

∂α
= −∂R

∂α
, Ãu = f (3.3)

As an alternative, the adjoint equivalence can be used to calculate the desired

sensitivity with an affordable cost for typical industrial cases. The sensitivity

(Eq. 3.1) can be re-written using the tangent solution obtained from the system

solve Eq. 3.3 to give in Eq. 3.4.

dL

dα
=
∂L

∂α
− ∂L

∂W

∂R

∂W

−1∂R

∂α
(3.4)
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Taking a transpose of Eq. 3.4 gives Eq.3.5.

dL

dα

T

=
∂L

∂α

T

− ∂R

∂α

T ∂R

∂W

−T ∂L

∂W

T

(3.5)

The adjoint system of equations has a form presented in Eq. 3.6. For the single

objective function L the adjoint variable ψ can be obtained with only a single

system solve.
∂R

∂W

T

ψ =
∂L

∂W

T

, ÃTψ = g (3.6)

Rearranging Eq. 3.6 to get adjoint variable gives Eq. 3.7. A rectangular box is

used to highlight identical terms appearing in Eq. 3.5 and Eq. 3.7.

ψ =
∂R

∂W

−T ∂L

∂W

T

(3.7)

Finally, the ‘adjoint equivalence‘ of Eq. 3.1 reads:

dL

dα
=
∂L

∂α
− ∂R

∂α

T

ψ (3.8)

The cost of a single adjoint system solve is similar to the flow system solve.

In this manner, the complete sensitivity vector can be obtained with a cost that

is approximately twice the cost of the primal solution, and is independent of the

number of design variables Nα. The memory required for adjoint calculation is

around 24% higher than the memory required to run the flow solver as it was

shown on the example M6 wing case in Section 3.2 in Table 3.1). The comparison

was made for JT-KIRK solver.

In Sections 3.4 - 3.6, the details on tangent-linear and adjoint system im-

plementation with the use of the source code transformation tool Tapenade [99]

are described. Both systems are formed manually using selectively differentiated

STAMPS subroutines described in Section 3.3. The same applies to the compu-

tation of final shape sensitivity ∂L
∂α

. Note that in the following sections the mesh

coordinates X will be used as design variables α. This semi-automatic approach

allows run-time of the dual solvers to be reduced, and at the same time offloads

the key differentiation effort to the Algorithmic Differentiation tool Tapenade.
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3.3 Preparations of STAMPS routines for dif-

ferentiation

The two key subroutines that are carefully prepared for differentiation with the

Algorithmic Differentiation tool Tapenade are the residual and the objective.

The subroutine heads are presented in the Pseudocodes 3.1-3.2. Both routines are

organised such that their differentiation will result in the correct partial deriva-

tives with respect to the state vector U without a need for manual operations.

For example, in the case of residual subroutine (Pseudocode 3.1) the follow-

ing functions: bc, gradient, and limiter could normally be calculated outside

the residual. However, that would lead to an incorrect result for the ∂R
∂U

, as it

would not include the influence of the boundary state, gradient, and limiter on

the derivative.

1 subroutine residual(X↓, M↓, f↓, Ubc
↓↑, U↓↑, R↑)

2

3 call bc (X↓, M↓, Ubc
↓↑, U↓↑)

4 call gradient (X↓, M↓, U↓, ∇U↓↑)

5 call limiter (X↓, M↓, U↓, ∇U↓, Φ↑)

6 call res_internal(X↓, M↓, U↓, ∇U↓, Φ↓, R↑)

7 call res_boundary(X↓, M↓, U↓, ∇U↓, Φ↓, R↑)

8 call source (X↓, M↓, U↓, ∇U↓, f↓, R↑)

9 call res_bc (M↓, R↑)

10

11 end subroutine residual

Pseudocode 3.1: Residual subroutine

The arrows next to the arguments in the routine signatures indicate whether the

variable is an input ↓, an output ↑, or both ↓↑. The arguments of both functions

are explained:

• X: vector of mesh coordinates. Note that the vector arrow is omitted to

simplify notation for the purpose of this section.

• M: stands for mesh metrics introduced in Section 2.4, i.e. edge weights ~sij,

boundary weights ~sib , and volumes Ω.
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• f: volume source term, Section 2.3.9.

• Ubc: ghost state vector, Section 2.3.10.

• U: flow solution vector. Note that the state U in the residual subroutine

is an input and an output, ↓↑. That is because, in general, the subroutine

bc can modify the value of the state vector U at the boundaries when the

hard boundary condition is imposed, Section 2.3.10.

• L: cost function value.

• Φ: limiter, Section 2.3.6.

• ∇U: gradient of flow variables, Section 2.3.3.

• R: residual vector.

In the objective subroutine 3.2, the calculation of gradient precedes other

routine calls. It is required to take into account the influence of wall shear stress

(viscous forces) on the derivative of aerodynamic forces (lift, drag, etc.) with

respect to state vector U.

1 subroutine objective(X↓, U↓, L↑)

2

3 call gradient(X↓, M↓, U↓, ∇U↓↑)

4 select case(objective_type)

5 case(drag) L = drag (X↓, M↓, U↓, ∇U↓, Fdrag
↑)

6 case(lift) L = lift (X↓, M↓, U↓, ∇U↓, Flift
↑)

7 case(lift_drag) L = lift_drag(X↓, M↓, U↓, ∇U↓, C
↓
cnstr,

Fcnstr
↑)

8 case(ptloss) L = ptloss (X↓, M↓, U↓, PT loss
↑)

9 case(pdiff) L = pdiff (X↓, M↓, U↓, P
↓
taget, Pdiff

↑)

10 end select

11

12 end subroutine objective

Pseudocode 3.2: Objective subroutine

To simplify the assembly of shape sensitivity and obtain partial derivatives

∂L
∂X

and ∂R
∂X

easily, the additional subroutine RL is created and differentiated with
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Tapenade, Pseudocode 3.3. This subroutine gathers all calls to the functions

that must be included in the differentiation process to obtain the correct shape

sensitivity. For example, it includes the pre-processing step where the mesh

metrics M and volume source terms f are calculated. This routine is created only

for the purpose of sensitivity assembly and is not used anywhere else in STAMPS

code as will be shown in Sections 3.4 and 3.5.

1 subroutine RL(X↓, Uinit
↓, U↓↑, R↑, L↑)

2

3 call metrics (X↓, M↑)

4 call init (Uinit
↓, U↑)

5 call source (X↓, M↓, f↑)

6 call residual (X↓, M↓, f↓, Ubc
↓↑, U↓, R↑)

7 call objective(X↓, M↓, L↑)

8

9 end subroutine RL

Pseudocode 3.3: RL subroutine

All the presented subroutines are defined with respect to the flow variables

vector U to reflect the implementation details of STAMPS. However, the deriva-

tives in Section 3.2 are using conservative variable vector W for derivations of

sensitivity and dual systems. The inconsistency is addressed and treated appro-

priately in the following sections.

3.4 Tangent-linear solver

The tangent-linear system presented in Eq. 3.3 is rewritten as shown in Eq. 3.9

using the mesh coordinates vector X as the design variables α.

∂R

∂W

∂W

∂X
= − ∂R

∂X
(3.9)

The tangent-linear system of equations is presented in terms of conservative

state vector W. However, in STAMPS, the subroutines residual (Pseudocode 3.1)

and objective (Pseudocode 3.2) are differentiated with respect to the state vec-

tor U. Using the variable transformation ∂U
∂W

we can rewrite Eq. 3.9 as Eq. 3.10,
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which forms the tangent-linear residual RTAN.

RTAN =

(
∂R

∂U

∂U

∂W

∂W

∂X
+
∂R

∂X

)
=

(
∂R

∂U

∂U

∂X
+
∂R

∂X

)
(3.10)

A single iteration of the tangent-linear system solve for the column vector

ux,j = ∂W
∂xj

(x-coordinate of the design node j, i.e. Xd(1, j)) is shown in Pseu-

docode 3.4.

1 Xd(:,:) = 0.0

2 Xd(1,j) = 1.0

3 ! Note: Rd← ∂R
∂xj

4 call RL_d_x(X↓, Xd↓, . . . , R↑, Rd↑)

5

6 tangent -linear solver:

7

8 RTAN = Rd

9 ! Note: unx,j = ∂W
∂xj

n

10 Wd = unx,j
11 ! Note: Ud← ∂U

∂W
∂W
∂xj

= ∂U
∂xj

12 call flowVariables_d(W↓,Wd↓,U↑,Ud↑)

13

14 ! Note: Rd← ∂R
∂U

ux,j

15 call residual_d_u(. . . , U↓, Ud↓, R↑, Rd↑)

16 RTAN = RTAN + Rd

17

18 δunx = linearSolver(P, RTAN )

19 un+1
x = unx + δunx

Pseudocode 3.4: A single iteration of tangent-linear solver

The partial derivative column vector Rd = ∂R
∂xj

is obtained using the differen-

tiated RL subroutine with respect to the node coordinates X using an appropriate

seed vector Xd(1, j) = 1.0 - see line 1-3 in the Pseudocode 3.4. The insertion

’ d’ in the function head indicates a differentiated routine, whereas the suffix ’d’

in the variable name indicates the derivative (output ↑) or a seed vector (input

↓). The suffices x and u correspond to the variable with respect to which the

subroutine was differentiated. The dots in the arguments’ lists replace variables

which are not relevant in the given context to make the code more transparent. P

is the ILU preconditioner based on the first-order Jacobian (for JT-KIRK solver),
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which is identical to the primal solver preconditioner P presented in Section 2.4.

The function call in line 18 of Pseudocode 3.4 stands for the linear system solve

(GMRES used). The code structure of the tangent-linear solver is almost the

same as the primal flow solver procedure (see Algorithm 1), with the main dif-

ference being that the differentiated residual function is used and the system has

a non-zero right-hand side fj = Rd = ∂R
∂xj

, as in Eq. 3.3.

3.5 Adjoint solver

The adjoint system from Eq. 3.6 is rewritten as presented in Eq. 3.11 using the

mesh coordinates vector X as the design variables α.

∂R

∂W

T

ψ =
∂L

∂W

T

(3.11)

The adjoint system of equations is presented in terms of conservative state

vector W. However, in STAMPS, the residual subroutine (Pseudocode 3.1) and

objective subroutine (Pseudocode 3.2) are differentiated with respect to the

state vector U. Using the variable transformation ∂U
∂W

T
we can rewrite Eq. 3.11 as

Eq. 3.12, which forms the adjoint residual RADJ.

RADJ =

(
∂R

∂W

T

ψ − ∂L

∂W

T)
=

∂U

∂W

T (∂R
∂U

T

ψ − ∂L

∂U

T)
(3.12)

A single iteration of the adjoint system solve including adjoint residual accu-

mulation and required transformations can be seen in Pseudocode 3.5.
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1 Lb = 1.0

2 ! Note: Ub← ∂L
∂U

T

3 call objective_b_u(X↓, U↓, Ub↑, L↑, Lb↓)

4

5 solver_b:

6 RADJ = - Ub

7 Rb = ψn

8 ! Note: Ub← ∂R
∂U

T
v

9 call residual_b_u(. . . , U↓, Ub↑, R↑, Rb↓)

10 RADJ = RADJ + Ub

11

12 Ub = RADJ

13 ! Note: RADJ ← ∂U
∂W

T
(
∂R
∂U

T
ψ − ∂L

∂U

T
)

14 call flowVariables_b(W↓,R
↑
ADJ ,U

↑,Ub↓)

15

16 δψn = linearSolver(PT , RADJ )

17 ψn+1 = ψn + δψn

Pseudocode 3.5: A single iteration of adjoint solver

As the Tapenade reverse mode is used all the differentiated subroutines and

variables gain the suffix ’b’. PT is the transposed ILU preconditioner (JT-KIRK

solver), which is the transposed equivalent of the primal solver preconditioner P

presented in Section 2.4.

The pseudo-time stepping framework from the primal flow solver (see Algo-

rithm 1) is also re-used for the adjoint solver.

3.6 Shape sensitivity accumulation

The tangent linear solution u = ∂U
∂X

and the adjoint solution ψ are the most

computationally expensive terms of the shape sensitivity dL
dX

. The remaining

terms of dL
dX

are accumulated in STAMPS using a semi-automatic approach. As

mentioned in Section 3.3, to simplify sensitivity assembly all subroutines that

require differentiation with respect to the mesh coordinates X were collected in

the single routine RL. The sensitivity assembly using forward (TAN) and reverse

(ADJ) differentiation modes of the Tapenade AD tool are described below. More

details on the efficient usage of forward and reverse differentiated subroutines are
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given in Appendix A.6.

TAN - forward differentiation mode

The final shape sensitivity for an example x-coordinate of node j, i.e. (xj), can

be accumulated using a tangent variable resulting from the tangent-linear system

solve (see Section 3.4) and a forward differentiated objective function L with re-

spect to mesh coordinates X and state vector U . The total derivative is presented

in Eq. 3.13.
dL

dxj
=
∂L

∂xj
+

∂L

∂W

∂W

∂xj
(3.13)

As the subroutines in STAMPS are defined with respect to the flow variables

vector U the appropriate transformation has to be applied as shown in Eq. 3.14

dL

dxj
=
∂L

∂xj
+
∂L

∂U

∂U

∂W

∂W

∂xj
(3.14)

The pseudo-code for the (TAN) sensitivity assembly is as shown in Pseudocode 3.6.

1 Xd(1,j) = 1.0

2 ! Note: Ld ← ∂L
∂xj

3 call RL_d_x(X↓, Xd↓, Uinit
↓, U↓, R↑, L↑, Ld↑)

4 DLDX(1,j) = Ld

5

6 Wd = ux,j

7 ! Note: Ud← ∂U
∂W

∂W
∂xj

= ∂U
∂xj

8 call flowVariables_d(W↓,Wd↓,U↑,Ud↑)

9

10 ! Note: Ld ← ∂L
∂U

∂U
∂xj

11 call RL_d_u(X↓, Uinit
↓, U↓, Ud↓, R↑, L↑, Ld↑)

12 DLDX(1,j) = DLDX(1,j) + Ld

Pseudocode 3.6: Sensitivity assembly, TAN

Note that only a sensitivity for a single design point j and coordinate x is ob-

tained - dL
dxj

. In order to accumulate the complete sensitivity vector for all design

variables and coordinates (x, y, z), the tangent-linear system has to be solved

3 × N , where N is number of design nodes. However, in a practical application

only the normal to boundary movement of nodes is considered to prevent prob-

lems with grid quality and satisfy smoothness requirements. Hence, in practical
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applications the tangent-linear system has to be solved 1×N times.

ADJ - reverse differentiation mode

The total derivative dL
dX

can be obtained using reverse differentiated RL subrou-

tine (Section 3.3) and the adjoint variable ψ resulting from the adjoint system

solve - see Section 3.5. The reverse-mode computation of the shape sensitivity is

obtained by transposing Eq. 3.4 as shown in Eq. 3.15.

dL

dX

T

=
∂L

∂X

T

− ∂R

∂X

T

ψ (3.15)

The pseudo-code for the (ADJ) sensitivity assembly is shown in Pseudocode 3.7.

1 Lb = 1.0

2 Rb = -ψ

3 call RL_b_x(X↓, Xb↑, Uinit
↓, U↓, R↑, Rb↓, L↑, Lb↓)

4 ! Note: Xb ← ∂L
∂X

T − ∂R
∂X

T
ψ

5 DLDX = Xb

Pseudocode 3.7: Sensitivity assembly, ADJ

The complete derivative for all (3 × N) design variables can be calculated

using only a single call to the reverse differentiated subroutine RL. The variable

(seed) Lb=1 is used to obtain the partial derivative ∂L
∂X

T
, and the adjoint variable

seed vector Rb = −ψ is used to get matrix-vector product − ∂R
∂X

T
ψ. As a result,

the complete derivative dL
dX

is accumulated in the output variable Xb.

Verification

In STAMPS, the initial verification of the sensitivities obtained using adjoint

solver and reverse differentiated subroutines was performed by Christakopolous

[129]. A comparison of sensitivities between adjoint, tangent, and finite difference

was carried out showing good match between the three approaches.

A more rigorous verification using convergence of a Taylor series reminder was

proposed by Farrell et al. [76]. An alternative approach based on the known exact

solution was presented by Nemec [75]. Both approaches are discussed Chapter 6

and they are recommended for the future verification work of adjoint solver in

STAMPS.
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3.7 Flow and adjoint examples

A range of cases is used in this section to show examples of flow and adjoint

solutions as well as shape sensitivity fields.

NACA0012

Figure 3.2 shows a simple 2D inviscid NACA0012 case for two flow conditions. In

the left column (Figures 3.2a and 3.2c), the transonic flow results (Ma∞ = 0.8)

are shown, and in the right column (Figures 3.2b and 3.2d), the supersonic flow

results (Ma∞ = 1.2). In both cases angle of attack is set to AoA∞ = 1.25◦, and

the cost function is defined as the drag force. In the case of transonic flow, there

is a strong shock formed at the upper surface of the aerofoil and a weak shock

at the bottom, whereas for the supersonic case there is a bow shock and two

oblique shocks originating from the trailing-edge of the aerofoil. Example adjoint

continuity fields (Figure 3.2c and 3.2d) show how the insertion of a mass source

would affect the cost function of interest (drag). A negative mas source (i.e. mass

sink) imposed at the lower aerofoil section would decrease the drag as the adjoint

field is positive there. For the supersonic flow conditions (Figure 3.2d), we can

clearly see that the adjoint variable is zero behind the aerofoil trailing edge. This

is expected as the flow conditions are supersonic (V > c) and no disturbance can

propagate faster than the speed of sound. Therefore the zero ′source–sensitivity′

indicates that the addition of any mass source behind the aerofoil trailing edge

will have no influence on the drag. That is in contrast to the subsonic case where

the high sensitivities are seen around the trailing-edge, Figure 3.2c.
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(a) Flow - density (Ma=0.8) (b) Flow - density (Ma=1.2)

(c) Adjoint - continuity (Ma=0.8) (d) Adjoint - continuity (Ma=1.2)

Figure 3.2: Naca0012 flow and adjoint results. Ma=0.8 - left column, Ma=1.2 -
right column

Onera M6 wing

Results of a 3D transonic Onera M6 wing case [106] are shown in Figure 3.3.

The flow conditions are Ma∞ = 0.8395, AoA∞ = 3.06◦, and the objective func-

tion is defined as a drag with lift constraint applied as a penalty function as

shown in Eq. 3.16. The value of the constant for the lift constraint can be ad-

justed to either increase or decrease importance of the lift force change on the

objective L. In this particular case the value 4 was chosen (higher than 1) to

increase the penalty on decreasing lift. Other case information can be found in

Section 4.3. The goal of the optimisation would be to reduce drag while keeping

the lift unchanged. Example flow and adjoint contours, as well as streamlines are

presented in Figures 3.3a and 3.3b. Figure 3.3c shows surface shape sensitivity

on the wing surface without any post-processing, whereas Figure 3.3d presents

sensitivity after five explicit Laplacian smoothing iterations to remove unwanted
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high-frequency modes that would lead to a very noisy and impractical shapes.

The explicit Laplacian smoothing is described in more detail in Appendix A.7.

Constant β = 1 was used.

L = FD + 4
(
FL − F 0

L

)2
(3.16)

(a) Flow (pressure, velocity) (b) Adjoint (energy, momentum)

(c) Normal sensitivity (d) Normal sensitivity after smoothing

Figure 3.3: Inviscid M6 wing - flow, adjoint, sensitivity

DrivAer

An example of a large industrial level application of STAMPS flow and adjoint

solvers is shown in Figures 3.4–3.7. The key case information is as follows.

• Case: DrivAer car24 [135]. Half of the car used for the simulation with the

symmetry plane.

• Mesh type/size: tet + prism in the boundary layer / 1.39 million nodes,

5.72 million cells.

• Flow: subsonic, turbulent (SA) with wall function (y+ > 30).

• Flow conditions: Ma = 0.113 (V = 140 km/h), Angle of attack AoA = 0
◦
,

T∞ = 293.15 K, p∞ = 101325 Pa.

24http://aboutflow.sems.qmul.ac.uk/events/munich2016/benchmark/testcase4/
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• Objective function: drag.

• Solver setup: default options described in 2.1, i.e., 2nd-order discretisation

accuracy (flow/adjoint), ROE flux scheme, JT-KIRK solver, VEM limiter,

Cell-based gradient.

Figure 3.4 shows the velocity magnitude contours on the symmetry plane and the

static pressure contours elsewhere.

Figure 3.4: DrivAer case flow solution

A large flow re-circulation area is present behind the notchback-type car body

as indicated in Figures 3.5a - velocity streamlines, and 3.5b - iso-volumes of veloc-

ity between 2− 15 m/s (7.2− 54 km/h). Very strong separations are also visible

around the wheels, extending along the bottom of car doors. The stagnation

areas are visible at the front bumper and near the bottom line of the windscreen.

The car body was mirrored for visualisation purposes in the post-processing tool

Paraview.

(a) Streamlines (b) Low velocity iso-volumes

Figure 3.5: Separation and recalculation regions for drivAer case
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Details of the flow around the car mirror are highlighted in Figure 3.6. Ve-

locity vectors that shows re-circulation areas behind the side-mirror and velocity

magnitude contours are shown in section planes, whereas static pressure contours

are displayed on the car body.

(a) Side view (b) Top view

Figure 3.6: Flow around DrivAer mirror

Figure 3.7 gathers all adjoint field contours; left column - front iso-views, right

column - back iso-views.

When analysing e.g. the y-momentum adjoint field (Figure 3.7e–3.7f) one can

see large positive values in the area behind the mirror along the A-pillar and roof

edge (front-side window). This indicates that injecting negative y-momentum

would decrease the drag, where the positive y-direction is defined along the normal

to the ground/road. The positive values of adjoint y-momentum in these areas

could be justified by the fact that injection of negative y-momentum source would

prevent the air from the car side to turn towards the car roof - see the low velocity

’patch’ on Figure 3.5b that originates from the mirror and extends towards the

back window. As a result, a reduction of the induced drag generated near the

A-pillar is expected.

Similarly, the high x-momentum injected in the direction of the car motion

(opposite to x-axis) would create high-pressure areas at the back of the car re-

sulting in the generation of thrust force.
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(a) Continuity (b) Continuity back view

(c) X-momentum (d) X-momentum back view

(e) Y-momentum (f) Y-momentum back view

(g) Z-momentum (h) Z-momentum back view

(i) Energy (j) Energy back view

(k) Turbulence (l) Turbulence back view

Figure 3.7: DrivAer adjoint solution
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3.8 Optimisation example

STAMPS has most components required for adjoint-based shape optimisation.

However, optimisation is not a built-in functionality of STAMPS. To perform

shape optimisation a script is required that executes the code in appropriate

modes and order, and provides inputs to the optimiser of choice. The optimisation

algorithm is presented in the form of simple flowchart in Figure 3.8.

Geometry Mesh Case Setup

Flow Solver

Adjoint Solver

∇

∇

Optimiser

Exit if min. found

(X, Setup)0

(L)i

(L,U)i

(v)i(X)i

(X)i+1

(X)i

Sensitivity L

(  L)i

Mesh Deformation

Figure 3.8: Optimisation flowchart

Onera M6 wing

A python script was created to show an example application of adjoint-based

shape optimisation. A transonic Onera M6 wing case was used at Ma = 0.84 and

angle of attack AoA = 3.06◦. Mesh nodes (x-, y-, z-coordinates) that describe

wing geometry were used as design variables. The objective of optimisation was

defined as drag coefficient (CD) with a penalty on lift coefficient (CL), where a

custom constant (4) was chosen to control strength of the lift penalty function (see

Eq. 3.17). The variable CL0 is the initial lift coefficient value of the undeformed

M6 wing. The deformation of the root aerofoil of the wing was fixed in z-direction
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to maintain the symmetry plane.

L = CD + 4(CL − CL0)2 (3.17)

A simple line-search optimisation algorithm with Armijo rule [146] was used

as an optimiser. In total 24 optimisation iterations were performed and objec-

tive function was reduced by 31%. Figure 3.9 shows convergence history of the

objective function.

0.009

0.0095

0.01

0.0105

0.011

0.0115

0.012

0.0125

0.013

0.0135

0.014

0 5 10 15 20 25

L 
[-

]

Optimisation iteration [-]

Figure 3.9: Convergence history of objective function

Velocity and pressure contour plots are shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11. It is

clear the optimisation removed shocks present on the initial Onera M6 wing and

reduced wake behind the wing (Figures 3.10) which led to reduction of the drag

coefficient while maintaining the initial lift coefficient.

(a) Initial M6 wing (b) M6 wing after 24 optimisation steps

Figure 3.10: Velocity contours comparison
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(a) Initial M6 wing (b) M6 wing after 24 optimisation steps

Figure 3.11: Pressure contours comparison

Figure 3.12 shows a comparison of wing profile shape and pressure coefficient

distribution between the initial and final shape. The results are presented in 4

wing sections.

(a) Section 1 (b) Section 2

(c) Section 3 (d) Section 4

Figure 3.12: Shape change and pressure coefficient distribution in 4 sections -
comparison between initial and improved M6 wing
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Chapter 4

Solver enhancements

4.1 Introduction

Although the adjoint-based methodology made shape optimisation affordable,

the typical cost of the process is still at least an order of magnitude higher than

obtaining a flow solution only. One-shot optimisation is an example method that

can lead to time savings [136]. It is based on driving the objective function to the

optimum using a minimal acceptable accuracy of the flow and adjoint solutions in-

stead of fully converging those results at each optimisation cycle. In other words,

the flow and adjoint equations are solved progressively, that is, the convergence

level is decreasing with evolving shape of the geometry that is being optimised.

Although one-shot approach allow to reduce computational cost of optimisation

by reducing total number of solver iterations it is still at least 5-10 times the

cost of primal evaluation, and that is under the assumption of optimally tuned

parameters. Hence, looking for further time savings is still an important aspect

of successful applications of shape optimisation. In this chapter, methodologies

that allow reductions in the total run-time of the flow solver to be achieved are

presented.

Implicit solvers allow for large time steps and hence can lead to a faster

convergence compared to explicit schemes - see Section 2.4. However, for the

nonlinear system of equations (e.g. RANS), implicit solvers often suffer from poor

initialisation and the requirement for a small initial time step. When a physical
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problem is highly nonlinear and the initial state is far from the stationary point,

the reduced time steps have to be used to prevent a solver from diverging. The

step size is controlled through the CFL (Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy) number, where

initially it is set to low values and can be increased as the solution progresses

towards the stationary point. The adjustment of the CFL number is usually left

to the user, and it is often a tedious trial and error process (case/application

dependent). Hence, an automatic CFL adjustment method could be beneficial

for solver robustness and run-time reductions.

Once the highly nonlinear convergence stage is passed and the stationary

point is getting closer, an opportunity for further run-time reductions appears,

i.e., turning off the ILU preconditioner re-computations (see Section 2.4). Al-

though the computationally most demanding part of the implicit scheme is the

linear system solve (subroutine linearSolver in Algorithm 1), the computa-

tion of the ILU preconditioner is also an expensive process. The preconditioner,

which is based on the Jacobian of the 1st-order discrete system of equations, is

re-computed after each nonlinear iteration (pseudo time step). However, as the

nonlinear solver progresses towards the stationary point the linear convergence

regime is approached. In such a case, the Jacobian is no longer varying between

the nonlinear steps and can be frozen. Hence, the computational effort can be

reduced and the solution achieved faster.

In this chapter, an algorithm is presented that automatically adjusts the CFL

number, and controls Jacobian re-computation - Section 4.2. It allows a robust

implicit solver with a minimum user input to be achieved. Additionally, the

following convergence acceleration techniques are presented in Sections 4.5 and 4.6

to further reduce solver run-time.

• Multigrid start-up (MGS) - allows a better initialisation state for the solver

to be achieved by reaching a certain level of convergence on the coarse grids

and transferring the solution to fine mesh.

• Low Mach scaling (LMS) - allows convergence for low Mach number flows

to be enhanced by adjusting ambient conditions (p, T ) to increase Mach

number while keeping the Reynolds number unchanged.
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• Residual-based time-stepping (RBTS) - this can be seen as a form of implicit

local time-stepping. It recognises control volumes where the local time step

can be increased and where it should be reduced based on the local residual

norm.

• Enhancement for highly stretched meshes (AR) - this is another example

of implicit local time-stepping where the cell aspect ratio (AR) is used to

scale the time step value at each control volume. The time step is increased

for high aspect-ratio cells to prevent slow convergence.

The methodologies are described, and the enhancements tested using two

turbulent flow cases and one inviscid:

• 2D Rae2822 aerofoil

• 3D M6 wing

• 3D U-bend channel flow.

Details on the test cases are presented in Section 4.3

4.2 Stabilisation of implicit solver

This section describes main building blocks of a robust implicit solver imple-

mented in STAMPS. The aim is to stabilise JT-KIRK solver against poor initial

guess, and enhance its the overall performance. The CFL number and pseudo

time marching scheme has already been introduced in Section 2.4. First, the

overview-algorithm is presented that explains main additions to baseline JT-

KIRK solver such as automatic CFL adjustment, Jacobian re-computation con-

trol, or safeguarding for a divergence of the solver. Next, each main building

block is described in more detail and summarised using an algorithm.

4.2.1 Robust implicit solver

The procedure that shows main additions to the baseline JT-KIRK solver to

increase its robustness is presented in Algorithm 3. The baseline STAMPS’s

solver, which has already been introduced in Algorithm 1, is enclosed in a single
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subroutine call shown in line 1 of the robust solver algorithm. It represents a

single update step of the solution. All the remaining parts of the procedure are

related enhancements implemented by the author, and are executed at the end

of each solver update.

Algorithm 3 Robust Solver

1: ~Un+1 ← solver
(
~Un,M̄, CFLn, ( ~QMG)

)
2:

3: NaNU
found ← nancheck(~Un+1)

4: if ( NaNU
found) then

5: Un+1 ← ~Urestart

6: CFLn+1 ← 0.5 CFLn

7: else

8: CFLn+1 ← cfl adjustment
(
~Un+1, δW n, CFLn, ~Rn

)
9: ~Urestart ← setrestartstate

(
~Un+1, ||~R||min2 , ||~Rn||2

)
10: Arecompute ← acontrol

(
NPWS, ||~R||min2 , ||~Rn||2

)
11: end if

First, the solution at new pseudo time is calculated. Next, a Not−a−Number

(NaN) check is performed to make sure that the new solution represents valid

floating point numbers (line 3). An L2 norm of the state vector ~Un+1 is calculated

for this purpose. If the condition fails, the solution is re-initialised and CFL

number reduced. The initial value of ~Urestart is provided in the initialisation step

executed once before the solver starts. The initial CFD number is provided by

the user. If the NAN-check is successful, a set of functions is executed. The

CFL adjustment and Jacobian re-computation control (acontrol) subroutines

are described in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 as they require broader explanation.

The remaining setrestartstate routine (line 9) is used to assign a new

restart state. As mentioned previously, the initial value of restart vector is set

to initial flow conditions (freestream value in STAMPS). However, as the solu-

tion progresses it is beneficial to overwrite the restart state vector because very

often the instability in the solver appears only after a certain number of solver

iterations. Hence, to avoid loosing partially solved flow by using restarting with
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an initial guess, a previous best restart condition is assigned and CFL number

reduced to re-try the solver with a smaller update step. However, assignment

of a new restart state has to be assessed carefully. In STAMPS, ~Urestart is up-

dated only when the residual norm of each corresponding equation falls below

the currently stored minimum. The lowest residual norm is then overwritten -

||~R||min2 ← ||~Rn||2.

The computational cost associated with routine calls in lines 3, 9, and 10

in the Algorithm 3 is negligible, whereas the CFL-adjustment (line 8) is more

time consuming. However, the results presented in Section 4.4.2 show that the

benefit of automatic CFL-adjustment outbalances added computational effort

and most importantly, it allows a robust solver with a minimal user interaction

to be achieved.

4.2.2 Automatic CFL adjustment

Eq. 4.1 shows an implicit time integration scheme introduced in Section 2.4, where

the system matrix A is defined in Eq. 4.2.[
Ωi

CFLn ∆tni
+

(
∂ ~R

∂ ~W

)n

i

]
∆ ~W n

i = −~Rn
i (4.1)

An
i =

[
Ωi

CFLn ∆tni
+

(
∂ ~R

∂ ~W

)n

i

]
(4.2)

When a good initial guess is available for solving system of flow equations the

CFL number can be set to a very large value (CFL →∞), or in other words the

first term in the system matrix shown in Eq. 4.2 can be set to 0. In this case,

the system matrix A becomes equivalent to Jacobian of system of flow equations

(A
CFL→∞

= ∂R

∂ ~W
), and a Newton method is achieved that allows rapid convergence

of the solution to the stationary point. However, in practice a good initial guess

that guarantees stability of Newton solver is not known and a limited value of

the initial CFL number has to be used. This allows to stabilise the solver by

slowing down the evolving solution using a finite size time step. As the solu-

tion progresses the CFL number can be increased and Newton solver achieved.
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In practical engineering applications, this is usually achieved by first running a

number of iterations using low CFL number, and then restarting the solver with

a higher value. This approach is very manual and far from optimal. Hence, an

automatic CFL adjustment method is desired.

Adjustment of the CFL number can be automated using a common optimi-

sation technique, i.e. a line search algorithm [103], where the objective function

to be minimised is defined as a squared L2-norm of residual (Eq. 4.3).

zn = ||~R(~Un)||22 (4.3)

The decision on increasing or decreasing the CFL number for next solver

iteration is made based on the second Wolfe condition 4.4, where the constant

η1 is set to 1e − 4 - recommended by Nocedal and Wright [67]. Scale factor s is

initialised with value of 1.

zn+1 − zn ≤ η1 s ∇zn pn (4.4)

Michalak and Ollivier-Gooch presented a ramping technique that uses line-

search to evolve CFL number as the solution progress and applied it to a com-

pressible Euler solver [20]. In this work, the adjustment of CFL number was

implemented for Euler and RANS solvers. Furthermore, the gradient of the ob-

jective function required in the line-search algorithm was calculated using an

exact Jacobian of the discrete system of flow equations as opposed to the approx-

imate Jacobian matrix used by Michalak and Ollivier-Gooch.

A detailed procedure implemented in STAMPS is presented in Algorithm 4.

The CFL adjustment algorithm is executed after each cycle of the solver presented

in (see Algorithm 1). Constants and user defined parameters are as follows

• sup = 1.1 (constant), if the second Wolf condition in Algorithm 4 is satisfied

the CFL number is increased by 1.1.

• sdown = 0.5 (constant), if the second Wolf condition in Algorithm 4 is

violated or when Not − a − Number (NaN) is found, the CFL number is
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sharply decreased by 0.5.

• CFL0 ← CFLinit (user defined), starting value of CFL.

• ~Urestart restart state vector introduced already in Section 4.2.1, which is

used in case of a failed update (NaN-check).

Algorithm 4 CFL-Adjustment

1:

2: cfl adjustment
(
~Un+1, δ ~W n, CFLn, ~R(~Un)

)
3: s← 1.0

4: ~R(~Un+1)

5: 4zn ← zn+1 − zn

6: if ( isnan(4z) ) then

7: CFLn+1 ← sdown CFLn

8: ~Un+1 ← ~Urestart

9: else

10: ∇zn δ ~W n =
(
~Rn
)T ((

∂ ~R

∂ ~W

)n
δ ~W n

)
11: if

(
4zn ≤ η1 s ∇zn δ ~W n

)
then

12: s← sup

13: else

14: s← max
(
sdown, min

(
0.5 s

/(
1− ∆z

s RHS

)
, sup

))
15: end if

16: CFLn+1 ← s ||~Rn||2
||~Rn+1||2

CFLn

17: end if

18:

First, the residual for an updated solution is calculated and the change in the

objective 4z is calculated (line 4 in Algorithm 4). Next, a Not − a − Number

(NaN) condition is assessed to check if the new residual value for the updated

solution is a valid floating point number, or else the CFL is sharply reduced for

the next solver iteration, and the state vector is re-initialised. If NaN check is

successful, the terms required to assess second Wolfe condition are evaluated.
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The gradient of the objective function (∇z) is calculated by the algorithmic dif-

ferentiation tool Tapenade [99] applied to the residual subroutine introduced in

Section 3.3 in Pseudocode 3.1. The Jacobian matrix ∂ ~R

∂ ~W
is not stored explicitly

in the memory; only the matrix-vector product is required. Consequently, the

∇zn δ ~W n term in line 10 of Algorithm 4 can be efficiently calculated using for-

ward differentiated residual function and the seed vector δ ~W n, which is a solution

update in terms of the conservative variables ~W . In a line-search terminology,

the update step δ ~W n corresponds to the search direction vector usually denoted

pn [103].

Next step is to assess second Wolfe condition (line 11 in Algorithm 4). If the

condition is satisfied, the value of CFL number is increased by factor sup = 1.1,

otherwise it is decreased according to the formula shown in line 14 of Algorithm 4.

Additionally, the new CFL number is multiplied by the ratio of the old and current

residual norm, which allows for a larger CFL when the convergence slope improves

(reduction in residual norm) or reduces the CFL further when the solver starts

diverging - see line 16 in Algorithm 4. This step essentially alters the variable s

and plays a role of additional safeguarding for too fast or too slow change in the

CFL number.

Since the accuracy of the intermediate solution ~Un is not of primary concern,

only a single iteration of line search is performed after each solver cycle. This

prevents costly evaluations of the second Wolfe conditions shown in line 11 of

Algorithm 4. As the CFL number becomes very large, no further improvement

is usually noticed in the convergence slope or wall-clock time [122]. In order to

prevent costly calculations of the line search algorithm, the adjustment routine is

executed only when the current CFL is below the upper limit defined as CFLmax =

108.

The influence of automatic CFL adjustment on the solver run-time is inves-

tigated using three test cases described in Section 4.3. The results are presented

in Section 4.4.2.
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4.2.3 Jacobian re-computation control

The STAMPS workhorse solver JT-KIRK [18] uses an ILU-preconditioner that

is based on Jacobian of a 1st-order discretisation scheme. As the flow solution

evolves and approaches stationary point, the 1st-order Jacobian (Eq. 4.2) and

hence ILU-preconditioner do not experience much variation. In such a case, the

re-computation of both can be switched off and computational effort of the solver

reduced. However, quantifying the criterion that determines when the precon-

ditioner from the previous solver cycle can be re-used is not straightforward. A

computationally cheap method based on analysis of residual norm fluctuations

between solver cycles (convergence curve smoothness), and slope analysis of the

residual norm is proposed in this work. It is based on simple observation of typi-

cal behaviour of residual norm changes as a solver converges to a stationary point

(see Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1: Example of residual norm convergence history

In the first 5 solver cycles the residual norm increases, and some fluctuations

in norm value are visible until around 10th iteration. However, after around 10

to 15 solver cycles the rate of change of residual norm starts to settle, and after

25 iterations the convergence curves has nearly constant slope. Furthermore, the

convergence curves becomes smooth - near linear on a logarithmic scale plot with

base 10. If the norm of residual reduces, and fluctuations in the norm value

between solver cycles are low the algorithm switches off the re-computation of
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Jacobian and preconditioner while controlling the mentioned conditions at each

solver iteration. Although this set of conditions is not rigorous enough to provide

high confidence for switching off the re-computation of the Jacobian, it is very

cheap computationally and may lead to reduction in run-time of a solver. In this

work, the proposed conditions for controlling Jacobian re-computation will be

assessed using a set of practical CFD applications.

Note that for simplicity, in the following part of this work the Jacobian/pre-

conditioner re-computation control will be often referred to as the Jacobian re-

computation control.

Algorithm 5 summarises all the conditions that are assessed to determine

whether the Jacobian/preconditioner has to be updated or not. Additionally, if

the CFL-adjustment algorithm is active (see Algorithm 4) the re-computation

of Jacobian is switched off only when the CFL number is increased between the

previous and next iteration. Alternative state of the art approaches used to reduce

(lag) number of re-computation of Jacobian and preconditioner were presented

by Brown and Brune [77] or Knoll and Keyes [78].

Algorithm 5 System Matrix Re-computation Control (A-Control)

1: Y
iprobe
ieq

← store xy(NPWS, log(||~Rn||2))

2: Arecompute ← True

3: if (||~Rn||2 < ||~R||min2 ) and (iCycle ≥ NPWS) and (CFL > 104) then

4: Arecompute ← False

5: for ieq = 1, Neq do

6: (aieq , bieq) ← LSQlinefit(NPWS, Y
NPWS
ieq

)

7: δỸieqn ← meandeviation(aieq , bieq , NPWS, Y
NPWS
ieq

)

8: if (aieq ≥ 0 and δỸieqn > δỸLimit) then

9: Arecompute ← True

10: return Arecompute

11: end if

12: end for

13: end if
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The variables and constants are first explained.

• Y iprobe
ieq

- exponent of the residual norm. It is stored for solver cycles and for

each equation (ieq).

• NPWS - probing window size (PWS), which is number of solver cycles used

for residual norm convergence analysis (user-defined input).

• Arecompute - a Boolean variable that controls re-computation of Jacobian

and preconditioner.

• ||~R||min2 - lowest residual norm within all solver cycles until the current

iteration.

• Neq - number of equations, for inviscid solver it is equal to 5.

• (aieq , bieq) - coefficients of a linear function from least square fitting.

• Ỹieqn - average distance between the accumulated data set Y NPWS
Neq

and linear

function defined by coefficients (aieq , bieq). The mean deviation is calculated

for each equation independently.

The procedure presented in Algorithm 5 is as follows. First, the residual norm

exponents are accumulated using store xy function and are stored in a variable

Y NPWS
ieq

. The accumulation is done for each equation independently. A total of

NPWS entries is stored in the array. Next, the Boolean value of Arecompute is

initialised with True (re-compute Jacobian), and a set of preliminary conditions

is assessed:

• The first condition in line 3 checks if the number of solver cycles is greater

or equal to the size of probing window.

• The second condition, checks if the current residual norms fall below the

lowest residual norm recorder until the current solver cycle.

• The final condition is to analyse the current value of CFL number. The

condition is met when the CFL value is greater than 104 that serves as an

additional safety margin.
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If all the conditions are satisfied, the Boolean variable is set to False and the

algorithm executes analysis of convergence curve slope and smoothness (line 5-

12). The analysis is performed for each equation independently and only when all

conditions are satisfactory the re-computation of the Jacobian remains switched

off (Arecompute =False).

First the coefficients of a linear function are obtained using least squares

fitting function (LSQlinefit) as shown in Figure 4.2. Next, the average distance

between the data set Y NPWS
Neq

and linear function defined by coefficients (aieq , bieq)

is calculated. Finally, the two conditions are assessed: a) slope of least squares

fitted line (must be negative to keep Arecompute =False), and b) the ’smoothness’ of

the convergence curve (a user defined limit is set δỸLimit = 0.05). Only when the

residual norm is decreasing and convergence curves are smooth for each equation

the Jacobian re-computation is switched off.

solver cycle
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o
f 
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u
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n

o
rm

δY  (a icycle+ b)

Figure 4.2: Linear least squares function fit and definition of δY (LSQlinefit
function)

In the current work, the choice of ’smoothness’ criterion that controls Jaco-

bian re-computation originates from the fact that a ’noisy’ convergence history

of residual norm usually indicates high non-linearities in the system of flow equa-

tions as the solution evolves. When the oscillations are strong it is not safe to

switch off preconditioner re-computation for the next solver cycle.

The STAMPS solver run-time savings due to the reduced re-computation

frequency of the ILU-preconditioner and Jacobian are presented in Section 4.4.2.
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4.3 Test cases and setup

The three cases presented in Figures 4.3—4.5 are used in order to test the im-

plemented stabilisation methods and other code enhancements described in sec-

tions 4.2—4.6. The default solver settings (as described in Section 2.1) are used

for each case, i.e., 2nd-order discretisation accuracy, ROE flux scheme, JT-KIRK

solver, VEM limiter, and Cell-based gradient. Key information about each test

case is provided.

2D RAE2822 aerofoil

Key information for RAE2822 case (Figure 4.3):

• Mesh type/size: hexahedral / 23 458 nodes.

• Max control volume aspect ratio: 597.

• Flow: subsonic, turbulent (SA).

• Flow conditions: Ma = 0.2, Angle of attack AoA = 0
◦
, T∞ = 300K,

p∞ = 101325Pa.

• Initialisation: Freestream conditions.

• Multigrid: 3 mesh levels.

• Linear solver: GMRES(10), where number 10 in parentheses stands for

the number of Krylov vectors.

Figure 4.3: Subsonic RAE2822 - mesh and flow
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3D Onera M6 wing

Key information for Onera M6 wing case (Figure 4.4):

• Mesh type/size: tetrahedral / 135 204 nodes.

• Max control volume aspect ratio: 4.8.

• Flow: transonic, inviscid.

• Flow conditions: Ma = 0.8395, AoA = 3.06, T∞ = 300K, p∞ = 101325Pa.

• Initialisation: Freestream conditions.

• Multigrid: 2 mesh levels.

• Linear solver: GMRES(10).

Figure 4.4: Transonic M6 - mesh and flow

3D U-bend

Key information for a low Mach number U-bend case (Figure 4.5):

• Mesh type/size: hexahedral / 191 700 nodes.

• Max control volume aspect ratio: 3065.

• Flow: subsonic (low Mach number), turbulent (SA).

• Flow conditions: Ma = 0.02566, T∞ = 293.15K, p∞ = 101300Pa.

• Initialisation: zero velocity (to prevent reverse flow in the half of the do-

main).
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• Multigrid: 3 mesh levels.

• Linear solver: GMRES(30).

(a) Mesh section (u-turn zoom) (b) Flow

Figure 4.5: Subsonic U-bend channel

Measurement consistency of a solver run-time

For all the test cases, STAMPS was run on a single core (number 0) always using

the same machine to achieve a consistent measurement of the run-time of the

solver. The usage of the CPU core (0) was achieved with the Linux tool taskset:

taskset -c 0 STAMPS settings.json 1

Summary info about the used CPU are obtained with the terminal command

cat/proc/cpuinfo:

model name : Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E3-1240 v3 @ 3.40GHz

cpu family : 6

model : 60

cpu MHz : 3401.000

cache size : 8192 KB

cpu cores : 4
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4.4 CFL-adjustment and Jacobian re-computation

control

This section describes results obtained for the enhancements of STAMPS’s solver.

The enhancements have been already introduced in Section 4.2. First the nomen-

clature is provided, then the results are presented.

4.4.1 Nomenclature

The nomenclature that will be used in graphs with results is explained below:

• BASELINE - A standard JT-KIRK implicit solver with fixed CFL num-

ber. The CFL number was set to the maximum value that allows for the

stable run (with ∼5% precision), and it differs for each case:

- RAE aerofoil: CFLBASE = 350

- M6 aerofoil: CFLBASE = 20

- U-bend aerofoil: CFLBASE = 1000

• Restarted 100×CFLBASE - This label is be used to denote a typical

engineering strategy for solving flow equations without a built in automatic

CFL number adjustment. First, the CFLBASE is used to run a few solver it-

erations and achieve a better initial guess of the solution. Next, the solver is

interrupted and the CFL number manually adjusted (increased 100 times).

The solver is then restarted using the solution from the pre-initialised run

with CFLBASE. The purpose of the ’restarted’ run is to compare the man-

ually altered CFL number with the automatic CFL adjustment approach

implemented in STAMPS. The number of initialisation iterations was set

to 10 for RAE aerofoil and M6 wing cases. 50 iterations were required for

a stable restart of the U-bend case.

• CFL-RMPG - CFL-adjustment active, where the initial CFL number is

set as for the BASELINE run.

• Restarted 100×CFLBASE | A-CTRL - System matrix re-computation

control active. The same restart scenario was used as for the Restarted
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100×CFLBASE case to see directly how much time can be saved when the

Jacobian and ILU-preconditioner are not re-computed at each solver cycle.

• CFL-RMPG | A-CTRL - CFL-adjustment and Jacobian re-computation

control active.

4.4.2 Results

Results presented in this section show the influence of CFL-adjustment and Jaco-

bian re-computation control on the wall-clock time of the STAMPS solver. The

three test cases described in Section 4.3 were run and the residual norm conver-

gence histories are shown in Figures 4.6, 4.8, 4.10.

RAE2822

The convergence of the density residual norm (non-normalised) for the 2D RAE

aerofoil case is presented in Figure 4.7. The shortest overall wall-clock times

are obtained for the Restarted 100×CFLBASE | case and when the Jacobian

re-computation control is activated. The A-CTRL allowed for around 16% re-

duction in the run-time which can be seen when comparing convergence curves

with the hollow-square and filled-square markers.

A similar solver run-time is recorded when the CFL-adjustment and Jacobian

re-computation control are active. The difference between this case and the case

with only Jacobian re-computation control is due to the additional computational

cost associated with the line search algorithm (see Algorithm 4) of CFL-RMPG.
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Figure 4.6: CFL-adjustment and Jacobian re-computation control - RAE aerofoil
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Figure 4.7 shows the CFL variable (bottom curve, left axis) and Arecompute

switch (upper curve, right axis) over time for the case with A-CTRL and CFL-

RMPG active. In the case of Jacobian re-computation control, the value (1)

indicates that the Jacobian and ILU-preconditioner will be recalculated for the

next solver cycle, and the value (0) is switched off. For the RAE case, Jacobian

and preconditioner are being re-computed for the first 3 minutes of the solver run-

time. The remaining 2 minutes (before the solution is converged) the Jacobian re-

computation is switched off. Hence the frequency of Jacobian and preconditioner

re-computation was reduced by around 40%.
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Figure 4.7: History of CFL number change and activity of Jacobian re-
computation wrt. time for (A-CTRL | CFL-RMPG) RAE aerofoil case

As explained in Section 4.2.2 the CFL number is no longer increased above the

value CFLmax = 108. Note that after around 5 minutes when the residual norm

is not experiencing more reduction the Jacobian/preconditioner re-computation

is switched on again. This is because of the condition from line 3 in Algorithm 5

which is in place for the safety margin of empirically derived criteria. However, as

the solution is already converged the solver would be terminated, and activation

of Jacobian/preconditioner re-computation at this stage is not relevant for the

solver run-time. The termination criteria are currently not implemented in the

STAMPS solver.
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Onera M6 wing

Similar conclusions can be made for the M6 wing case - see Figure 4.8. However,

for this case, the shortest wall-clock time is obtained for both methods A-CTRL,

CFL-RMPG active. This is due to the very low initial CFL number used which

was necessary for the stable run of the BASELINE case. The instabilities were

most likely associated with the formation of shock waves (Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.8: CFL-adjustment and Jacobian re-computation control - M6 wing

Figure 4.9 shows that the CFL number is smoothly increasing with the evolv-

ing solution and stopped at the level around 104. The termination of ramping

before reaching the CFLmax limit is due to the A-CTRL parameter value be-

ing (0) (no Jacobian re-computation). In the current implementation, the CFL

number is becoming fixed; otherwise the diagonal term of the the system matrix

A Eq. 4.2 would need to be replaced and the ILU-preconditioner re-computed

which would add to the computational cost. The limit of A-CTRL algorithm

activation is set to half the order of the CFLmax, i.e. 104, to prevent premature

termination of the ramping - see Algorithm 5 in Section 4.2.3.
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Figure 4.9: History of CFL number change and activity of Jacobian re-
computation wrt. time for A-CTRL | CFL-RMPG M6 wing case

U-bend

Figure 4.10 shows results for the U-bend channel case. All the cases where either

of the techniques was used show a faster convergence. However, the run-time

reduction is lower as compared to the RAE or M6 wing cases, which is because

more GMRES vectors (30) were used for this case - see case description in Sec-

tion 4.3. Hence, relatively more time is spent in the GMRES linear solver than

on the system matrix and preconditioner computation (per single solver cycle).

A larger number of Krylov vectors is required for the U-bend case (especially in

the initial convergence stage), as it is a challenging case with high aspect ratio

cells and a turbulent flow with separation, resulting in very slow convergence.
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Figure 4.10: CFL-adjustment and Jacobian re-computation control - U-bend
channel
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The automatic adjustment method allows the CFL number to be quickly in-

creased towards CFLmax - Figure 4.11. However, the system matrix re-computation

is triggered on/off several times. This is due to the ’wavy’ convergence curve char-

acter (zoom Figure 4.10) which results in the condition from line 8 in Algorithm 5

to trigger the A− recompute on and off several times. The ’wavy’ convergence

pattern is caused by the low Mach number flow condition, which is known to be

challenging for the compressible solvers [137]. As will be shown in Section 4.6.1,

once the low Mach scaling (LMS) was switched on the oscillations disappeared.
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Figure 4.11: History of CFL number change and activity of Jacobian re-
computation vs. time for (A-CTRL | CFL-RMPG) U-bend case

Sensitivity to initial value of CFL number

Although the adjustment of the CFL number is controlled by Algorithm 3 the

initial value (CFLinit) is a user defined quantity. A study was performed to inves-

tigate the influence of the CFLinit on the number of cycles required to converge

the solution. Ideally, the algorithm should show low sensitivity to the initial

value of the CFL number. Results for the three test cases shown in Figs. 4.12-

4.14 confirm that the initial CFL number has little effect on the number of cycles

required to converge. However, for the RAE case around 15% more cycles are re-

quired for CFLinit = 106 to achieve the same convergence level as compared to the

CFLinit = 10 or CFLinit = 350 - Fig. 4.12. This is because the large initial CFL

number resulted in solution divergence within the first few cycles as indicated by

the strong (single) spike in the convergence curve, Fig. 4.12a. The stable solu-

tion state was recovered after several iterations thanks to the Not− a−Number
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safeguarding introduced in Algorithm 3. The CFL number was rapidly decreased

to a value around 20 as shown in Fig. 4.12b. After the solution recovery several

smaller spikes are visible in convergence curve 4.12a as well as in CFL number

history 4.12b. This is a result of the solver trying to recover from the poor state

obtained by using a too high initial CFL number.
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(b) CFL history for CFLinit = 106

Figure 4.12: Initial CFL study - RAE aerofoil

For the M6 wing (Figure 4.13) case and the U-bend case (Figure 4.14) a small

reduction in the number of cycles is obtained as the initial CFL number value is

increased. This is an expected behaviour of the algorithm for the cases where the

high initial CFL number is not causing solution divergence.
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Figure 4.13: Initial CFL study - M6 wing
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Figure 4.14: Initial CFL study - U-bend channel

4.5 Multigrid start-up

Multigrid start-up (MGS) was briefly introduced in Section 2.6. A sequence of

coarse meshes used in geometric multigrid can be also exploited to provide a

better initial guess for the solver. MGS is a simplified version of full multigrid

start-up (FMG) and it is executed before starting the main solver. The idea is

to first achieve a certain level of convergence on the coarsest grid, then prolong

the obtained solution to finer grid level and repeat until the finest grid level is

reached. First-order discretisation is employed for MGS start-up, and only a

single grid is used for each level as opposed to FMG method which uses V-cycle

on each grid level above the coarsest mesh.

The number of iterations to perform on each coarse grid is defined by the user

input. After the MGS initialisation is done the standard V -cycle is employed to

obtain the solution on the primary/finest mesh.

4.5.1 Results

The effect of varying the number of MGS iterations was performed and results

for MGS 0, 10, 20, and 40 iterations are presented in Figures 4.15—4.17. The

value in parentheses in figures’ legends indicates the number of MGS-cycles used

at each coarse grid, and MGS(0) means that the MGS-initialisation was switched

off. Only the finest grid residuals are shown in the figures. The CFL-adjustment

and system matrix re-computation control were active for the test runs.
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The shifted (to the right) initial convergence point visible in Figures 4.15—

4.17 for the active MGS start-up, indicates the amount of time required for the

coarse grid run (MGS-initialisation). As can be seen, the added computational

cost of the full multigrid technique is recovered by the fact that a better initial

state is obtained.

As the results show, the run-times of the STAMPS solver are almost identical

for MGS with 0, 10, 20, and 40 iterations hence no benefits could be seen for

using the methodology. However, based on the author’s experience, an MGS

’hot’ start allows for a stable run with a higher initial CFL number and hence

should be used by default. Additionally, it is important to remember that MGS is

a simplified version of FMG algorithm, hence the standard version that performs

V-cycle could show more benefits and should be tested in future work.
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Figure 4.15: MGS study - RAE aerofoil
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Figure 4.16: MGS study - M6 wing
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Figure 4.17: MGS study - U-bend channel

4.6 Convergence acceleration techniques

Three convergence acceleration techniques are presented in this section:

1. Low Mach scaling (LMS), Section 4.6.1, allows convergence for low Mach

number flows to be enhanced with a compressible solver.

2. Residual-based time-stepping (RBTS), Section 4.6.2, scales the time term

of the implicit system matrix (Eq. 4.13) based on the local residual norm.

This allows the CFL number to adjust to the size of control volumes where

larger time steps can be taken. Hence, it can be seen as a form of implicit

local time-stepping.

3. Enhancement for highly stretched meshes (AR), Section 4.6.3, is useful

when running turbulent simulations with high aspect ratio cells near the

wall. It scales the local time step according to a control volume aspect

ratio (AR).

4.6.1 Low Mach scaling (LMS)

For subsonic flow simulations where the Mach number becomes very low, the

convective terms of the governing system of equations (see Eq. A.2) become stiff as

a result of large differences between acoustic and convective eigenvalues: (V, V +

c, V − c). This, in turn, can lead to convergence problems for compressible
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solvers, as well as an incorrect scaling of artificial dissipation of the ROE flux

scheme as the Mach number approaches zero [138].

A simple technique involves adjusting the ambient conditions (p, T ) to in-

crease the Mach number while keeping the Reynolds number unchanged and

hence maintaining the same flow physics. This can be used as a form of low

Mach preconditioning and was explored by Forsythe [137]. The method is imple-

mented in STAMPS to improve convergence for low Mach number applications.

For demonstration purposes, the U-bend channel case described in Section 4.3

is used. Given the initial set of ambient conditions presented in Table 4.1 the new

increased Mach number is imposed, which should be neither too high such that

the compressible effects remain negligible, nor too low to prevent described issues

with compressible solvers. The value of Ma = (0.1−0.2) meets both criteria. For

the purpose of the U-bend example, Malms = 0.2 is used.

In order to maintain the same Reynolds number with an adjusted Mach num-

ber the acoustic/sound speed has to be modified as presented in Eq. 4.6, which

is derived using Eq. 4.5. The variable L is a characteristic dimension, that is,

a hydraulic diameter of the channel (L = Dh = 0.075 m). Other constants are

provided in Appendix A.1.

Re =
ρ(V )L

µ
=
ρ (Ma c) L

µ
, Ma =

V

c
(4.5)

clms =
µRe

ρL Malms
(4.6)

Modified acoustic speed requires adjustment of ambient temperature and pres-

sure according to Eqs. 4.7 and 4.8. Finally, a new set of ambient conditions is

obtained without altering the Reynolds number as shown in Table 4.2.

c =
√
γRT (4.7)

p = ρRT (4.8)

In STAMPS, Southerland’s law is used for the calculation of dynamic viscos-
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ity - see Eq. A.22, Appendix A.2. However, the low-Mach-scaling methodology

requires the viscosity to be constant to maintain the Reynolds number. As the

Mach number is low (Ma = 0.2), the assumption of constant viscosity is valid

and has a negligible effect on the flow solution. The viscosity is calculated using

the original ambient state (µT=293.15 K = 1.605× 10−5 kg
m s

).

Variable Value

Ma [−] 0.02566

c [m/s] 343.287

T [K] 293.15

p [Pa] 101 300

Re [−] 49 533.203

Table 4.1: Initial boundary conditions for low Mach number channel flow

Variable Value

Malms [−] 0.2

clms [m/s] 44.044

T lms [K] 4.8255

plms [Pa] 1667.488

Relms [−] 49 533.203

Table 4.2: New ambient conditions (after scaling) for the U-bend channel

The U-bend case (see Section 4.3) is used to analyse how low Mach scaling

(LMS) influences convergence of the compressible solver. The CFL-adjustment,

A-CTRL, and a 20 MGS start-up iterations were used as the baseline for the

comparison. The results show a significant reduction in run-time and the required

number of cycles (nearly 50%) when the low Mach scaling is active - Figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.18: Low-Mach-scaling for U-bend case

Furthermore, the low-frequency noise present in the residual norm history of

the baseline case (Figure 4.18) that is captured by the A-CTRL algorithm (see

Section 4.2.2) is removed when low-Mach-scaling is active. As a result, once the

A-CTRL parameter is triggered off it remains unchanged until the convergence is

reached for the case with LMS active - Figure 4.19. This confirms that the ’wavy’

character of convergence curve for the baseline case (discussed in Section 4.4.2)

is related to the low Mach number flow regime.
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Figure 4.19: CFL and A-CTRL histories with and without LMS

The low-Mach-scaling technique acts as a low-Mach-preconditioner for the

compressible system of equations. As a result of the decreased ratio of fastest to

slowest eigenvalue of the system of governing equations for the set of conditions

defined in Table 4.2, the solver run-time can be significantly reduced (around

50%) for the U-bend channel flow example.
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4.6.2 Residual-based time-stepping (RBTS)

An alternative way of computing a local time step was proposed by Michalak [20]

and applied to the inviscid flow solver (Eq. 4.9). The methodology uses the ratio

of global residual norm to local residual norm in order to guide the selection of

the new local time step as presented in Eqs. 4.9 and 4.10 (see Eq. 2.86 for the

original definition of local time step ∆tni ).

4tni,RBTS = 4tni RBTSni (4.9)

RBTSni = max

(
min

(
||Rn||2
||Rn

i ||2
, 102

)
, 10−2

)
(4.10)

The L2-norms in Eq. 4.10 are defined as shown in Eqs. 4.11 (global residual norm)

and 4.12 (local residual norm at node i). The constant N is a total number of

control volumes, and Neq is a number of RANS equations (Neq = 6 for the

compressible N-S equations with SA turbulence model).

||Rn||2 =

√√√√√ N∑
i

Neq∑
ieq

(
Rn
i,ieq

)2

 (4.11)

||Rn
i ||2 =

√√√√√
Neq∑

ieq

(
Rn
i,ieq

)2

 (4.12)

The system matrix A is hence modified as shown in Eq. 4.13.

A =

[
Ωi

CFLnRBTSni ∆tni
+

(
∂ ~R

∂ ~W

)n

i

]
(4.13)

The local residual tells how much imbalance is left in the equations due to the

non-converged state. The imbalance is expected to be high in the areas of the

computational domain where the current state is far from the solution, and low

otherwise. As the solution is close to the stationary point (linear convergence

regime) the large time step can be safely selected and the Newton step recovered.

The time step definition proposed in Eq. 4.9 allows the above to be achieved, that
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is, when the local residual is low the variable RBTSni gets large and Ai ←
(
∂R
∂W

)
i
,

otherwise the low RBTSni increases the time-step-related term in Eq. 4.13, and

allows the solution to be evolved in a finite size pseudo time step (to stabilise

the Newton-type solver). Furthermore, the variable RBTSni is limited to prevent

convergence stall when the local residual gets very high, or to prevent instability

of the implicit solver due to an excessive increase of time step (Eq. 4.9) when the

local residual gets very low. The bounds are set between [10−2; 102] [20].

Results in Figures 4.20a—4.20d show the influence of the residual-based local

time-stepping on the number of cycles required to converge as compared to the

baseline and restarted case. In most cases the active RBTS parameter results

in the same solver performance as for the case with an increased CFL number

- see RBTS case vs. Restarted 100×CFLBASE case for the RAE(Ma=0.2)

(4.20a), M6 wing (4.20c), and U-bend (4.20d). However, for the RAE case run

at the higher Mach number (Ma=0.3) it was found that an increase of the CFL

number does not lead to the reduction of a number of cycles till convergence,

whereas the activation of RBTS enhancement allows the same convergence level

to be reached faster as compared to the baseline and restarted run - Figure 4.20b.

The origin of the achieved enhanced convergence is a better condition number of

the system matrix resulting from the RBTS-scaling.
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Figure 4.20: Residual-based local time step - results

The residual-based local time-stepping was also run in combination with CFL-

adjustment, A-CTRL, and MGS(20) start-up. The results in Figure 4.21 show

almost no influence on the number of cycles required for the ’full’ convergence.

However, as the RBTS technique is shown to lead to a more rapid convergence for

some cases (e.g. RAE(Ma=0.3) and not to affect the overall solver performance

for others (RAE(Ma=0.2), M6 wing, U-bend), it is recommended as a default in

STAMPS.
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Figure 4.21: Residual-based local time step with other solver enhancements

4.6.3 Enhancement for highly stretched meshes (AR)

Accurate simulation of turbulent flow often requires a very high mesh resolution

near the wall to capture physics of the boundary layer. As the refined grid is

required only in the wall normal direction, the high AR cells are obtained - see

U-bend channel example in Figure 4.22. Aspect ratio of a mesh cell is defined as

the ratio of longest edge to the shortest edge.
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Figure 4.22: High aspect ratio (AR) cells near the wall - U-bend test case

The local pseudo time step shown in Eq. 4.14 is proportional to cell volume. High

aspect ratio cells have very small volumes which leads to small local pseudo time

steps. Consequently, the convergence of state vector ~U is expected to be very

slow in high AR cells.

∆tni = CFL
Ωi

Λn
c + Λn

v

(4.14)

For the typical industrial meshes with a target y+ below 1, the aspect ratio can

vary several orders of magnitude within the computational domain, where the

values between [1 : 1000] are common. This fact will cause the information to

be transferred three orders of magnitude slower in the boundary layer due to the

decrease in pseudo time step.

In order to prevent convergence slowdown, a more suitable pseudo time step

definition can be used for highly stretched grids as shown in Eq. 4.15), where the

variables li,min and li,max are the minimum and maximum edge length within the

nearest neighbours of node i. This approach was proposed for example in ANSYS

Fluent commercial solver. The new definition varies the time step from one cell

to another based on the cell aspect ratio (AR) as compared to the standard

definition from Eq. 2.86. If the cell is close to equilateral the aspect ratio is

near unity and the time step remains unchanged. On the other hand, when the

cells become highly-stretched the aspect ratio becomes large and the AR-scaling

increases the original time step value.

4ti,AR = 4ti ARi, ARi =
li,max
li,min

(4.15)
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The system matrix A is hence modified as shown in Eq. 4.16.

A =

[
Ωi

CFLnARi ∆tni
+

(
∂ ~R

∂ ~W

)n

i

]
(4.16)

An influence of the aspect-ratio (AR) scaling on the number of solver cycles

required to converge is very similar to the results obtained for the residual-based

local time-stepping discussed in Section 4.6.2. For most tested cases the AR-

scaling has only a minor influence on the convergence rate (Figures 4.23a, 4.23d),

except for the RAE(Ma=0.3) example shown in Figure 4.23b. As the maximum

cell AR for the M6 wing case is lower than 10, there is no noticeable change in

convergence slope compared with the baseline case - Figure 4.23c. Note that all

the figures in this section are presented only in terms of number of cycles because

using run-time would lead to identical results - there is almost no additional cost

for using the AR technique.
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Figure 4.23: Aspect ratio scaling of local time step - results

AR-scaling was also run in combination with CFL-adjustment, A-CTRL,

MGS(20) start-up, and RBTS. The results in Figure 4.24 show the almost iden-
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tical number of cycles required to converge. However, as AR-scaling has been

proved to lead to a more rapid convergence for some cases and not to affect the

overall solver performance for others, it is, like the RBTS technique, recommended

as a default in STAMPS.
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Figure 4.24: AR scaling with other solver enhancements

When RBTS and AR are both active, the first term in the system matrix A

is calculated according to Eq. 4.17.

A =

[
Ωi

CFLnRBTSni ARi ∆tni
+

(
∂ ~R

∂ ~W

)n

i

]
(4.17)
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Chapter 5

Mesh adaptation

This chapter is organised as follows. First the introduction and literature review

on mesh adaptation techniques in CFD is presented in Section 5.1. Next, Sec-

tion 5.2 presents the nomenclature, mathematical derivations of an output error,

and the methodologies used for the truncation error and output error estimations.

Section 5.3 describes the formulation of final adaptation sensors used to drive the

refinement process. Testing of the proposed error estimation method is performed

in Section 5.4, where the known manufactured solution (Appendix A.5) in a cube

domain is used. The adaptation results using the re-meshing technique with

BoxerMesh (Section 5.5) were obtained using the Rolls-Royce (RR) proprietary

code Hydra during a 3-month secondment at RR. The refinement results with

mmg3d, which are presented in Section 5.6, were obtained using the QMUL in-

house solver STAMPS. The same adaptation sensors were developed and verified

by the author in both codes.

5.1 Introduction

The adjoint method [17] is well-established as the most efficient technique for

an aerodynamic shape optimisation with CFD. It allows shape sensitivities to

be calculated at a cost that is several orders of magnitude lower as compared

to, for example, finite-difference or tangent-linear approaches. Although adjoints

make shape optimisation affordable, its typical cost is still at least an order of

magnitude higher than a single flow evaluation. As discussed in chapter 4, using a
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one-shot approach with optimally tuned parameters can reduce the optimisation

cost to the factor of 5-10 times the cost of a primal solution. Further reductions

can be obtained by improving robustness of the flow solver, and by minimising the

user effort required for manual tuning of solver parameters which are application-

dependent. Results presented in chapter 4 show that run-time of the flow solver

can be reduced by 10-80% percent when the automatic CFL adjustment technique

is used along with other enhancements introduced in the STAMPS solver. Larger

reductions can be achieved for more complex shapes and flow conditions, which

can be of particular importance for industrial cases. Using mesh adaptation is

another effective way of reducing the computational cost of shape optimisation.

An important aspect of mesh adaptation is to develop an effective indicator

of local errors in the quantity of interest i.e. the objective function. Adjoint

sensitivities that are computed during the shape optimisation process can also be

used to obtain a robust adaptation sensor. This sensor is used to drive a solution-

adaptive mesh refinement that computes a more accurate objective function at the

lower computational cost compared to error-estimators without adjoint weighting

or compared to heuristic sensors. The adjoint-weighted truncation error was

first proposed by Becker and Rannacher [29, 30] for incompressible Navier-Stokes

equations (finite element discretisation) and applied to various 2D cases such as

flow around cylinder or heat driven cavity. Similar analysis was presented by Giles

and Pierce [25, 27] for finite volume discretisation, where authors shown how the

adjoint-weighted truncation error can be used to improve prediction accuracy of

functionals such as drag or lift.

More recently, due to the increased interest in adjoint method, the adjoint-

weighted truncation error or output error gained popularity as an effective driver

for an adaptation process [31, 32, 33, 34]. Through the adjoint weighting, the

mesh adaptation is effectively targeted to those areas of the computational domain

where the objective function is highly sensitive to mesh resolution, and the local

error estimate is large. That is the key advantage of an output-based indicator

as compared to other approaches such as, e.g., gradient/Hessian-based sensors

[72, 49, 73] or pure truncation-error-based sensors [74, 141, 79]. While the latter

at least attempt to estimate the actual errors, both of these methods apply the
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refinement to all errors, regardless of whether they are relevant to the computation

of the objective function or not. A cheaper yet effective alternative to the output

sensor that is based on entropy variables was proposed by Fidkowski [80, 81]. In

this work, however, the author focuses on the output-based adaptation indicator.

Assuming that the adjoint solver is available, the remaining challenge in ob-

taining an output-based sensor lies in estimating the truncation error. A popular

approach in the literature has been presented by Venditti and Darmofal [82, 83].

The computational grid is locally refined preserving its original topology and the

current solution interpolated to the refined grid is used to estimate the trunca-

tion error on the computational grid. Further refinement and application of this

approach can be found in [31]. Even though no full solution is computed on

the refined mesh, some work on higher-order interpolation has to be done on the

refined grid, and the computational cost as well as memory usage is not negligible.

As an alternative, we could consider using the difference between the finest

computational grid and a coarsened grid to estimate the local error as proposed

by Fraysse et al. [84, 85] (τ -estimation). In this variant the computational effort

is significantly reduced and, in the case of fully coarsened geometric multigrid

methods, can even be at no additional effort since the coarse grid is already

computed. On the other hand, the error estimate is then only valid for the coarse

grid, and care has to be taken to make a valid extrapolation to the fine grid.

Ponsin et al. [34] extended the τ -estimation method by weighting it with adjoint

solution calculated on a coarse grid to obtain output-based sensor. However,

in both τ -estimation approaches by Fraysse and Ponsin multigrid meshes are

topologically consistent, and a coarse mesh is created by fusion of several fine mesh

cells. This situation does not represent a general case for geometric multigrid

solvers.

In this work, truncation error estimation is performed using building blocks of

a geometric multigrid solver where in a general case the grid levels are topologi-

cally inconsistent. Multigrid meshes are generated using hip tool which performs

unstructured grid coarsening based on an edge collapsing algorithm [37]. The pro-

posed truncation error estimation method is more general than other approaches

proposed in the literature, and can be easily implemented in geometric multi-
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grid solvers such as an example Rolls-Royce proprietary code Hydra or QMUL

in-house code STAMPS. The results shown in this chapter confirm that the ap-

proach can be successfully used for practical engineering applications.

An accurate error estimation method is an essential requirement for a suc-

cessful mesh adaptation process. No less relevant is the choice of adaptation

technique itself. Among the most popular methods one can distinguish:

• r-refinement - relocation of nodes within a computational domain toward

the regions with highest errors. The mesh movement can be carried out

using e.g. various deformation techniques like a linear elasticity model with

an adaptation sensor as a forcing term [98, 38], or a range of error equidis-

tribution methods [45]. The r-refinement can provide a limited reduction

in error as the number of degrees of freedom is kept fixed.

• h-refinement [46, 31] - subdivision of original mesh cells based on the adap-

tation sensor. It is one of the most common techniques used for mesh adap-

tation. To make the h-refinement most effective, the treatment of hanging

nodes [142] have to be implemented in the CFD solver. This allows the

formation of buffer layers between the original and subdivided cells to be

avoided.

• p-refinement - adjusting the order of interpolation polynomial (used for

higher-order methods). A mix of hp-refinement is often used [47, 48].

• Re-meshing [43, 49] - rebuilding the original mesh based on the adaptation

sensor either as a sizing function or a more general metric.

In this work, the re-meshing methodology is used because it allows exploiting

a well-developed and robust meshing tools and libraries that can consistently

generate high quality computational grids with a good control over the refinement

and coarsening regions if the mesh.
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5.2 Error estimation

5.2.1 Introduction

The discretisation error δUh is defined as the difference between the exact solution

U of the continuous PDE system R(U) = 0 and its discrete approximation Uh,

where the latter results from the discrete PDE system solve Rh(Uh) = 0.

δUh = U − Uh (5.1)

The discretisation of system of flow equations R(U) can be presented as shown

in Eq. 5.2, where Rh represents a discretised system of flow equations, and T̃Eh

or δRh the remaining error due to the discrete approximation.

R(U) = Rh(U) + T̃Eh (5.2)

After re-arranging Eq. 5.2, the truncation error T̃Eh, which is difference between

mathematical model (PDE, R(U) = 0) and its discrete approximation Rh(U),

can be written as shown in Eq. 5.3.

T̃Eh = −Rh(U) (5.3)

It is also interesting to show how truncation errors are related to discretisation

errors. This presentation can be made by first introducing Taylor expansion for a

discrete residual function Rh around the exact solution U with perturbation δUh

as in Eq. 5.4.

Rh(U + δUh) = Rh(U) +

(
∂R

∂U

)
h

δUh + . . . (5.4)

Next, disregarding higher order terms of the Taylor series, Eq. 5.5 is obtained.

Rh(U + δUh) ≈ Rh(U) +

(
∂R

∂U

)
h

δUh (5.5)

Substituting Rh(U) from Eq. 5.3 using its approximation obtained based on
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Eq. 5.5 leads to Eq. 5.6.

T̃Eh ≈ −Rh(U + δUh) +

(
∂R

∂U

)
h

δUh (5.6)

However, as it was already explained, the system of flow equation R(U) = 0,

equally the residual of the discrete solution Rh(U + δUh) or simply Rh(Uh) is

also zero for a converged solution. Hence the relation of truncation error and

discretisation error can be presented as shown in Eq. 5.7 or Eq. 5.8.

T̃Eh ≈
(
∂R

∂U

)
h

δUh (5.7)

δUh ≈
(
∂R

∂U

)−1

h

T̃Eh (5.8)

An output error δLh due to the inexact solution can be derived in a similar

way by first starting with Taylor series expansion of similarly expanded using the

Taylor series:

Lh(U) = Lh(Uh) +

(
∂L

∂U

)
h

δUh + . . . (5.9)

Replacing δUh in Eq. 5.9 with the discretisation error derived from Eq. 5.8 and

skipping higher-order terms, one can arrive at Eq. 5.10. Note that δRh is an

alternative notation used for truncation error T̃Eh.

δLh ≈
(
∂L

∂U

)
h

(
∂R

∂U

)−1

h

δRh = ψTh δRh (5.10)

The adjoint variable ψ for the objective function L (e.g. lift, drag) translates

the truncation error δR into the error in cost function δL. In this manner, the

information on how the truncation errors in each control volume contribute to the

error in the cost function is obtained. Summation of all contributions together

gives a scalar variable i.e. the output correction, which can increase cost function

estimation accuracy. The adjoint variable ψh comes from the solution of the

discrete adjoint system derived using Algorithmic Differentiation with Tapenade25

(see Section 3.5). The adjoint system is presented in Eq. 5.11. Using the discrete

25AD tool developed at Inria http://www-sop.inria.fr/tropics/
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adjoint allows exact gradients to be obtained that correspond to the cost function

evaluated on the discrete space Lh.(
∂R

∂U

)
h

ψTh =

(
∂L

∂U

)
h

(5.11)

Assuming that an adjoint solution is available, the remaining task is to get a good

estimate of the truncation error.

5.2.2 Truncation error estimation using geometric multi-

grid

The truncation error T̃Eh is the difference between a mathematical model (PDE,

denoted R(U) = 0) and its discrete approximation Rh(U), or in other words, it

is the error due to the truncation of the continuous model [84, 143]. Truncation

error can be calculated as shown in Eq. 5.2 and Eq. 5.3 when an exact solution U is

known. First, the exact solution U has to be evaluated in the discrete space h, and

then a discrete residual operator Rh has to be applied. A mathematically more

rigorous way of presenting Eq. 5.3 is shown in Eq. 5.12, where an interpolation

operator Ih is used to obtain an exact solution U in the discrete space h.

T̃Eh = −Rh(IhU) (5.12)

However, in practical applications an exact solution U is not known. Hence

a method that allows estimating truncation error is required. The goal of this

work is to estimate truncation error using geometric multigrid meshes, where

lowercase subscript h denotes a fine discrete space, and uppercase H a coarse

discrete space. Through the analogy to Eq. 5.12, a truncation error between the

discrete approximations in spaces h and H can be calculated as shown in Eq. 5.13.

TEH = −RH(IHh Uh) (5.13)

A truncation error calculated in a discrete space H using Eq. 5.12 (with h

replaced by H) and denoted T̃EH is referred to as an exact truncation error, and

it is applicable only when the exact solution U is known. A truncation error cal-
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culated using Eq. 5.13 and denoted TEH is referred to as an estimated truncation

error, and it is an estimate of the exact truncation error T̃EH .

If solution in the fine discrete space h is not converged a correction can be

made using Eq. 5.14, where Uapprox
h denotes the approximate solution.

TEH = −RH(IHh Uh) +Rh(U
approx
h ) (5.14)

So far, the notation R(U) was used to refer to the differential form of the

system of flow equations (PDE). However, STAMPS uses finite volume discreti-

sation schemes where residual is an integral quantity over each control volume.

Hence, the division by volume is required. In this work, TEΩ
H is used to indicate

the undivided truncation error in finite-volume scheme (see Eq. 5.15), whereas

TEH (Eq. 5.16) denotes the truncation error in PDE - as per its definition [62].

TEΩ
H = −RH(IHU) (5.15)

TEH = TEΩ
H/ΩH (5.16)

The methodology used in this work involves simplifications that can lead to

errors in the estimated TE. These are as follows:

• Finite precision interpolation operators I are used to transfer results be-

tween fine and coarse discrete spaces. In this work, 2nd-order accurate

interpolation operators are used.

• Truncation error between fine and coarse discrete space TEH is used as an

approximation of the exact truncation error T̃Eh. This assumption should

be valid as long as meshes from both discrete spaces (h and H) lie within the

asymptotic convergence range and the accuracy of interpolation operators

is greater or equal to the design accuracy of the solver scheme.

As mentioned in the last point, both meshes (coarse H, and fine h), should lie

within the asymptotic convergence range of solution U to get a good error esti-

mate. However, in practice even for the cases that do not meet this criterion,
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the described adaptation sensor can be successfully used to drive the adaptation

process as was shown by Fidkowski [31], or as it will be shown in the results of

this work.

Within the context of geometric multigrid solvers, inter-grid transfer operators

between fine and coarse grids are available in the solver (Section 2.5), and the error

estimation can be implemented with a little effort. The complete procedure used

for truncation error estimation is presented in Algorithm 6. The final truncation

error estimate TEh is evaluated in the fine discrete space h, and it is then used

to calculate an adaptation sensor.

Algorithm 6 Truncation Error Estimation Using Geometric Multigrid

1: Solve discrete system for mesh ( h ) Uh

2: Restrict solution ( h ) → ( H ) Uh
H ← IHh Uh

3: Estimate TE on the coarse grid ( H ) TEH ← −RH(Uh
H)/ΩH

4: Prolong TEH to fine grid ( h ) TEh ← IhHTEH

A clarification is required to justify the use of interpolation operator on trun-

cation error. The finite volume residual (e.g. RH(Uh
H

)
) is a dual object and a

special operator with conservation properties is required to project it onto the

fine mesh. However, by applying appropriate transformation, which in this case

is division by volume, allows the same interpolation operator that is used for

solution interpolation to be used for truncation error interpolation (defined as

divided residual).

5.2.3 Output error estimation

The output error can be estimated using undivided truncation error (Section 5.2.2)

and the discrete adjoint variable resulting from Eq. 5.11. The corresponding

vector entries for each computational node i = (1...NDoF ) and each equation

j = (1...Neq) are multiplied element-wise as shown in Eq. 5.17.

OEh,i,j = ψh,i,jTE
Ω
h,i,j (5.17)
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The resulting output error field shows how the local residual error in each equation

and control volume (error source) contributes to the error in the objective function

(δLh,i,j / OEh,i,j). Graphically it can be presented as shown in Figure 5.1, where

the objective function is an integral over the aerofoil perimeter. The objective

function Lh can be corrected as shown in Eq. 5.18.

Lh ← Lh +
∑
i,j

δLh,i,j (5.18)

Figure 5.1: Output error (δLh,i,j / OEh,i,j) at finite volume

5.3 Adaptation sensors

Two adaptation sensors are implemented in the two codes considered in this study

(Hydra, STAMPS): a) a truncation-error-based sensor TS and b) an output-error-

based indicator OS. The truncation error sensor TS is a sum of the absolute

values of the truncation error from each equation as shown in Eq. 5.19. The sensor

is multiplied with the control volume Ω1/3, which plays the role of a scaling factor

that prevents infinite refinement in the regions where the errors decrease at a very

low rate or diverge (e.g. at shocks) [85]. The variable Neq denotes the number of

equations to solve (e.g. 6 for the RANS with Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model).

TSh,i = Ω
1/3
i

Neq∑
j=1

|TEh,i,j| (5.19)
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The output sensor (OS) is the sum of the undivided local truncation errors

weighted by the adjoint solution as shown in Eq. 5.20. Hence, it is the absolute

value of the summed output errors at each control volume.

OSh,i =

∣∣∣∣∣
Neq∑
j=1

OEh,i,j

∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣
Neq∑
j=1

ψh,i,j TE
Ω
h,i,j

∣∣∣∣∣ (5.20)

5.4 Testing

A 3D cube domain and a modified manufactured solution (see Appendix A.5) is

used to perform a verification of the implemented truncation error estimation.

The manufactured solution concept is a well-known strategy used in the CFD

community for the verification of a solver scheme and boundary conditions im-

plementation and was already used for STAMPS solver verification as described

in Section 2.7. It is also broadly used for error analysis to verify the error es-

timation methods - as is the case in this work. The idea behind manufactured

solution is to define a ’made up’ solution using a set of continuous functions and

evaluate arising source terms in the system of equations of interest - in this case,

the compressible Euler equations. The derived source terms are then introduce in

the discrete mesh which should converge to an exact manufactured solution as the

mesh is being refined. The rate of convergence of the error in the manufactured

solution allow to determine the accuracy of the solver.

When the exact solution is known the exact truncation error T̃Eh can be

calculated as presented in Eq. 5.13. The error in the estimated quantity can then

be calculated using Eq. 5.21.

δTEh = T̃Eh − TEh (5.21)

A set of 7 meshes was generated and used for the mesh convergence study.

Mesh sizes range from 3x3x3 mesh nodes to 129x129x129, where each refinement

stage was achieved by halving the coarser grid edges. An example of three refined

meshes used in the study, together with corresponding coarse grids used for trun-

cation error estimation, is presented in Figure 5.2. Note that the coarser meshes

for each grid from the set were generated separately using an element-collapsing
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algorithm [37]. In this manner the generated coarse grids are of a mix-cell type

and are topologically not consistent with the base mesh, see the bottom row in

Figure 5.2.

(a) Grid (5), Level (1) (b) Grid (17), Level (1) (c) Grid (65), Level (1)

(d) Grid (5), Level (2) (e) Grid (17), Level (2) (f) Grid (65), Level (2)

Figure 5.2: Set of subsequently refined meshes (top row) with corresponding
coarse grids used for error estimation (bottom row)

The convergence of the L2-norm of the error in estimated TE described by

Eq. 5.21, is presented in Figure 5.3a. The error is plotted against the characteristic

mesh size he. The convergence slope is of approximately O(he), i.e. first-order,

which is expected for the mixed cell type mesh.
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Figure 5.3: Error in truncation error - mesh convergence. The variables in the
legend indicate corresponding equation

Two observations should be made:

1. The slope of the converging L2 norm of the error in TE is near O(he) as

expected for the 2nd-order accurate discretisation scheme with unstructured

meshes which was explained in Section 2.7.3, and shown by Lindquist and

Giles [131] or Diskin [130]. Truncation error TEΩ is a summation of local

fluxes and thus is equal to the sum of the errors in flux reconstruction

(O(h2
e)) times the local area O(h2

e) divided by volume O(h3
e), which in turn

gives the truncation error to be of the order O(he) for 2nd-order solution

reconstruction. It is interesting to note that the truncation error for some

particular cases is O(h2
e) for the edge-based solvers - see Section 2.7. This

happens for two specific grid types:

• regular hex/quad mesh, and

• general tetrahedral/triangular grids.

For these two cases, the supra-convergence property is obtained due to the

cancellation of the O(he) errors which was shown in Section 2.7.3 or by

Diskin [63]. As a result, the accuracy of truncation error estimation is

improved.

2. When inspecting the results in Figure 5.3a it can be noticed that he slope of

L2 norm of truncation error reduces slightly with decreasing he. Inspecting

further using the infinity norm of the error shown in Figure 5.3b, a con-

trol volume with slowest converging error is revealed. It was found that
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this control volume is located at the boundary of the computational do-

main. Hence a reduction of accuracy for some control volumes is expected.

This could have a negative effect on the refinement process as the errors

at the some control volumes would not reduce while mesh is refined, thus

leading to excessive adaptation. To avoid over-refinement of the cells that

experience reduced order of error convergence, the truncation sensor is ob-

tained by multiplying truncation errors with the characteristic size of cell

volume (Ω1/3) as presented in Eq. 5.19. The output-based sensor includes

the volume-scaling in its definition, see Eq. 5.20.

The L2 norm of the error in TE estimation converges as the mesh is be-

ing refined. This confirms the argument from Section 5.2.2 that the estimated

truncation errors on a coarse grid can be used as a representation of fine grid er-

rors. Furthermore, the qualitative comparison of exact and estimated TE shows

a very similar pattern of error distribution within the computational domain,

even though the coarse grid used for truncation error estimation is topologically

inconsistent with the fine mesh - Figure 5.4. The figure shows the regions of

cells created with Paraview‘s ’Threshold’ tool. The threshold was adjusted for

both cases to get a roughly similar volume fill. The results confirm that the esti-

mated errors should lead to a reasonable indication of the mesh regions marked

for refinement.

(a) T̃E (b) TE

Figure 5.4: Qualitative comparison of the exact truncation error (T̃E) and the
estimated truncation error (TE) for grid (33), continuity equation
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Figure 5.5 shows a qualitative comparison of the final output sensor as defined

in Eq. 5.20, for the exact and estimated truncation errors used. As the objective

function for the adjoint solver the drag evaluated on one of the cube sides (see

Figure 5.8a) was used. The general pattern of error distribution within the do-

main shows a good match, even though the coarse grid used for (TE) estimation

was topologically inconsistent with the fine mesh.

(a) ÕS iso-view (b) ÕS side-view (c) ÕS bottom-view

(d) OS iso-view (e) OS side-view (f) OS bottom-view

Figure 5.5: Output sensor based on exact truncation error - T̃E, (top row) vs.
output sensor based on estimated truncation error - TE, (bottom row)

The key conclusion from the testing stage is that the presented error estima-

tion methodology with the topologically inconsistent coarse grid is expected to

be sufficient for correct indication of refinement areas within the computational

domain. This argument is refined in Section 5.5.

5.5 Re-meshing refinement with BoxerMesh

Rolls-Royce’s proprietary code Hydra was used to obtain results for this sec-

tion. Hydra is a compressible RANS flow and adjoint solver that exploits a

vertex-centred (edge-based) finite-volume discretisation scheme, nominally 2nd-
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order accurate on a general mesh type - verified in this work by using a method

of manufactured solution. The main solver of Hydra is very similar to STAMPS it-

erative scheme, and both codes use a geometric multigrid technique, which makes

it convenient for the implementation of truncation error estimation as described

in Section 5.2.2.

The proposed output-based sensor estimation methodology (Section 5.2) was

implemented and tested in Hydra. A small number of explicit smoothing iter-

ations (see Appendix A.7) was applied to the obtained refinement indicator to

regularise unwanted high-frequency modes arising mainly from the topological in-

consistency between meshes used for truncation error estimation. The obtained

sensor fields can either be used for hierarchical refinement, leading to topologi-

cally consistent grids, or be used as local sizing fields in a re-meshing procedure

as is the case in this work. The obtained fields are used to drive a re-meshing

process using BoxerMesh26 [86]. The application of the output-based re-meshing

refinement to the simple cube case with the inviscid flow is presented in Sec-

tion 5.5.2.

5.5.1 Procedure description

The re-meshing approach using BoxerMesh and the output-based sensor defined

in Eq. 5.20 is used to drive the adaptation process. The mesher uses an octree

cut-cell algorithm to create an initial mesh respecting defined areas of refinement.

This mesh is then fitted to the geometry defined by the user and in the final step

the boundary layer is extruded. An example cross-section of the stator blade

mesh is presented in Figure 5.6.

26http://www.cambridgeflowsolutions.com/en/products/boxer-mesh/
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Figure 5.6: Cross-section of the stator mesh generated in Boxer

The procedure for a single re-meshing step is as follows:

1. Obtain the flow solution (Uh).

2. Estimate the truncation error (TEh) as presented in Algorithm 6.

3. Obtain the adjoint solution (ψh).

4. Evaluate the output-based sensor (OSh) - Eq. 5.20.

5. Perform 5 explicit smoothing iterations (see Appendix A.7) on the obtained

sensor (OSh) to damp the unwanted high-frequency modes.

6. Use Paraview to extract the mesh region for refinement.

• Use the ’Threshold’ option to mark the region for refinement, Fig-

ure 5.7.

• Extract the iso-surface and output an STL file.

7. Import the iso-surface to Boxer and specify the new refinement region for

the octree mesher.

8. Generate the new mesh and re-run the case.
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In the current work, steps (5-8) required manual operations from the user.

Figure 5.7: Cells forming region for refinement obtained using ’Threshold’ feature
in Paraview

5.5.2 Cube with 3D manufactured solution

As the first output-based re-meshing example the cube case with 3D manufac-

tured solution [1] is used. Although the case is physically meaningless, it is

challenging for the solver as it uses a highly nonlinear set of functions (mix of

sines and cosines). It is a compressible, supersonic Euler flow where the example

pressure field and corresponding manufactured source term are presented as in

Figure 5.8. The objective function is a drag force integrated over the side of the

cube marked in Figure 5.8a.

(a) Patch for objective evalu-
ation

(b) Pressure (p) (c) Energy src (fe)

Figure 5.8: The 3D supersonic manufactured solution
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The initial grid was generated using Boxer and is of mixed cell type. The

coarse grid for truncation error estimation was generated using an internal Rolls-

Royce element-collapsing tool. The re-meshing was performed according to the

procedure described in Section 5.5.1. The total two re-meshing steps were ap-

plied, and the resulting refined meshes are presented in Figures 5.9b and 5.9c.

The complex and non-intuitive refinement structures are clearly visible. Unfor-

tunately, It is hard to connect the resulting refinement structures in the mesh

to any specific flow phenomena as the used manufactured solution doesn’t have

any physical meaning. Mesh refinement on a physically meaningful more case is

presented in Section 5.6.

(a) Initial mesh (b) Re-mesh step 1 (c) Re-mesh step 2

Figure 5.9: Re-meshing process driven by the output-error-based sensor

Figure 5.10 shows the comparison of the achieved error in the objective func-

tion for the uniformly refined set of grids - 3x3x3 to 129x129x129, regular hex

where each refinement stage was achieved by halving the coarser grid edges - and

the output-based re-meshed grids. The latter approach achieves an improved

convergence slope. The error in objective function estimate for the output-based

adapted mesh decreases at the rate between O(h3
e) and O(h4

e), whereas for the

uniformly refined grid the errors decrease at the rate of O(h2
e).
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Figure 5.10: Re-meshed vs uniformly refined regular mesh - error convergence
comparison

Using results from Figure 5.10 the node count of a uniformly refined grids can

be estimated that achieves similar error level as the output-based adapted levels

0, 1, and 2. The results are shown in Table 5.1. For the mesh from adaptation

step 2 (Figure 5.9c) almost an order of magnitude lower node count was achieved

as compared to an estimated size of a uniformly refined mesh, even though a

rather crude re-meshing methodology was used.

Re-meshing stage δL/L̃ [%] NOS
DoF NU

DoF NOS
DoF / NU

DoF

0 2.11 754 660 0.87

1 0.37 3082 12100 3.9

2 0.03 43349 335000 7.7

Table 5.1: Number of degrees of freedom of adapted mesh and achieved error
level vs. corresponding estimated (interpolated) node count of a uniformly refined
regular hex meshes required to achieve the similar error values. DoF - degrees of
freedom, NOS - DoF for output-based refinement, NU - DoF for corresponding
uniformly refined grid

The results shows that the truncation error estimation method that uses a

coarse geometric multigrid mesh (which in a general case is topologically incon-

sistent) can provide a good error estimate as long as the accuracy of interpolation

operators is consistent with the nominal order of accuracy of the discretisation

scheme. Using the estimated truncation error and weighting it using adjoint solu-
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tion provides a robust output-based adaptation sensor that improves convergence

rate of the error in objective function as compared to uniformly refined grids.

The proposed methodology for truncation error estimation is more general

than the truncation error estimation method used by Ponsin and Fraysse [34]

as well as Venditti or Fidkowski [32, 31] which are based on nested grids. Fur-

thermore, the proposed methodology uses coarse mesh for error estimation which

is computationally less intensive than using a nested fine grid in the work by

Venditti or Fidkowski [32, 31] .

5.6 Re-meshing refinement with mmg3d

In this section, another re-meshing refinement example is presented using inviscid

Onera M6 wing. First, the refinement procedure is described where the in-house

code STAMPS is used to solve flow and adjoint equations as well as to provide an

adaptation indicator. The mmg3d tool is used to adapt mesh using a re-meshing

technique. An output-based adaptation sensor is used to determine the sizing

field used for re-meshing. The results are presented for two flow conditions: a)

subsonic Ma= 0.1 (Section 5.6.3), and b) transonic Ma= 0.84 (Section 5.6.4). In

both cases, a comparison between output-based adapted and uniformly refined

grids is presented.

5.6.1 Introduction

In Section 5.5, a semi-manual adaptation technique was used using BoxerMesh.

First, the iso-surface that encloses volume with highest error value was gener-

ated, then the meshing tool was instructed to halve the cell size within the region

inside the iso-surface. In this section a different tool called mmg3d is used that

allows the adaptation process to be fully automated. Mmg3d is a robust, open-

source and multi-disciplinary software for re-meshing (developed by Mmg Open

Source Consortium). It can generate and manipulate tetrahedral meshes and can

be easily coupled with custom applications. The input to mmg3d is a scaling

factor field that adapts a mesh relative to the current cell sizes. For example, if

a scaling factor of 0.5 is assigned at a specific mesh cell, the algorithm will try to
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halve the original edge length of this cell. Mmg3d capabilities cover isotropic and

anisotropic mesh generation. In this work only the isotropic re-meshing function-

ality was used.

The procedure of re-meshing adaptation with mmg3d is presented in Fig-

ure 5.11.

GeometryMeshesSetup

STAMPS

Flow Solver

Adjoint Solver Output Error

Adaptation Sensor

Scaling Field

(TE)i

(U)i

(v)i

(OE)i

(OS)i

(Setup, Xh, XH)0
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Figure 5.11: Mesh adaptation flowchart

As a first step, the initial CAD geometry is prepared, and an initial set of ge-

ometric multigrid meshes generated using a hip tool [37], which has already been

introduced in Sections 2.5 and 2.6. The setup and all pre-processing operations

are enclosed in the dashed box in the top part of Figure 5.11. After the initialisa-

tion step, all the information (setup, meshes) is provided to the STAMPS solver,

and a flow solution is obtained. Next, the truncation error is estimated and

weighted using an adjoint variable that results from the adjoint system solve;

then the output error is calculated. Error estimation is carried out according

to the procedures already described in Section 5.2. The final step executed by

STAMPS is generation of the scaling factor field. The scaling factor is obtained

based on the values of the adaptation sensor. In this work the scaling factor was

set to vary between values of 0.5 and 2, where the lower bound corresponds to
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the halving edge length of a cell (refinement), and the upper bound to doubling

it (coarsening). The coarsening procured is also limited to the maximum edge

length corresponding to 0.25 of the largest dimension in the computational do-

main to prevent over-coarsening, and maintain the original domain bounds. In

the current work, 20% of all cells are marked for refinement and 20% for coars-

ening. This choice is to adapt or coarsen only a smaller fraction of all cells with

highest and lowest error values respectively and limit the amount of refinement

and coarsening within a single adaptation step. A similar approach was proposed

by Fidkowski et al. [81]. As the mesh is being refined, the solution to the nonlinear

flow equations evolves and the highest error concentration regions of computa-

tional domain may change (e.g. formation of a shock wave). Furthermore, the

accuracy of error estimation increases as the mesh is adapted. In summary, the

change in cell sizes is limited between factor 0.5 and 2, 20% of cells are refined

and 20% coarsened. The process is performed in an iterative fashion.

After the scaling field is obtained, mmg3d is executed and the re-meshing

refinement/coarsening is performed based on the original mesh and scaling factor

field. Next, the resulting mesh is projected onto the original CAD geometry in

order to preserve the shape of the M6 wing. Finally, the hip tool is used to

generate coarse geometric multigrid mesh. The refinement process is continued

until interrupted by the user. In future work, more refined stop criteria for

refinement could be introduced such as maximum number of degrees of freedom

or minimum edge size.

5.6.2 M6 wing reference meshes and setup details

The Onera M6 wing was introduced in Section 3.7. Figure 5.12 shows CAD

geometry of the wing and the initial mesh. The mesh was made deliberately

coarse to start the adaptation process with small mesh and adapt iteratively only

where the sensor values are high or coarsen further if the sensor values are low. As

can be seen in Figure 5.12a, the initial coarse mesh is not resolving geometry well,

especially near the leading edge. For this reason, after every adaptation iteration

a mesh projection step (see Figure 5.11) is required. To simplify mesh projection

the original M6 wing CAD geometry was modified by making a sharp cut near
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the tip (see Figure 5.12a). The mesh projection step is done in the following

sequence. First, the leading and trailing edge of the mesh is being deformed to

its original position. Next, the z-coordinate of wing tip surface nodes is re-set to

the initial value. Finally, the mesh nodes of the top and bottom wing surfaces

are projected on the CAD geometry using surface normal direction.

(a) Geometry with tip cut (b) Initial mesh (4,882 nodes)

Figure 5.12: M6 wing geometry and initial mesh for adaptation

Details on the solver setup, reference meshes, objective function used for

output-based adaptation, and scaling factor calculation are provided.

Setup

Figure 5.13 shows the computational domain. It consists of a wing geometry

enclosed by a symmetry plane and freestream boundary.

Figure 5.13: Computational domain of M6 wing (step 0)
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In both adaptation examples, the angle of attack at freestream condition was

set to AoA = 3.06◦. The Mach number in the far-field was set to Ma= 0.1 for the

subsonic case, and Ma= 0.84 for the transonic case. An inviscid compressible flow

solver is used in both cases. For the subsonic case no slope limiter was used, and

for the transonic example a default DMV limiter was exploited (see Section 2.3.6).

The default settings were chosen for all other STAMPS options as presented in

Section 2.1. Truncation error, output error, and the final output-based sensor

were calculated according to the method described in Section 5.2.

Reference meshes

A set of uniformly refined grids was created starting from the initial mesh shown

in Figure 5.14a. The coarsest mesh was created using typical engineering best

practice discussed already in Section 1.3. A refinement was applied at the leading

edge and wing surface and coarse mesh was set at the outer boundary of the

computational domain (see Figure 5.13). Example grids for the uniformly refined

set are shown in Figure 5.14.

(a) Step 0 (4,882 nodes) (b) Step 2 (32,955 nodes)

(c) Step 3 (192,126 nodes) (d) Step 5 (8,359,233 nodes)

Figure 5.14: Examples of uniformly refined meshes created using typical engi-
neering best practice
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Objective function

In both adaptation examples, the objective function is drag coefficient of the

wing. In order to perform an error convergence study of the functional as the

mesh is being refined, an exact drag coefficient value is required. In the subsonic

inviscid case the non-zero drag force is related to the induced drag due to the

lift generated by the wing body for a non-zero angle of attack. As a result, a

wing tip vortex is created (see Figure 5.15b) that consumes energy and results

in the induced drag. Additionally, there is also a drag force related to numerical

diffusion introduced in the discretisation scheme, but this component vanishes as

the mesh is refined (he → 0).

The convergence of the drag coefficient for the uniformly refined grids (intro-

duced in Figure 5.14) and an example velocity contour plot with streamlines near

the wing tip are shown in Figure 5.15. The exact drag coefficient was estimated

using Richardson extrapolation [9]. The value obtained was CD = 0.00362.

(a) Drag coefficient convergence for uniformly
refined mesh

(b) Velocity contours and flow streamlines
near the wing tip

Figure 5.15: Objective function convergence and example flow visualisation for
subsonic M6 wing

The exact value of drag coefficient in the transonic example, which corresponds

to the sum of wave drag and induced drag, is estimated using extrapolated value

from the mesh convergence study shown in Figure 5.16a. The value obtained was

CD = 0.01165. A comparison to the pressure drag coefficient for the M6 wing

available on the NASA website27 is also presented in Figure 5.16a (CNASA
D =

0.0117). The difference between the extrapolated drag coefficient and NASA

27https://turbmodels.larc.nasa.gov/onerawingnumerics val sa.html
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results is related to the modification of the wing tip for the geometry used in this

work (see Figure 5.12a).

An example velocity contour plot with streamlines near the wing tip for the

transonic M6 wing is shown in Figure 5.16b.

(a) Drag coefficient convergence for uniformly
refined mesh

(b) Velocity contours and flow streamlines
near the wing tip

Figure 5.16: Objective function convergence and example flow visualisation for
transonic M6 wing

Scaling factor

Mmg3d uses a scaling field to determine mesh sizing relative to the input mesh.

The scaling-factor field is obtained based on an adaptation sensor, in this case the

output-based sensor described in Section 5.3. First the sensor field is evaluated

then sorted in ascending order. The original mesh indices are stored. Next, a

scale factor between 0.5 and 1 is assigned to 20% of all control volumes with

the highest sensor value, and a scale factor between 1 and 2 is assigned to 20%

of control volumes with the lowest sensor value. Figure 5.17 shows error sensor

distribution for the initial mesh (see Figure 5.14a) and associated scaling factor

according to the described rule. A linear change of scaling factor is used.

In principle, an adaptation sensor could be used to create scaling factor accord-

ing to sensor distribution. However, as the spread in value is high and increases

sharply to maximum value (and decreases sharply towards minimum value) this

approach could lead to very little refinement and coarsening. The linear scaling

was chosen to encourage more refinement for the control volumes with the high-

est sensor values and coarsening for the control volumes with the lowest sensor
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values, while preventing too sharp a decay of the scaling field towards 1.

Figure 5.17: Distribution of error sensor value (sorted ascending) and scaling
factor for the initial mesh

5.6.3 Subsonic M6 wing

Output-based mesh adaptation is first applied to the inviscid Onera M6 wing

at subsonic conditions (Ma= 0.1, AoA = 3.06◦). Figure 5.18 shows a com-

parison of drag coefficient convergence between the uniformly refined grids (see

Section 5.6.2) and output-based adapted meshes.

Figure 5.18: Comparison of convergence of drag coefficient between uniformly
refined, output-based adapted, and output-based corrected meshes for subsonic
M6 wing

The output-based adapted mesh outperforms uniformly refined meshes cre-

ated according to engineering best practice.
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Figure 5.19 shows the results of convergence of error in drag coefficient as

the mesh is refined. Logarithmic scales are used on both axes. The 3 additional

dashed lines show convergence slopes that correspond to error converging at rates

between he and h3
e. The error in predicted drag coefficient converges with second-

order slope for the uniformly refined grids as expected for the 2nd-order accurate

discretisation scheme. Output-based adapted grids allow improved convergence

slope of the error in drag coefficient to be achieved and converge at the slope near

3rd-order.

Figure 5.19: Comparison of convergence of error in drag coefficient between uni-
formly refined, output-based adapted, and output-based corrected meshes for
subsonic M6 wing

Figures 5.20 shows initial mesh and adapted steps. Each step corresponds to

a point in Figure 5.19. The results highlight several key regions of the computa-

tional domain where the strongest refinement took place. First, the leading and

trailing edges were strongly refined to better resolve the geometry and rapidly

reduce the amount of numerical viscosity in the discretisation scheme. Next,

around refinement step 8 (Figure 5.20c) adaptation started focusing around the

wing tip and downstream of the wing tip while still adapting the leading and

trailing edges. The refinement around the wing tip is justified because resolving

wing tip vortex (see Figure 5.15b) is important for accurate prediction of induced

drag.
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(a) Step 0 (4,882 nodes)

(b) Step 4 (16,844 nodes) (c) Step 8 (56,353 nodes)

(d) Step 12 (165,500 nodes) (e) Step 15 (354,006 nodes)

Figure 5.20: Mesh evolution for subsonic M6 wing - wing, symmetry plane, and
cut-plane downstream of the wing

Figure 5.21a-5.21e shows the velocity contour plot for 5 adaptation steps. The

semi-transparent volume highlight regions where the smallest cells are present. A

constant threshold value was used for each mesh of 10 mm3, which corresponds to

an edge length of isotropic cell of around 2.2 mm. The initial solution for step 0 is

resolving the flow very poorly with a high amount of numerical viscosity causing
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the peak velocities to be low, whereas mesh from adaptation step 15 resolves the

geometry and flow accurately.

(a) Step 0

(b) Step 4 (c) Step 8

(d) Step 12 (e) Step 15

Figure 5.21: Mesh adaptation and evolving solution for subsonic M6 wing (ve-
locity contours). Semi-transparent iso-volume marks finest cells (volume below a
threshold of 10 mm3 - cell edge length of around 2.2 mm)

Figures 5.22a-5.22e present changes in adaptation sensor value with progress-

ing adaptation. The scale was fixed for all figures, and a logarithmic scale was

used. Sensor value decreases, starting from level 0.1 on the wing surface at step
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0 towards values below 10−4 at step 15.

(a) Step 0

(b) Step 4 (c) Step 8

(d) Step 12 (e) Step 15

Figure 5.22: Adaptation sensor evolution for subsonic M6 wing (logarithmic scale)
- wing, symmetry plane, and cut-plane downstream the wing
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5.6.4 Transonic M6 wing

In this section, another application of output-based re-meshing using mmg3d

is presented using the Onera M6 wing at transonic flow conditions. Figure 5.23

shows a comparison of drag coefficient convergence between the uniformly refined

grids (see Section 5.6.2) and output-based adapted meshes.

Figure 5.23: Comparison of convergence of drag coefficient between uniformly
refined, output-based adapted, and output-based corrected meshes for transonic
M6 wing

Analysis of convergence slope of the error in drag coefficient is presented in

Figure 5.24. The results show that error decreases with a slope close to h2
e for

uniformly refined mesh and with a slope near h2.4
e for the output-based adapted

grid. Although the slope of converging error is improved for output-based adapted

mesh, the improvement is reduced as compared to the subsonic M6 wing example

shown in Section 5.6.3. There are several possible reasons of this result. First, in

this case the DMV slope limiter was used which can affect accuracy of estimation.

Second, the adjoint solver was not verified for the case with limiters which can be

another source of worse quality of the estimate of the output sensor. Finally, the

case is run at transonic conditions and strong shock waves appear on the wing

which create a more challenging flow condition and may cause over-refinement in

the regions near the shock lines.

Despite the above, the re-meshing refinement method shows improvement,

and can be beneficial for applications with high a Mach number and shock waves.
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Figure 5.24: Comparison of convergence of error in drag coefficient between uni-
formly refined, output-based adapted, and output-based corrected meshes for
transonic M6 wing

Figures 5.25a-5.25e show 5 refinement steps. Similarly to the subsonic ex-

ample, first the leading and trailing edges are refined. In adaptation step 7, the

flow solver starts to capture expansion shock downstream of the top wing surface;

mesh around the wing tip is also being refined. In step 10 and beyond a lambda

shock wave is being refined and in step 14 clear refinement regions are present.

The wing tip is also strongly targeted, similar to the volume region downstream

of the wing tip that allows tip vortex to be captured.
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(a) Step 0 (4,882 nodes)

(b) Step 4 (16,331 nodes) (c) Step 7 (40,143 nodes)

(d) Step 10 (91,900 nodes) (e) Step 14 (289,156 nodes)

Figure 5.25: Mesh evolution for transonic M6 wing - wing, symmetry plane, and
cut-plane downstream the wing

Figure 5.26 shows velocity contours on a set of output-based adapted grids.

The initial mesh is not resolving the shock waves, but as the refinement progresses

the shock lines are captured more accurately and the velocity magnitude increases

as a result of reduced numerical diffusion. A semi-transparent volume structure

highlights regions within the computational domain with the smallest cell sizes.
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In a similar fashion to the subsonic case, the threshold value is set to 10 mm3,

which corresponds to an edge length of isotropic cell of around 2.2 mm. Unlike

the subsonic example the wing top surface is refined; a lambda-shape structure

is formed to capture shock waves.

(a) Step 0

(b) Step 4 (c) Step 7

(d) Step 10 (e) Step 14

Figure 5.26: Mesh adaptation and evolving solution for transonic M6 wing (ve-
locity contours). Semi-transparent iso-volume marks finest cells (volume below a
threshold of 10 mm3 - cell edge length of around 2.2 mm)

In Figure 5.27a The initial output sensor values on the wing are near the
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value of 1. At the last adaptation step the level of error reduces below 10−3. A

logarithmic scale is used.

(a) Step 0

(b) Step 4 (c) Step 7

(d) Step 10 (e) Step 14

Figure 5.27: Adaptation sensor evolution for transonic M6 wing (logarithmic
scale) - wing, symmetry plane, and cut-plane downstream the wing
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This thesis has focused on three main aspects. The first area of focus was CFD

flow and adjoint solver in STAMPS. A detailed description of the spatial and

temporal discretisation of the RANS equations was presented. The efficient cell-

based gradient computation method that is consistently accurate for a general

mesh type was implemented and verified. Although the cell-based method to cal-

culate gradients is standard, an original approach was proposed for its derivation.

With this approach a symbolic mathematical toolbox is used for the derivation

and reduction of the number of floating point operations required for the gradi-

ent computation. The accurate gradient calculation method allows the achieve-

ment of a linearly transparent solution reconstruction and interpolation between

multigrid mesh levels. The verification methodology based on a method of man-

ufactured solution was presented and used for the inviscid flow solver testing. A

verification results of the STAMPS discretisation scheme showed a reduced order

of accuracy for a general mesh type. This inaccuracy originates from the edge-

based integration scheme which is a standard for vertex-centred solvers. The edge

centroid is used as a flux face integration point, which for a general mesh type is

not a Gauss point. Hence, integration is not exact.

Implementation details of the tangent-linear and adjoint solvers were provided,

and the usage/benefits of the Tapenade automatic differentiation tool were ex-

plained. The routine wrappers created by the author allowed the build process of

the STAMPS code to be automated with no additional scripting or code prepa-

rations required. This indicates that a modification in the primal code can be
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automatically included in the adjoint and tangent-linear solvers using a standard

code re-compilation.

The second area of focus was on an automatic CFL-adjustment technique for

the STAMPS implicit solver. The results show the benefit of the methodology,

which allows almost constant solver run-time to be achieved regardless of initial

conditions or CFL number. The automatic CFL-adjustment led to a robust

implicit solver with no user interaction related to tedious (manual) CFL number

adjustments. The solution recovery step was implemented as a safeguarding

technique for solver divergence which can occur where the initial CFL number is

too high or ramping is too rapid. Using the RAE282 aerofoil test case, it was

shown that the recovery step works effectively.

Additionally, a Jacobian/preconditioner re-computation control (A-CTRL)

based on the residual-norm-convergence-history analysis was proposed. The A-

CTRL method, combined with automatic CFL-adjustment, led to a 10-20% re-

duction in the overall run time as compared to the baseline approach. Further-

more, several convergence acceleration techniques taken from the literature were

studied. The residual-based time stepping (RBTS), which is a form of local time-

stepping, showed that for some cases a more contractive system matrix can be

achieved which lead to an improved convergence rate. Similarly for convergence

acceleration for highly stretched meshes AR that can enhance convergence for

turbulent applications with low values of y+; a non-dimensional distance to wall

used in turbulence modelling near the wall. However, no major run time reduc-

tions were recorded when using either AR or RBTS methods.

Low Mach number scaling was introduced to reduce the stiffness of the RANS

system matrix present for compressible solvers. The U-bend example showed an

improvement in convergence slope and allowed faster convergence to be achieved

by a factor of 2-3.

All implemented methodologies were applied using the three test cases: in-

viscid M6 wing, turbulent RAE2822 aerofoil, and U-bend channel. Overall, it

was shown that the run-time of the flow solver can be reduced by a factor of 0.1

to 0.8. A larger improvements are usually obtained for more complex cases and
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flow conditions, e.g. the M6 transonic wing or the U-bend turbulent case. The

developments described in Chapter 4 are particularly important for shape optimi-

sation where the run-time reductions are crucial for an efficient process. Solving

flow accounts for around half of the overall run-time of the optimisation. Hence,

the obtained flow solver run-time reduction by a factor of 0.1 to 0.8 can lead to

the overall optimisation time being decreased by a factor of 0.05 to 0.4, which is

of particular importance for industrial cases where a reduction of computational

cost allows the design time to be decreased.

The final area of focus for this work was an efficient procedure for truncation

error estimation that exploits the building blocks of a geometric multi-grid solver.

First, the methodology was presented and tested using a method of manufactured

solution on a cube domain. Using the proposed method, the truncation error can

be estimated with almost no additional cost as compared to other known meth-

ods that usually rely on finer grids that are computationally more expensive.

Moreover, the methodology can use topologically inconsistent multigrid meshes,

which makes it more general. The results in Section 5.4 show that despite the

above the estimated truncation error can be effective in driving the mesh adap-

tation process. The derivation of output error and two adaptation sensors: a)

truncation-error-based sensor b) output-error-based sensor was shown. The latter

is of primary interest as it indicates regions of the computational domain where

not only are the errors large but also where the errors influence an objective

function, i.e. an engineering quantity of interest.

Three applications of output-based mesh adaptation were presented in this

work. First, a 3D cube case with manufactured solution was used. A Rolls-

Royce proprietary code Hydra was exploited for flow and adjoint calculation, as

well as for error estimation. At each refinement step, the computational mesh

was adapted manually using BoxerMesh and iso-volumes formed by the cells

with highest adaptation sensor value. The result showed almost an order of

magnitude reduction of the mesh size after just 2 adaptation steps as compared

to the uniformly refined grid, while still maintaining the accuracy of the objective

function.
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Next, a more practical adaptation example was presented using the Onera

M6 wing at subsonic flow conditions (Euler flow). The objective function used

for output-based mesh adaptation was drag coefficient which for the used flow

conditions corresponds to the induced drag due to the non-zero angle of attack.

The error in objective function for the output-based adapted mesh converged at

an order of 3 whereas the error for the uniformly refined grid converged at an

order of 2.

Finally, another adaptation application with the Onera M6 wing was per-

formed. In this example, transonic flow conditions were used. Although the

improvement was worse for this case compared to the subsonic example, the er-

rors in objective function showed around 0.4 order increase in convergence rate

for the adapted mesh compared to the uniformly refined grid.

All examples of output-based mesh adaptation presented in this work showed

improved convergence of error in the objective function of interest. Hence, the

proposed methodology has been proved to work in practical applications. Fur-

thermore, the use of two separate CFD codes for mesh adaptation shows that the

methodology can be easily implemented in geometric multigrid solvers.

Future work

The results obtained in this work suggest that a modification of the discretisation

approach used in STAMPS is required to achieve a scheme that is consistently

2nd-order accurate on a general mesh type, including boundaries. In this work,

it was found that the reduced accuracy on a general mesh type originates from

the standard edge-based integration scheme. Achieving an exact integral requires

a flux face integration point to be a Gauss point, whereas in the current imple-

mentation, an edge midpoint was used instead. Further work is required to find

an appropriate method to create a 2nd-order accurate solver for a general mesh

type while maintaining an efficient edge-based data structure used in STAMPS. A

consistently accurate discretisation scheme could lead to a better quality of error

estimation and allow discrepancies due to the cell types to be avoided. Further-

more, in the current work only the accuracy of the inviscid solver was investigated
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and a verification of the turbulent solver is still required. For this purpose, a man-

ufactured solution for the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model presented by Roy

et al. [2] could be used.

In STAMPS, a comparison of sensitivities obtained using adjoint, tangent, and

finite difference approaches was done by Christakopolous [129]. A more rigorous

test should be performed to verify the differentiated solver and shape sensitivity.

One approach is to use a known solution and perform a convergence study of

the error norm on a sequence of uniformly refined grids. In such a study, the

verification is successful if the convergence slope of the error norm of adjoint

gradients aligns with the convergence slope of the error in the objective function.

An example was provided by Nemec and Aftosmis [75]. Another method is to use

the Taylor series reminder test as presented by Farrell et al. [76]. For this purpose,

a Taylor expansion for an example functional L(U) with a small perturbation δU

is introduced, as shown in Eq. 6.1

L(U + heδU) = L(U) + heδU
T∇U + . . . (6.1)

Eq. 6.1 can be rearranged to obtain Eq. 6.2, where the gradient ∇U is computed

using an adjoint solution.

∣∣L(U + heδU)− L(U)− heδUT∇U
∣∣ −→ 0 at O(|he|2) (6.2)

The verification of the gradient computed using an adjoint solution is successful

when the term shown in Eq. 6.2 (the Taylor series reminder) converges at second

order as he → 0. This methodology does not require a sequence of computational

meshes nor a known exact solution as compared to the method presented by Ne-

mec and Aftosmis [75]. Hence, it is a recommended approach to be used for a

future verification work of the adjoint solver in STAMPS.

Further testing is also recommended for automatic CFL-adjustment and other

code enhancements to analyse their benefit for more practical, medium and large

scale applications. The methodologies used in this work should be compared to
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other state of the art methods to investigate benefits they can offer. Additional

research into the optimisation of user-defined parameters for automatic CFL ad-

justment and constants in the Jacobian re-computation control would also be

beneficial.

Mesh adaptation driven by an output-based sensor was applied to 3 invis-

cid cases in the current work. It would be useful to conduct further testing of

the proposed error estimation methodology for turbulent cases, as well as more

industrial level applications.

In this work, the first mesh adaptation example was carried out manually using

a simple 3D cube case with a Hydra CFD solver and BoxerMesh. In the second

and third application the mmg3d tool was used, and the adaptation process was

automated. To investigate the optimal setup, different options for an adaptation

strategy could be explored, as well as carrying out a study of constants such as

the mesh coarsening ratio of hip (default 2.2), or grid size growth rate in mmg3d

(default 1.5).

In all presented examples an isotropic mesh adaptation was used. A further

improvement in convergence of errors in the objective function may be possible

through the use of anisotropic mesh adaptation. This is possible with mmg3d [7,

88].

An output-based adaptation of the transonic Onera M6 wing showed reduced

improvements in the rate of converging functional error as compared to the sub-

sonic example (transonic - O(h2.4
e ), subsonic - O(h3

e)). These results should be

investigated further. First, an assessment of order of accuracy of spatial dis-

cretisation scheme with slope limiter should be performed. Although the error

in drag coefficient was decreasing at second order rate for the uniformly refined

mesh (transonic M6 wing), which suggests that the limiter does not largely affect

the accuracy of the spatial discretisation scheme, a more rigorous test would be

beneficial. Second, the adjoint solver with active slope limiter should be verified

as its accuracy may affect the accuracy of an output-based sensor.

After analysing current adaptation methods on various examples (inviscid,

viscous) and developing the best refinement strategy, the mesh adaptation process
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could be coupled with adjoint-based shape optimisation. The results should be

analysed firstly by comparing the overall run-time of the optimisation with and

without an output-based mesh adaptation, and then by assessing the influence of

the mesh adaptation in optimisation process on the final optimised shape.

Finally, a truncation-error-based adaptation functionality could be imple-

mented in STAMPS so as to allow for automatic mesh refinement as the so-

lution progresses. For geometric multigrid solvers, such an approach is possible

as the estimation of truncation error is computationally inexpensive, and could

be beneficial in practical engineering applications to reduce computational time

and improve solution accuracy.
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Appendix A

A.1 STAMPS constants

Constants and reference conditions in STAMPS:

R Specific gas constant, 287.14285714285711
[

J
kg K

]
γ Heat capacity ratio cp/cv, 1.4 [−]

cp Specific heat capacity at the constant pressure, γR
γ−1

[
J

kg K

]
cv Specific heat capacity at the constant volume, R

γ−1

[
J

kg K

]
Tref Reference temperature, 300 [K]

µL,ref Ref. laminar dynamic viscosity at Tref , 1.633920236187 · 10−5
[

kg
m s

]
CS Southerland‘s constant, 110.0 [K]

Pr Prandtl number, 0.713 [−]

Prt Turbulent Prandtl number, 0.85 [−]

Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model constants:

Cb1 0.1355

Cb1 0.1355

Cb2 0.622

κ 0.41

σ 2/3

Cw2 0.3

Cw3 2

Cv1 7.1
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Ct3 1.2

Ct4 0.5

C2 0.7

C3 0.9

A.2 RANS equations in STAMPS

The integral form of the compressible RANS system of equations with Spalart-

Allmaras turbulence model [144] is presented in Eq. A.2. This system is derived

using the differential form of Navier-Stokes system of equations and the divergence

theorem - A.1, where ~F is a vector field and ~n = [nx, ny, nz]
T is normal defining

face of the closed control volume. Refer to e.g. [118, 102] for more details on

derivation. ˚
Ω

∇ · ~FdΩ =

‹
S

~F · ~ndS (A.1)

All flow variables present in the equation are Reynolds-averaged quantities - see

section 7.1.1 in [102] for details on Reynolds-averaging. All volume sources are

kept in the system of equations shown in Eq. A.2 for generality, and all except

for SAsrc are assumed zero. All model and material constants are defined in

Section A.1.
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Continuity equation : (A.2)

∂

∂t

ˆ
Ω

ρ dΩ +

˛
∂Ω

ρV dS =

ˆ
Ω

fρ dΩ

Momentum equations :

x :
∂

∂t

ˆ
Ω

ρu dΩ +

˛
∂Ω

(ρuV + nxp) dS−

−
˛
∂Ω

(
nxτ

eff
xx + nyτ

eff
yx + nzτ

eff
zx

)
dS =

ˆ
Ω

fρu dΩ

y :
∂

∂t

ˆ
Ω

ρv dΩ +

˛
∂Ω

(ρvV + nyp) dS−

−
˛
∂Ω

(
nxτ

eff
xy + nyτ

eff
yy + nzτ

eff
zy

)
dS =

ˆ
Ω

fρv dΩ

z :
∂

∂t

ˆ
Ω

ρw dΩ +

˛
∂Ω

(ρwV + nzp) dS−

−
˛
∂Ω

(
nxτ

eff
xz + nyτ

eff
yz + nzτ

eff
zz

)
dS =

ˆ
Ω

fρw dΩ

Energy equation :

∂

∂t

ˆ
Ω

ρe dΩ +

ˆ
∂Ω

ρhtV dS−

−
˛
∂Ω

(
nxΘ

eff
x + nyΘ

eff
y + nzΘ

eff
z

)
dS =

ˆ
Ω

fρe dΩ

Spalart-Allmaras equation :

∂

∂t

ˆ
Ω

ν̂dΩ +

˛
∂Ω

ν̂V dS −
˛
∂Ω

1

σ
(νL + ν̂) (∇ν̂ · ~n) dS =

ˆ
Ω

SAsrc dΩ

The ideal gas law (Eq. A.3) is used to close the system:

p = ρRT (A.3)

V is the contravariant velocity and ~Uv is the vector of x, y, z-velocity components

(Eq. A.4):

V = ~Uv · ~n = (nxu+ nyv + nzw) , ~Uv = [u, v, w]T = [ux, uy, uz]
T (A.4)

The effective stress tensor components derived for the RANS system of equations

with a closure turbulent viscosity term µt are defined using Eq. A.5. Note that
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[ux, uy, uz] = [u, v, w] is an alternative notation used for velocity components.

τ effi,j = (µ+ µt)

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

)
+ (λ+ λt) div(U) δi,j, (A.5)

i = j → δi,j = 1; i 6= j → δi,j = 0

The turbulent viscosity is estimated using SA variable ν̂ resulting from the SA

equation, and λ and λt is obtained based on the Stokes assumption:

µt = ρν̂fv1, νt = ν̂fv1, λ = −2

3
µL, λt = −2

3
µt (A.6)

Parameter fv1 is defined as follows:

fv1 =
χ3

χ3 + C3
v1

, χ =
ν̂

νL
(A.7)

The convective term in energy Eq. A.2 is written using specific total enthalpy ht

for a more compact form. The total enthalpy per unit mass is defined as presented

in Eq. A.8.

hs =
γ

γ − 1

p

ρ
+
u2 + v2 + w2

2
(A.8)

This equation can be derived using Eq. A.9, where the total enthalpy per unit

mass is expressed in various forms with ie being the specific internal energy,

ek specific kinetic energy, and hs specific enthalpy. Replacing ie and ek with

relations from Eq. A.10 and transforming obtained formula using dependencies

from Eq. A.11 leads to the final form presented in Eq. A.8.

ht = e+
p

ρ
= hs + ek = ie + ek +

p

ρ
(A.9)

ie = cvT = cv
p

ρR
(A.10)

ek = 0.5
(
u2 + v2 + w2

)
e = ie + ek, hs = ie +

p

ρ
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Eq. A.11 shows the relation between the specific heat capacity at constant

pressure/volume (cp/cv), and the ideal gas constant R. Variable γ is a heat

capacity ratio.
cp
cv

= γ, cp − cv = R (A.11)

The Θeff
i terms present in the energy equation are as follows:

Θeff
x = uτ effxx + vτ effxy + wτ effxz + (kL + kt)

∂T

∂x

Θeff
y = uτ effyx + vτ effyy + wτ effyz + (kL + kt)

∂T

∂y

Θeff
z = uτ effzx + vτ effzy + wτ effzz + (kL + kt)

∂T

∂z
(A.12)

Laminar thermal conductivity kL and turbulent thermal conductivity kt are de-

fined in Eq. A.13. See Section A.1 for definitions of constants.

kL = µLcp/Pr, kt = µtcp/Prt (A.13)

The Spalart-Allmaras source term is defined in Eq. A.14. All model constants

are defined in Section A.1.

SAsrc = Cb1(1− ft2)Ŝ ν̂ +
Cb2
σ

(
∂ν̂

∂xj

)2

−
[
Cw1fw −

Cb1
κ2

ft2

](
ν̂

d

)2

(A.14)

The remaining variables are defined in Eqs. A.15-A.17. Note that variable χ was

already defined in Eq. A.7.

Cw1 =
Cb1
κ2

+
1 + Cb2
σ

(A.15)

fv2 = 1− χ

1 + χfv1

, ft2 = Ct3 exp
(
−Ct4 χ2

)
(A.16)

fw = g

[
1 + C6

w3

g6 + C6
w3

]1/6

, g = r + Cw2

(
r6 − r

)
, r =

χ3

χ3 + C3
v1

(A.17)

According to Allmaras and Johnson [117], the vorticity Ŝ is modified to prevent

negative values which are nonphysical and can lead to convergence problems. The

modification is presented in Eq. A.18 with S defined in Eq. A.19 and the original
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vorticity S in Eq. A.20. Variable d stands for the distance to wall.

Ŝ =


S + S : S ≥ −cv2S

S +
S(c2v2S+cv3S)
(cv3−2cv2)S−S : S < −cv2S

(A.18)

S =
ν̂

κ2d2
fv2 (A.19)

S = W + fv2
ν̂

κ2d2
, W =

√
2Wi,jWi,j, Wi,j = 0.5

(
∂ui
∂xj
− ∂uj
∂xi

)
(A.20)

Vorticity magnitude W is defined in Eq. A.21 using Einstein index notation, so

that it expands to:

W =
√

2
(
W 2
xx +W 2

xy +W 2
xz +W 2

yx +W 2
yy +W 2

yz +W 2
zx +W 2

zy +W 2
zz

)
(A.21)

Laminar viscosity is defined as a function of temperature using Southerland’s law

- Eq. A.22 with reference quantities defined in Section A.1.

µL = µL,ref

(
T

Tref

)3/2
Tref + CS
T + CS

(A.22)
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A.3 ROE averaged variables

The ROE averages at the flux face are calculated using left L and right R states

as shown in Eq. A.23.

ρ̃ =
√
ρLρR (A.23)

ũ =
uL
√
ρL + uR

√
ρR√

ρL +
√
ρR

ṽ =
vL
√
ρL + vR

√
ρR√

ρL +
√
ρR

w̃ =
wL
√
ρL + wR

√
ρR√

ρL +
√
ρR

h̃t =
ht,L
√
ρL + ht,R

√
ρR√

ρL +
√
ρR

c̃ =

√
(γ − 1)

(
h̃t − q̃2/2

)
Ṽ = ũnx + ṽny + w̃nz

q̃2 = ũ2 + ṽ2 + w̃2

A.4 Coefficient computation for cell-based gra-

dient

In order to efficiently compute coefficient matrix C for each basic element type

presented in Figure 2.1, the symbolic maths toolbox of Matlab28 or Python

SymPy29 packages can be used.

28http://uk.mathworks.com/products/symbolic/?requestedDomain=www.mathworks.co
29http://www.sympy.org/en/index.html
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Algorithm 7 Symbolic Green-Gauss integration

1: do if = 1, Nf (ic)

2: if triangle then

3: ~X = ~Xi + s
(
~Xj − ~Xi

)
+ t
(
~Xk − ~Xi

)
+ st

(
~Xi − 0.5 ~Xj − 0.5 ~Xk

)
4: F = Fi + s (Fj − Fi) + t (Fk − Fi) + st (Fi − 0.5Fj − 0.5Fk)

5: else if quadraliteral then

6: ~X = ~Xi + s
(
~Xj − ~Xi

)
+ t
(
~Xl − ~Xi

)
+ st

(
~Xi + ~Xk − ~Xj − ~Xl

)
7: F = Fi + s (Fj − Fi) + t (Fl − Fi) + st (Fi + Fk − Fj − Fl)

8: end if

9: ∂ ~X
∂s

= jacobian
(
~X, s

)
10: ∂ ~X

∂t
= jacobian

(
~X, t
)

11: ~faceContribution = int
[
int
[(
F ∂ ~X

∂s
× ∂ ~X

∂t

)
, s, 1, 0

]
, t, 1, 0

]
12: ~IntegralGG = ~IntegralGG + ~faceContribution

13: End do

The basic idea is to use shape functions to describe linearly varying field

on triangle face (Algorithm 7 line 3 and 4) and quadrilateral face (Algorithm 7

line 6 and 7), perform symbolic integration using Green-Gauss approach and

extract coefficient vectors ~Ci at each node. The detailed procedure is presented in

Algorithm 7. The matlab function ’jacobian(...)’ is used to symbolically calculate

required derivatives, and function ’int(...)’ to perform symbolic integration. ~X

is a vector of coordinates (x, y, z), the variable Nf (ic) is a list of faces forming

given element and indices (i, j, k, l) to the nodes forming the face. The coefficient

matrix C can be extracted from the obtained integral by rearranging it with

respect to the field F - Eq. A.24. The collect function of Matlab can be used for

this purpose. The variable Nn is a list of nodes forming an element i.e. Tet: 4,

Pyramid: 5, Prism: 6, Hex: 8.

~IntegralGG =


cx,1F1 + cx,2F2 + ...+ cx,NnFNn

cy,1F1 + cy,2F2 + ...+ cy,NnFNn

cz,1F1 + cz,2F2 + ...+ cz,NnFNn

 (A.24)

Note that the symbolic integration can also be performed using pure geometri-

cal approach, which produces a final coefficient matrix that is identical to the one
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obtained with the method described in Algorithm 7 - verified by the author us-

ing symbolic subtraction of integral formulas for both approaches that reduced to

[0, 0, 0]T . To achieve this, any quadrilateral face of each element type has to be tri-

angulated in the way presented on Figure A.1, where ~Xic = 0.25( ~Xi+ ~Xj+ ~Xk+ ~Xl)

is quadrilateral centroid. The integral can then be calculated accurately for linear

fields using Eq. A.25. After symbolic integration and rearrangements as presented

in Eq. A.24 the coefficients can be extracted.

Figure A.1: Accurate integration using geometric approach

~IntegralGG,ic =

Nf4 (ic)∑
f4=1

φf4~sf4 (A.25)

While performing symbolic computations, it is important to keep the element

connectivity information consistent with those from the solver - see Figure 2.1.

The coefficients can be used to calculate gradients that are exact for any linear

field φ as presented in Section 2.3.5.

A.5 Method of manufactured solution for Euler

equations

The 3D compressible Euler equations with a source terms on the right-hand side

are used - Eq. A.26.
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∂ (ρu)

∂x
+
∂ (ρv)

∂y
= fρ(x, y, z) (A.26)

∂ (ρu2 + p)

∂x
+
∂ (ρuv)

∂y
+
∂ (ρuw)

∂z
= fu(x, y, z)

∂ (ρvu)

∂x
+
∂ (ρv2 + p)

∂y
+
∂ (ρvw)

∂z
= fv(x, y, z)

∂ (ρwu)

∂x
+
∂ (ρwv + p)

∂y
+
∂ (ρw2 + p)

∂z
= fv(x, y, z)

∂ (ρuet + pu)

∂x
+
∂ (ρvet + pv)

∂y
+
∂ (ρwet + pw)

∂z
= fe(x, y, z)

The specific total energy et is given by the Eq. A.27 and the Euler equations are

closed with the ideal gas law (Eq. A.28).

et =
1

γ − 1
RT +

u2 + v2 + w2

2
(A.27)

p = ρRT (A.28)

The supersonic manufactured solution [41] extended to 3D is presented in Eq. A.29,

where the constants are defined in table (A.1). The same set of constants was

used in [1].

ρ(x, y, z) = ρ0 + ρx sin
(αρxπx

L

)
+ ρy cos

(αρyπy
L

)
+ ρz sin

(αρzπz
L

)
(A.29)

u(x, y, z) = u0 + ux sin
(αuxπx

L

)
+ uy cos

(αuyπy
L

)
+ uz sin

(αuzπz
L

)
v(x, y, z) = v0 + vx cos

(αvxπx
L

)
+ vy sin

(αvyπy
L

)
+ vz sin

(αvzπz
L

)
w(x, y, z) = w0 + wx cos

(αwxπx
L

)
+ wy sin

(αwyπy
L

)
+ wz sin

(αwzπz
L

)
p(x, y, z) = p0 + px cos

(αpxπx
L

)
+ py sin

(αpyπy
L

)
+ pz sin

(αpzπz
L

)
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Variable, φ φ0 φx φy φz αφx αφy αφz

ρ [kg/m3] 1 0.15 -0.1 -0.12 1 0.5 1.5

u [m/s] 800 50 -30 -18 1.5 0.6 0.5

v [m/s] 800 -75 40 -30 0.5 2/3 1.25

w [m/s] 800 -75 40 35 0.5 2/3 1

p [N/m2] 1×105 0.2×105 0.5×105 −0.35×105 2 1 1/3

Table A.1: Constants for the supersonic manufactured solution [1]

Figure A.2 and 5.8 presents manufactured solution in the square domain

1 × 1 × 1 meter and the corresponding source terms arising from the ’made

up’ solution. The equations for the sources were derived using the manufactured

solution (Eq. A.29) inserted into the Euler system of equations (Eq. A.26). The

Python symbolic toolbox - SymPy30 was used for derivations. The sources could

also be derived by hand, however this method is more error prone and tedious.

(a) Density (ρ) (b) X-velocity (u) (c) Y-velocity (v) (d) Z-velocity (w)

(e) Continuity source
(fρ)

(f) X-momentum
source (fu)

(g) Y-momentum
source (fv)

(h) Z-momentum
source (fw)

Figure A.2: The 3D supersonic manufactured solution and corresponding source
terms

30http://www.sympy.org/en/index.html
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A.6 An example usage of a Tapenade differen-

tiated code

To understand better the usage of differentiated subroutines for matrices the

example of a partial derivative of residual R with respect to node coordinates

X is presented. The partial derivative ∂R
∂X

is a matrix of the total size 6N × 3N

(RANS system of equations with SA turbulence model), where each of the entries

in the matrix A.30 is 6 × 3 block matrix for 6-equations and 3-dimensions. The

differentiated subroutine RL defined in Section 3.3 is used for this purpose.

∂R

∂X
=



∂R1
∂X1

∂R1
∂X2

∂R1
∂X3

. . . . ∂R1
∂Xn

∂R2
∂X1

.

∂R3
∂X1

.

. .

. .

. .

. .

∂Rn
∂X1

∂Rn
∂Xn



,
∂Ri

∂Xj

=



∂Rρ,i
∂xj

∂Rρ,i
∂yj

∂Rρ,i
∂zj

∂Rρu,i
∂xj

∂Rρu,i
∂yj

∂Rρu,i
∂zj

∂Rρv,i
∂xj

∂Rρv,i
∂yj

∂Rρv,i
∂zj

∂Rρw,i
∂xj

∂Rρw,i
∂yj

∂Rρw,i
∂zj

∂Rρe,i
∂xj

∂Rρe,i
∂yj

∂Rρe,i
∂zj

∂RSA,i
∂xj

∂RSA,i
∂yj

∂RSA,i
∂zj



(A.30)

If the column j of the matrix ∂R
∂X

is to be obtained efficiently in terms of run-

time, the forward differentiated subroutine RL d should be used as shown in the

following pseudo-code:

1 Xd = 0.0

2 do iDir = 1, 3

3 Xd(1,j) = 1.0

4 subroutine RL_d(X↓, Xd↓, . . . , R↑, Rd↑, L↑, Ld↑)

5 dRdXj(iDir ,:,:) = Rd

6 Xd(1,j) = 0.0

7 end do

Note that the example shows the derivative obtained for all six equations and for

all 3-coordinates Xj = [xj, yj, zj]
T of node j, this is, ∂R

∂Xj
.
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On the other hand, if the row i of the matrix ∂R
∂X

is to be obtained efficiently,

the reverse differentiated subroutine RL b should be used:

1 Lb = 0.0

2 Rb = 0.0

3 do iEqn = 1, 6

4 Rb(iEqn ,i) = 1.0

5 subroutine RL_b(X↓, Xb↑, . . . , R↑, Rb↓, L↑, Lb↓)

6 dRdX i(:,iEqn ,:) = Xb

7 Rb(iEqn ,i) = 0.0

8 end do

In this manner the row ∂Ri
∂X

is obtained.

A.7 Weighted explicit Laplacian smoothing

Laplace’s equation has the form presented in Eq. A.31. It can be easily discretised

using e.g. an explicit time stepping and an edge-based data structure as presented

in Eq. A.32. The constant β = 1.0 is used, which is related to the maximum

allowed time step constrained by the stability condition of an explicit scheme.

The edge-length-weighting is applied to prevent distortions due to the cell sizes

[145].
∂φ

∂t
= ∆φ (A.31)

φn+1
i = φni + β

(
m∑
j=1

φnj − φni
lij

)/
m∑
j=1

lij (A.32)

Figure A.3 shows the eigenvalues of explicit smoothing system matrix for a simple

1D case. Each eigenvalue corresponds to the eigen-vector i.e. shape mode. The

magnitude of the eigenvalue tells how much given shape mode will be damped

when the smoothing is performed. The graph confirms that the explicit smooth-

ing is very effective in filtering the high-frequency modes while having a minor

influence on the the low-frequency modes.
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Figure A.3: Eigenvalues of explicit smoothing system matrix for simple 1D case
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